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Abstract
English is the most widely spoken language in the world, and many higher education institutes (HEIs) in the global South
have prioritised English language education (ELE). In Colombia, the context of this study, English has become the de
facto foreign language in Colombian higher education (HE) although little is known about its effects on the lives of HE
students from low-income backgrounds. Addressing this knowledge gap is critical to ensure that ELE in Colombian HE is
relevant and socially just. The current study used the capability approach (CA) to identify the substantive freedoms which
English can enlarge or constrain in the lives of economically vulnerable graduates in Colombia, and to identify factors
which are instrumental in this process. Since Sen and Nussbaum’s normative framework has given insufficient
consideration to questions of power and inequality, this study also draws on Phillipson’s (1992) theory of linguistic
imperialism. Qualitative interviews with 20 economically vulnerable graduates and four HE experts in the field of
Colombian ELE were conducted to investigate this issue, and thematic analysis was used to analyse the data. The
findings show that English in Colombia, although implicated in global injustices, can cultivate economic, sociocultural and
epistemic capabilities. However, they also show how this capability expansion is also shaped by a range of conversion
factors. This thesis builds on the small number of qualitative studies exploring the relationship between English and
development in the global South and extends this literature by improving our understanding of this relationship in the
Colombian context, including the ways in which the spread of English can perpetuate asymmetrical North-South power
relations. It also makes a valuable contribution to the capability literature by highlighting the importance of viewing
linguistic capabilities as dynamic and relational. The findings of this thesis are therefore of interest not only to language
policy experts and other language education stakeholders in developing contexts, but also to capability scholars.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction
English is currently the most widely spoken language on the planet (Eberhard et al., 2020). As such, mastery of the
English language forms an important component of knowledge capital in a globalised world and is perceived by many
governments in the global South as key to their development (Rassool, 2013; Sayer, 2015). Indeed, the positive
relationship between English and development, often understood to mean economic development, permeates official
language policy discourse in the global South (e.g. Euromonitor, 2010; Lunt & Hamlyn, 2007). In Colombia, the context of
the current study, the Ministry of Education (MEN) provides an example of such discourse:

Being bilingual is essential in a globalised world which demands that one can communicate
better, open borders, understand other contexts, appropriate and circulate tastes, understand
and be understood, enrich oneself, and play a decisive role in the development of the country.
Being bilingual broadens the opportunities to be more competent and competitive (2006: 3).

As other scholars have pointed out, the term ‘bilingualism’ is used by the government of Colombia (GoC1) to refer
exclusively to English and Spanish (Guerrerro, 2010; Valencia, 2005). This quote therefore reveals how the GoC
predominantly views dual competence in these hegemonic European languages as a tool for fostering the country’s
development rather than as an end in itself (Fandiño-Parra et al., 2012; Martínez, 2016). The link between development
and English is further underscored by the inclusion of English in the GoC’s national plan for development for 2014-2018
on the grounds that ‘it is currently the most commonly spoken language in the world for education, business and the
dissemination of culture’ (DNP, 2015: 100). Underpinned by this discourse of English and development, the GoC has
implemented a range of English linguistic policies in recent years. One such policy has mandated that HE graduates
achieve an intermediate level of competence in a second language (MEN, 2015). In view of its status as a global lingua
franca, this law has led to the introduction of compulsory ELE in most HEIs in Colombia (Bonilla & Tejada-Sánchez, 2016;
Cronquist & Fiszbein, 2017). This decree may be justified so long as it does, in fact, lead to development, understood
here as the expansion of individuals’ substantive freedoms (Anand & Sen, 2000). Thus, the current study aims to answer
the following research questions:
●

Which capabilities has ELE in Colombian HE fostered or thwarted in the lives of economically disadvantaged
graduates?

●

Which factors have a bearing on whether ELE in Colombian HE has a positive or negative influence on capability
formation?

Following a qualitative research design, I conducted semi-structured interviews with Colombian HE graduates from
low-income backgrounds in order to address these questions. These graduates constituted the main data source, but
interviews were also carried out with Colombian scholars in the field of ELE as a means of enhancing the trustworthiness
of the data, which were subsequently analysed using thematic analysis. The CA and Phillipson’s (1992) theory of linguistic
imperialism constituted the theoretical tools that were used to inform data collection and interpret the findings.

1

As the MEN is a ministry of the GoC, the terms MEN and GoC are used interchangeably in this paper.
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1.2 Importance of the Study
The current study is of value for several reasons. First of all, on a personal level, this topic is close to my heart since I
work as an English language educator in a prestigious private Colombian university whose population consists of a high
proportion of students from disadvantaged backgrounds. Given the potential of English to marginalise those with limited
resources (Mohanty, 2017), and to perpetuate unequal power relations between the global North and South (Phillipson,
1992), I have felt a growing sense of unease in recent years regarding the value of English for such students, and this has
led me to question whether the profession to which I have dedicated most of my adult life may be doing more harm than
good.

Second, such research is particularly timely given the recent decision by many governments in the global South to
prioritise initiatives which promote ELE in their respective countries (Cronquist & Fiszbein, 2017; Khan, 2019). In Latin
America these initiatives include the Programa Nacional de Inglés2 in Mexico; Inglés Abre Puertas3 in Chile; and Inglés,
Puertas al Mundo4 in Perú. These initiatives also extend to HE systems in the region. For example, university graduates in
Ecuador are expected to achieve an English level equivalent to B1 on the Common European Framework (CEFR) (British
Council, 2015a); while in Brazil English is a component on the university admissions exam (Oliveira, 2019); and in Peru
second language education, which again usually means English, is compulsory for undergraduates (Ministerio de
Educación, Perú, 2015). Thus, evidence of the contribution that English can make to human development in Colombia
may inform language policy debates in other countries in Latin America in particular and in the global South more
generally. Research in such contexts is especially important given the need for governments in developing countries to
prioritise how the typically scarce resources available are allocated (Bamgbose, 1999; Bruthiaux, 2002). Indeed, while an
emerging body of research investigates the context-dependent relationship between English and development in Africa
and Asia, in Latin America this relationship remains underexplored (Ferguson, 2013; Mohanty, 2017).

Third, by investigating the relevance of English for HE students in Colombia, this study aims to contribute to the limited
research on educational quality in the Latin American context. Important in this regard is the inclusion of individuals from
technical and technological (T&T) subjects, some of whom studied at the largest autonomous state HEI in the country,
Servicio Nacional de Aprendizaje5 (SENA). Research involving such participants is particularly important given a) the lack
of governmental oversight of SENA; b) the paucity of studies which include SENA graduates; c) growing concerns about
the relevance of such education in Colombia; and d) the vulnerable status of the majority of T&T students (Ferreyra et al.,
2017; González-Velosa et al., 2015; OECD, 2016; Radinger et al., 2018; World Bank, 2013). Thus, I hope that the
research conducted in this thesis can enhance the accountability of HE in Colombia, including SENA, and give voice to
marginalised HE graduates in the country.

Finally, in using the CA to explore the ways in which English has shaped the opportunities of HE graduates, this thesis
builds on the work of researchers who have applied the CA to issues relating to the use of English in educational settings
in the global South (e.g. Adamson, 2020a; Erling, 2017; Tamim, 2014). However, the research presented here goes
2

National English Programme
English Opens Doors
4
English, Doors to the World
5
National Learning Service
3
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beyond this literature by enhancing our understanding of the relationship between English and development in Colombian
graduates’ broader social environment, the factors influencing this relationship, and the role that individual agency plays in
these processes. In this regard the current study may be unique. Another important contribution that this paper makes to
the capability literature is to highlight the value of conceptualising linguistic capabilities as relational, dynamic, and
person-specific since doing so can have important social justice implications. Given that, up until now, the role of English
within the CA has been undertheorised, such research can advance current thinking regarding linguistic injustice.

1.3 Overview of Chapters
This thesis falls into seven main sections. In chapter 2 I identify the main development challenges for Colombia, briefly
summarise the global trends in HE, and trace the major transformations in Colombian HE in recent years. My main
argument here is that two of these trends - neoliberalisation and massification - have contributed to several injustices in
Colombian HE. Following this, chapter 3 provides an overview of the role of imported languages in Colombia and
foregrounds some social justice implications of the imposition of English in Colombian HE. This chapter also discusses
research in the field of English and development and identifies key domains where English can contribute to human
development in the country. In chapter 4 I present this paper’s theoretical framework, which draws together the theory of
linguistic imperialism (Phillipson, 1992) and core elements of the CA, before conceptualising English as a linguistic
capability within the CA. Subsequently, the methodology chapter highlights this study’s ontological and epistemological
underpinnings, describes the methodological and ethical procedures followed, and introduces this study’s participants.
After this, chapter 6 reveals how English can promote human flourishing in a number of ways, contingent upon a range of
enabling factors and human agency, even though it may at the same time be implicated in global injustices. Finally, the
conclusion foregrounds the main theoretical and empirical contributions this study makes and proposes several
recommendations for policymakers and practitioners. Here I also suggest directions for future research and reflect on my
research experiences.

1.4 A Note on Terminology
For the sake of convenience, the terms “developed” and “developing”, and “global North” and “global South” are used,
although I am aware that these reductive terms oversimplify a complex reality and are inevitably contested (Appleby,
2010). In accordance with organisations such as the OECD and the WTO, “developing” and “developed” refer to low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs) and high-income countries (HICs) respectively, and these terms are used
interchangeably throughout this thesis (Fanton & Serajuddin, 2016; WTO, n.d.). Similarly, following de Sousa Santos
(2016: 18-19), the term global South does not refer to a geographical region,

Even though the great majority of its populations live in countries of the Southern hemisphere.
The South is rather a metaphor for the human suffering caused by capitalism and colonialism
on the global level, as well as for the resistance to overcoming or minimising such suffering. It
is, therefore, an anti-capitalist, anti-colonialist, anti-patriarchal, and anti-imperialist South. It is a
South that also exists in the geographic North (Europe and North America), in the form of
excluded, silenced and marginalised populations, such as undocumented immigrants, the
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unemployed, ethnic or religious minorities, and victims of sexism, homophobia, racism and
islamophobia.

As for ‘development’, depending on the approach and the context, this term can take on different meanings (Chimbutane,
2017; Rassool, 2013). This paper adopts the human development approach definition which holds that development is
about “expanding the choices people have to lead lives that they value” (UNDP, 2001: 9). A distinction is also needed
between the industrialised English-speaking countries which benefit from the spread of English (Phillipson, 1992) and
former British colonies which have significant or predominantly English-speaking populations such as India, Nigeria, and
Jamaica. To this end, I employ Holliday’s (1994: 4) term “BANA” (Britain, Australasia and North America) to refer to the
UK, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and the US.
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2. Higher Education in Colombia
2.1 Introduction
This chapter is divided into four parts. First, I provide an overview of key development priorities for Colombia. Second, I
identify two key trends in HE in the global South - neoliberalisation and massification - and briefly explore the social justice
implications of these trends. Third, I trace the major transformations in Colombian HE in recent years and show how these
have been shaped by a neoliberal agenda and a massive surge in participation. Finally, I discuss the impact of these
developments on students from low-income backgrounds.

2.2 Colombia: The Development Context
Colombia is an upper-middle-income country of approximately 50 million inhabitants (CIA World Factbook, 2021).
Afro-Colombians (6.8%) and indigenous peoples (4.3%) constitute the largest minority groups, though the vast majority
are a mix of ethnicities (CIA World Factbook, 2021). In terms of development, the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) ranks Colombia 90th out of 189 countries and territories (UNDP, 2018). Although the country is in the
high human development group, its performance is below average both for this group and for countries in Latin America
and the Caribbean (LAC) (UNDP, 2018). Indeed, as we shall see, Colombia is a deeply divided country, which faces many
major development challenges.

One major barrier to Colombia’s development is the unequal level of income distribution, which was the second highest in
Latin America in 2019 (World Bank, 2021). In 2016, 28% of Colombians were living below the national poverty line, and
2.2 million people were living on $1.96 a day or less (World Bank, 2018). Inequality is a historic issue in Colombia, with the
benefits of the country’s wealth disproportionately accruing to an elite minority descended from the Spanish colonisers
(World Bank, 2013).

The employment situation in the country can partly account for such inequality. For example, Colombia’s jobless rate for
the first quarter of 2020 (prior to the COVID-19 lockdown) was 11.2%, the fifth highest among all OECD countries (OECD,
2020), and an estimated 50% of the Colombian workforce subsists on either the minimum wage7 or less (OECD, 2017).
Moreover, around 48% of the working population were informally employed from October to December 2020 (DANE,
2021). Informality is more likely to affect young people, and is characterised by job insecurity, poor remuneration and
working conditions, and a lack of social benefits (OECD, 2016; Radinger et al., 2018). Thus, a lack of quality, well-paid
employment presents another major challenge to Colombia’s development (Radinger et al., 2018).

Another key obstacle to development is the rural/urban divide. Roughly a quarter of all Colombians live in rural areas, and
on average, 43% of people in rural zones live in poverty, compared to 27% of those in cities (OECD, 2016; Radinger et
al., 2018). Most of the country’s ethnic minorities live in rural communities, and are therefore more likely to be affected by
problems related to underdevelopment such as teenage pregnancies, underemployment, hunger, violence, lack of
ambition, discrimination, and poor infrastructure (OECD, 2017; Radinger et al., 2018; USAID, 2014). This
underdevelopment is also reflected in education. For example, the average number of years of schooling in rural areas is

6
7

$ refers to US dollars, unless otherwise stated.
As of May 2021, the Colombian minimum wage was 908,526 Colombian pesos, or just under $250 a month (Salario Minimo Colombia, 2021)
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six, compared to ten in urban areas, which is one explanation for the lower levels of literacy and the dearth of HE
graduates in rural zones (UNESCO, 2016, 2017).

One important reason for underdevelopment in rural districts is the decades-long civil war, which has internally displaced
many of the eight million refugees to poor communities in Colombia’s largest cities (CIA World Factbook, 2021; UNHCR,
2016). This armed conflict is still being fought in different areas of the country and has resulted in lower rates of
participation in compulsory education in rural regions (OECD, 2017). The situation is complicated further by the illicit
cultivation of coca, which continues to fuel the conflict and is used as a justification for continued US military and political
involvement in the country (Human Rights Watch, 2019; OHCHR, 2018). Given this bleak reality, it is hardly surprising that
the ongoing conflict is partly responsible for another barrier to Colombia’s development: outward migration (Echeverri,
2017; Louidor, 2018). Indeed, in recent decades, Colombia has been a net exporter of migrants, with 4.7 million
Colombians resident in foreign countries in 2014 (Louidor, 2018).

The education system also reveals profound inequality with public and private sector education segregated according to
social strata (Radinger et al., 2018). As a result, socioeconomic status is a strong predictor of educational success with
school life expectancy for those from the poorest backgrounds half that of students from the wealthiest (OECD, 2016).
Moreover, the chances that students from state schools will perform well on the high school leaving exam, which regulates
access to HE, are much lower than for their private school counterparts (Duarte et al., 2012; OECD, 2016). Added to this
is the cost of HE in Colombia, which can range from around a few hundred dollars per semester for public universities to
several thousand dollars per semester for private institutions (Gómez, 2021; “Matricula cero”, 2021). This means that
those from the poorest backgrounds are underrepresented in the HE system with only 11.3% of students from the lowest
income quintile entering HE compared to 56.7% from the wealthiest (World Bank, 2018). At the international level,
Colombia is also at a significant disadvantage. For example, the average Colombian is much more likely to repeat a grade
than his/her counterparts in other OECD countries, and performs far worse on the Programme of International Student
Assessment (PISA) (OECD, 2017). In addition, when Colombian students are admitted to post-secondary education, they
are younger and have typically completed fewer years of schooling than their OECD peers (OECD, 2016).

Added to these issues are others such as systemic corruption, which costs the country per year almost as much as it
spends on education (OHCHR, 2018; Transparencia por Colombia, 2016); poor infrastructure (WEF, 2015); and deep
inequality in terms of land ownership (USAID, 2014).

In sum, Colombia is a country which is divided along economic, geographic, political and educational lines. These
divisions have implications for the country’s development, and, by extension, for the role that English can play in
development in Colombia.

2.3 The Neoliberalisation and Massification of HE in the Global South
Traditionally, access to HE in LMICs was limited to the wealthiest members of society (Schendel & McCowan, 2016).
However, in recent decades HE worldwide has experienced unrivalled levels of growth, a great deal of which is occurring
in the global South (Altbach, 2013; Marginson, 2018). Reasons for this expansion include globalisation; greater
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urbanisation; rising middle-class incomes and aspirations; and a growing consensus regarding the importance of HE both
for the knowledge economy and for national development (Altbach, 2013; Marginson, 2018; Naidoo, 2011; Schendel &
McCowan, 2016). Parallel to this massification trend has been the progressive subordination of HE to market values and
corporate interests, the effects of which include greater commodification of knowledge, a decline in non-vocational
programme offerings, and more privatisation (Giroux, 2010; McCowan, 2016; Naidoo, 2011; Shin, 2016). This
commercialisation has been attributed to the growing influence of neoliberalism on HE (Altbach, 2013; Giroux, 2015a,
2015b), which Giroux (2015b: 102) has described as “a savage form of free-market fundamentalism”. As such, a focus on
civic values, critical thinking and democratic principles has gradually given way to a higher education agenda which
prioritises the preparation of students - increasingly positioned as consumers - for the demands of the workplace (Giroux,
2010; Opazo & Gutiérrez, 2012; Marginson, 2018). In accordance with this neoliberal agenda, HE is more and more seen
by students in instrumental terms as a private good which they, rather than the government, must pay for in order to
improve their social status (Altbach, 2013; Giroux, 2002; Schendel & McCowan, 2016) while the role of educators is more
and more reduced to that of implementers of standardised curricula (Mahony & Weiner, 2019).

As the developments outlined above suggest, the massification of HE worldwide, undergirded by a neoliberal agenda, has
raised a variety of concerns, two of which are particularly relevant to our discussion: a sacrifice of quality for the sake of
quantity; and, relatedly, a deepening of access inequalities. In terms of the former, in LMICs these quality concerns stem
from, inter alia, insufficient regulation; a rise in the number of sub-standard commercial HEIs offering courses in the most
profitable fields; an upsurge in students who are ill-prepared for the demands of HE; and a lack of qualified staff and
funding (Altbach, 2013; McCowan, 2016; Naidoo, 2011; Schendel & McCowan, 2016). As a response to this lack of
funding, many HEIs have diversified their income streams, by, for example, marketising hitherto non-profit generating
services and functions, increasing the cost of tuition, and offering financial support (Altbach, 2013; Giroux, 2002). These
responses have contributed to a rise in student debt and closed off educational opportunities for many economically
disadvantaged students, which, in turn, is exacerbating national inequities (Giroux, 2002; Guzman-Valenzuela, 2016;
McCowan, 2016). These inequities are also apparent at the international level as cash-hungry HEIs compete for the
growing number of student-clients around the world who are seeking to maximise returns on their educational investment
in the globalised HE marketplace (Giroux, 2015a; Marginson, 2006; Naidoo, 2011). Such students typically select to study
in highly-ranked English-medium institutions in the global North, which often charge exorbitant fees (Altbach, 2013;
Marginson, 2006). Not only does this rule out many high quality HE options for all but the wealthiest students from LMICs,
thus exposing the neoliberal argument of free choice as a myth (Giroux, 2015a; Piller & Cho, 2013), but it is also leading
to further stratification of the sector since HEIs in developing contexts typically lack the resources and prestige to attract
such student investment (Altbach, 2013; Guzman-Valenzuela, 2016; Naidoo, 2011). The lure of the top universities for
students from LMICs in an era of neoliberal globalisation and HE massification is also precipitating an unequal
South-North transfer of human and financial capital in the form of tuition fees and talent, further entrenching global
injustices (Altbach et al., 2009; Marginson, 2006; Naidoo, 2011). English, as the hegemonic language of HE globally, and
a major selling point of HEIs in BANA countries, is an accomplice in this injustice, with non-English speaking HEIs often
losing out not only in the competition for such students, but also in the rankings race (Altbach, 2013; Marginson, 2006).
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So how has the process of massification, undergirded by a neoliberal globalising agenda, played out in Colombian HE? I
take up this question below. In doing so I also briefly trace the history of HE in Colombia and describe the complex
post-secondary education system in the country.

2.4 A Short History of HE in Colombia
The first universities in Colombia were established during the colonial period for the benefit of the elites (Levy, 1986;
Montenegro, 1994). In this era the Catholic Church played a key role, and many institutions of higher learning were led or
organised by religious orders (Levy, 1986). The post-independence period brought with it the challenge of building an
independent Colombian Republic, which would require the assistance of a cadre of educated professionals (Melo et al.,
2017). This led to the founding of several public universities, though these remained subject to the influence of the Church
until the 1930s (Levy, 1986; Montenegro, 1994). This period also saw the establishment of the first private universities in
Colombia, which, in contrast to other countries in Latin America, constituted a secular reaction to religious dominance in
the public sector (Levy, 1986). In the 1930s, when the GoC finally decreed a separation of Church and State in public
HEIs, the Catholics reacted by founding private universities. This meant that the Colombian HE system was already highly
privatised by Latin American standards even at this early stage (Levy, 2010). The 1930s also marked the beginning of a
period of modernisation and urbanisation in Colombia, which was accompanied by a considerable increase in both public
and private HE enrolments (Melo et al., 2017; Montenegro, 1994). In response, the ruling classes sought refuge in elite
private universities (Levy, 1986). In spite of this expansion, then, as now, the benefits of HE disproportionately accrued to
the wealthy (Montenegro, 1994). During this period of growth SENA was also founded. SENA, which is part of the Ministry
of Labour, offers free or low-cost apprenticeships and vocational training (OECD, 2016).

Perhaps the most significant development in Colombian HE in recent decades is Law 30 of 1992. This law transformed
the HE system by broadening the definition of HE8 to include all academic and professional education which is completed
after secondary school (MEN, 1992). Specifically, this law restructured the sector into four different types of HEIs: 1)
technical professional; 2) technological institutions; 3) university institutions; and 4) universities (Castillo, 2013; Nel Páez
& Teelken, 2016). Both public and private HEIs are represented in each of these four tiers (OECD, 2016). Although
institutions of the first two types focus on vocational qualifications, technological institutions have a more scientific
foundation and provide more in-depth instruction than technical professional institutions (OECD, 2016; World Bank, 2013).
By contrast, the third and fourth types of HEI offer university programmes, the main difference between them being that
the former conduct research and offer both undergraduate and graduate programmes while the latter only offer
undergraduate programmes and graduate specialisations (Nel Páez & Teelken, 2016; OECD, 2016; World Bank, 2013).
Not only do the qualifications offered by these four tiers differ in terms of complexity, cost and quality, but also in terms of
length (UNESCO, 2003). As such, technical qualifications are typically of five to seven semesters in duration compared to
university degrees, which usually take eight to ten semesters to complete (World Bank, 2013). Thus, in part owing to Law
30, the Colombian HE landscape, as with many HE systems in LAC, is complex and highly stratified (Gacel-Ávila &
Rodríguez-Rodríguez, 2019; Nel Páez & Teelken, 2016). In Colombia, this hierarchisation is characteristic of the

8

Traditionally the term ‘higher education’ referred only to degree programmes, while ‘tertiary education’ referred more broadly to all types of
post-secondary education (World Bank, 2013). However, the difference between these terms is blurring, especially in Colombia (Jaramillo, 2010;
OECD, 2016). In accordance with Law 30, which clearly states that “educación superior” (MEN, 1992) refers to all post-secondary education
qualifications, the same definition is used throughout this paper.
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neoliberal turn in HE whereby the status of an HEI is associated with the economic value of the human capital it produces
(Giroux, 2002).

Aside from restructuring the HE system, Law 30 of 1992 tied the funding of public universities to the country’s economic
growth in order to make them more fiscally responsible (Galindo et al., 2015; Rabossi, 2009). Unfortunately, however, this
policy failed to take into account key considerations such as the expansion of coverage; internationalisation processes;
quality improvements; the professionalisation of the teaching cohort; and technical upgrades (Castillo, 2013; Jaramillo et
al., 2012; World Bank, 2018). This has led to a shortfall in public HE spending; increased competition for the limited
number of places on offer to potential students (Galindo et al., 2015; World Bank, 2018); and, perhaps most importantly,
the introduction of tuition fees or cost-sharing (Rabossi, 2009). The notion of cost-sharing is informed by a human capital
perspective which holds that a higher proportion of graduates from post-secondary education in a country’s workforce
translates into greater economic growth for the nation, and increased earnings for the individual (Rabossi, 2009; Arango &
Bonilla, 2015). This positions students as client-investors aiming to develop their productive capacities by means of the
acquisition of human capital (Angulo, 2016; Giroux, 2011). Higher education, in such a panorama, is no longer considered
a public good but is instead reconceptualised as a private privilege undertaken for the benefit of the individual rather than
society (Altbach et al., 2009). Thus, Law 30 has accelerated the neoliberalisation of Colombian HE (Galindo et al., 2015;
Rabossi, 2009). As the following section highlights, neoliberalism has also shaped other recent developments in
Colombian HE such as its massification and marketisation.

2.5 The Neoliberal Massification of Colombian HE
As described above, HE systems globally have experienced unparalleled levels of expansion, and Colombia has not
remained isolated from these global trends. For example, the participation of 17-21 year olds in post-secondary education
increased from 25.8% in 2004 to 52% in 2018 (MEN, 2019), and between 2001 and 2011 the number of programmes on
offer doubled (Camacho et al., 2016). The introduction of neoliberal reforms at the urging of intergovernmental
organisations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund has played a key role in shaping this
massification (Galindo et al., 2015; Peralta & Pacheco, 2014). One example of this is the expansion of student finance
schemes offered by the government’s student loans institute, Instituto Colombiano de Crédito Educativo y Estudios
Técnicos en el Exterior Colombia (ICETEX)9 which was able to reduce interest rates and relax lending requirements on its
“portfolio of products and services” (ICETEX, 2016: 11) thus expanding access to those from the lowest socioeconomic
strata (Ferreyra et al., 2017; Melguizo et al., 2015). As ICETEX’s (2016: 9) description of loans as “products and services”
suggests, such schemes position students as human capital investors who aim to maximise returns on their investment
upon entering the workplace (Mackenzie, 2020a; Psacharopoulos & Patrinos, 2018).

As stated earlier, the global trend of neoliberal massification has raised concerns regarding educational quality and
inequities in terms of HE access. But what are some of the consequences of these trends for Colombian HE and for
low-income HE participants more specifically? I turn to this issue in the section below.

9

“Institute for Student Loans and Study Abroad” in English
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2.6 Social Justice Implications
As with HE globally, the massification process in Colombia may be having a negative impact on educational quality.
Possible reasons for this in the Colombian context include a greater number of underprepared students entering HE
combined with inadequate human and physical resources to meet the needs of these students (Ferreyra et al., 2017;
González-Velosa et al., 2015; World Bank, 2013). Unsurprisingly, poor educational quality disproportionately affects
students from low-income backgrounds since they 1) lack the financial resources that are typically required to access high
quality accredited HEIs, and are more likely to drop out as a result of non-academic issues such as looking after their
family, or teenage pregnancies; 2) have typically received less adequate preparation for post-secondary education than
their better off peers; and 3) are less likely to make informed choices about the best course of study and HEI for them.
These factors help account for the overrepresentation of low-income students in cut-cost, profit-generating HEIs of
questionable quality (Ferreyra et al., 2017; González-Velosa et al., 2015). As a result, poor students have much higher
dropout and repetition rates than their wealthier counterparts, and they can expect lower returns for their education when
entering the labour market (Radinger et al., 2018; UNESCO, 2016).

As alluded to above, another characteristic of the neoliberalisation of HE is greater privatisation, which has also been
widely adopted as a way of addressing the massive expansion of HE access in recent years (Schendel & McCowan,
2016). However, despite claims to the contrary (see for example Nel Páez & Teelken, 2016), the massification of
Colombian HE has not been accompanied by a disproportionate growth of the private sector in Colombia in the strictest
sense (although, as we have seen, public HEIs have become increasingly marketised). Indeed, in terms of overall figures,
the number of public and private sector students has remained fairly stable (Ferreyra et al., 2017; Melo et al., 2017, MEN,
2017). Colombia therefore appears to be an exception to the trend towards privatisation of HE in Latin America, which
highlights how the effects of neoliberalism on HE have not been uniform throughout the region (Castillo, 2013; Melo et al.,
2017; Rabossi, 2009).

One reason why Colombia has bucked the trend of privatisation is that the public sector has expanded a great deal to
accommodate increases in enrolments. While admissions to public universities account for some of this expansion with
admissions more than doubling between 1993 and 2011 (Jaramillo et al., 2012), a far larger share of the growth in public
HE access is a result of the GoC’s active promotion of technological and technical HE through SENA, which experienced
a tenfold increase from just under 50,000 in 2003 to nearly 430,000 in 2015 (Galindo et al., 2015; Melo et al., 2017;
Ferreyra et al., 2017).

This prioritisation of T&T higher education by the GoC reflects a need to respond to the spike in demand for technicians
following the neoliberalisation of the economy in the 1990s (Hernández, 2010; Soto, 2016). Importantly, though, the
neoliberal narrative that HE should be geared towards the demands of the economy has not resulted in greater equity
(Castillo, 2013; Ferreyra et al., 2017). In fact, evidence suggests that in recent years access to HE for the richest quintile
has grown more than from the poorest (Melguizo et al., 2015; World Bank, 2013). Moreover, individuals from low-income
households who do manage to access HE can typically choose from a narrow range of HE options due to their limited
budget. One option is to study in public universities, which are far cheaper than private sector institutions. However, since
admission is determined by performance on the high school exit exam, such students often lose out to their wealthier
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counterparts when competing for the limited number of places on offer (Ferreyra et al., 2017; World Bank, 2013). Indeed,
whereas many students with greater financial resources but low educational attainment may gain access to high-end
private HEIs, for many young people of low socioeconomic status, low-fee private T&T HEIs, or the free courses offered
by SENA, are the only routes to a more prosperous future (Gonzalez-Velosa et al., 2015; World Bank, 2018).

Taken together, then, the neoliberal agenda, while ostensibly framed as in favour of individual choice, has “served to
restrict rather than expand the choices of most people” (Piller & Cho, 2013: 24). In a neoliberal landscape, where the
market value of individuals hinges on the reputation of their affiliated institution and the perceived value of their respective
certification, this lack of choice has important social justice implications (Aronowitz & Giroux, 2003). For a start, for T&T
graduates in Colombia, returns to HE are lower, or in some cases negative, while post-HE unemployment levels are
higher (DANE, 2018; Gonzalez-Velosa et al., 2015). In addition, an education focused on the needs of the economy
denies students the opportunity to develop important capacities such as critical thinking, civic responsibility, and
democratic debate (Giroux, 2011). Developing critically conscious, deliberative, ethically principled individuals is especially
important for addressing key development challenges facing Colombia such as forging a lasting peace after decades of
internal conflict; strengthening democracy; and tackling systemic corruption (Altbach et al., 2009; Novelli, 2010).

2.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, I summarised the key development challenges facing Colombia and explored some ramifications for social
justice of the neoliberal massification of HE in the global South. Following this, I charted recent developments in
Colombian HE and the negative consequences of these for students from low-income backgrounds. My central argument
here was that the massive expansion of HE access in Colombia, undergirded by a neoliberal agenda, has several
negative social justice implications, especially for those of low socio-economic status. Against this backdrop, it seems
reasonable to question the decision by the GoC to make foreign language education compulsory for all HE students,
regardless of type of HEI, course of study or educational background. What is the rationale behind this language policy?
What is the role and status of English in Colombia? In what ways might this policy constrain or expand the freedoms of
Colombian HE students from low-income backgrounds? These issues are discussed in the following chapter.
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3. Colombia, English, and Development
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a brief history of European languages in Colombia and shows how they enjoy a higher status than
local languages. Following this, I outline how English has become the hegemonic foreign language in Colombia, including
in Colombian HE, and analyse some consequences of this from a social justice perspective. I then critically evaluate
research in the field of English and development, and identify key domains where English can contribute to human
development in Colombia. Due to the paucity of existing research on this issue in Colombia, this section draws on relevant
literature from other developing contexts. A key argument here is that the potential of English to foster development
depends upon a range of intersecting and contextually specific enabling and disabling factors. I also argue that the
penetration of English into education systems globally is linked to social injustices and reproduces existing North-South
power relations, which underlines the need for appropriate theoretical tools to interrogate the relationship between English
and development.

3.2 Foreign Languages in Colombia
The history of European languages in Colombia can be traced back to the conquistadors, who brought with them their
language. Although some effort was made by these early European colonisers to learn the indigenous languages of the
continent, this was mainly done in order to facilitate the evangelisation of the local population and the gradual imposition
of their own language (García & García, 2012; Guerrero, 2009). Thus, just as English was spread as part of the British
imperial project, so too has Spain been responsible for the proliferation of its language in Latin America (Spolsky, 2004).
Following independence, primary education became more widespread in Colombia, and Latin, which initially retained its
status as the medium of instruction, was gradually replaced by Spanish (Ahern, 1991; Bonilla & Tejada-Sánchez, 2016).
At this time, English and French were the other main foreign languages taught in the Colombian education system, and
over time the former has become more dominant (Villegas, 2017). The Colombian constitution of 1886, which conceived
of Colombia as one political and cultural entity, reinforced the dominance of Spanish (Guerrero, 2009). In this era,
indigenous people were still referred to as “savages” who had to convert to Catholicism and learn Spanish in order to
become “civilised” (Gröll, 2009: 55). It was not until almost 100 years later that home-grown languages were recognised
for the first time in the constitution of 1991 (Guerrero, 2009; Mora et al., 2019). In modern-day Colombia, 65 indigenous
languages and two Creole languages have official status, although Spanish continues to supplant native tongues (García
& García, 2012; Ministerio de Cultura, 2018).

3.3 English Language Policies and Colombian HE
As alluded to above, aside from Spanish, English has become the dominant imported language in Colombia. This is partly
as a result of the GoC’s efforts in the last few decades to promote the language by means of various policies (British
Council, 2015b; Mora et al., 2019). Two of these policies, which have had particularly far-reaching consequences for
Colombian HE, are the inclusion of an English component on both the university admissions and exit exams (Cronquist &
Fiszbein, 2017); and the introduction of a decree to ensure Colombian degree graduates achieve a B1 (intermediate) level
on the CEFR in a second language (MEN, 2015). These policies have made English the de facto foreign language in HE
in Colombia, and in most Colombian higher institutes of learning ELE is now mandatory (Bonilla & Tejada-Sánchez, 2016;
Martínez, 2016). They have also resulted in several social injustices in Colombian HE, two of which will be discussed
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here. First, due to the lack of opportunities to speak the language, English as an academic subject may be of questionable
relevance to many Colombians, especially for those in T&T education and individuals living in rural areas (Domingue et
al., 2017; Hurie, 2018; Martínez, 2016). Despite this, the English language requirement leaves all those who wish to study
at tertiary level no option but to improve their linguistic competence regardless of their opportunities or priorities. Not only
does this undermine the neoliberal discourse of choice, but it also highlights how the GoC’s linguistic policies may be
constraining the freedoms of many HE students. Second, given the very low levels of English proficiency of many
Colombians when entering HE, mandating that all students achieve a B1 exit level is unrealistic (Martínez, 2016;
Sánchez, 2013). This has meant that some students have either required longer to complete their studies, or, in some
cases, have failed to graduate in their chosen field because of poor fluency in English (Isaza-Restrepo et al., 2016;
Martínez, 2016). Since economically disadvantaged students typically have much lower English language proficiency
when entering HE than their more privileged counterparts, they are more likely to suffer the injustice of failing their English
classes, which, in turn, can delay or prevent graduation (Pérez-Pulido et al., 2016; Sánchez, 2013). This is because
cash-strapped Colombians do not normally attend the expensive, better-resourced private schools which are more likely
to have higher standards of English language instruction, and cannot afford to pay for costly private English language
classes (Álvarez et al., 2011; Correa & González, 2016; Sánchez, 2013). This highlights not only how publicly-funded
schooling, which serves Colombians from the lower economic strata, is ill-equipped to provide quality ELE (Cárdenas &
Miranda, 2014), but also how those of more modest means will typically require greater resources than the well-off to
meet the English language requirements imposed by Colombian HEIs. Consequently, rather than being a tool for social
advancement, the imposition of English in Colombian HE may act as a means of social stratification and thus can
represent a structural barrier to navigate (Mackenzie, 2020b; Usma, 2009).

Summing up, this section began with a brief overview of the role of European languages in Colombia. Following this, I
analysed some of the social justice implications of the GoC’s legitimisation of English as the de facto foreign language in
Colombian HE for low-income students. But in what ways might the English skills acquired in Colombian HE expand or
constrain their opportunities after their graduation? Given that the aim of this study is to investigate the relationship
between ELE in Colombian HE and human development, the following section takes up this issue.

3.4 English and Development
Due to English’s association with largely unsuccessful efforts to “develop” the “Third World” (Phillipson, 1992), its positive
role in development is debatable (Ferguson, 2013). The relationship between English and development also remains far
from clear cut since a) the effects of English vary across settings due to a range of contextual factors (Ferguson, 2013;
Kubota, 2011); b) understandings of development are contested (Arcand & Grin, 2013; Ferguson, 2013); and c) language
overlaps and intersects with many areas such as education, trade, aid, the media, employment, migration, tourism, and
diplomacy (Erling, 2017; Grin, 2016; Phillipson, 2010). Despite these methodological difficulties, some attempts have
been made to outline the broad domains where English can foster development (e.g. Chan, 2016; Coleman, 2010; Focho,
2011). This section builds on these typologies to explore the ways in which English might expand or constrain the
substantive freedoms of Colombian HE graduates.
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3.4.1 English and the economy
For HE students from lower economic strata, improving their financial situation is probably the most important way in
which English can positively contribute to their development. Two key ways in which this can be done is by improving their
employment prospects or by facilitating the cross-border trade of goods and services. In terms of the former, a body of
research has focused on the employment benefits of acquiring English linguistic capital in LMICs. For example, Azam et
al. (2013), using data from the India Human Development Survey, conclude that fluency in English can increase wages in
India for women by 22% (34% for men), while some knowledge of English can increase their earnings by 10% (13% for
men). Similarly, Erling and Power (2017) describe two studies from Bangladesh which record increases in earnings of
between 20% and 30% for English speakers over non-English speakers. Finally, Euromonitor (2010) conducted interviews
with 42 companies in Bangladesh, Cameroon, Nigeria, and Pakistan, and Rwanda. The majority of respondents stressed
the importance of English skills for their businesses, and reported salary increases of up to 30% for English-proficient
employees.

While this body of research highlights the positive benefits English can confer on its speakers, at least three observations
can be made about such studies. First, they use aggregate figures as indicators of development, which tell us little about
the factors constraining capability formation, including the acquisition of English linguistic competence, at the individual
level (Erling, 2017). Thus, these quantitative studies, which are underpinned by human capital notions of the value of
language, may obscure injustices (Ferguson, 2013; Tamim, 2010), and yield no insights regarding how individuals
navigate these injustices in order to turn their English skills to their advantage (Erling, 2017).

Second, these studies reveal how intersecting factors can impact on outcomes, which make it difficult to establish a
causal relationship between earnings and English skills. For instance, in Azam et al’s (2013) study, English speakers from
India’s Scheduled Caste reported lower returns for their English skills than those from higher castes. This is in line with
Levinsohn’s (2004) research which found increased financial gains for white English speakers during South Africa’s period
of opening up to the world economy, but no such gains for Black English speakers. Thus, greater returns do not merely
reflect better English skills, but are also dependent on race and societal status. Another factor which impacts the benefits
to individuals of their English linguistic resources is education. For example, participants in Azam et al’s (2013) research
did not see an increase in earnings unless they had completed secondary schooling, and this increase was significantly
lower for newcomers to the workforce. Yet another factor which may impact earnings for English speakers is gender as
illustrated in Azam et al’s (2013) study, which reports differential earnings increases for women and men. An additional
factor which may impact on the dividends to English-proficient individuals is mentioned by Euromonitor (2010) which
reports that 68% of large businesses in the countries surveyed were situated in urban areas. As such, geographical
location may also have a bearing on whether an individuals’ English skills yield benefits or not with a greater likelihood
that such skills will be advantageous in urban contexts. A final factor which influences whether English can yield
employment-related benefits is an individual’s proficiency level. According to the Euromonitor study, the vast majority of
companies surveyed expected employees to have achieved an intermediate level of English, which indicates that English
only becomes beneficial after a certain threshold level has been reached. Given these intersecting enabling and disabling
contextual factors, it seems unlikely that English on its own will lead to upward mobility (Erling, 2017; Guerrero, 2010;
Warriner, 2016).
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A third and final observation we can make about the aforementioned studies is that they were conducted in settings which
differ significantly from the Latin American context. One key difference is that in all of the countries surveyed, with the
exception of Rwanda and parts of Cameroon, English is the language of colonialism while in Latin America, this language
is Spanish. The differential status of English in these settings may affect the contribution that this language can make in
people’s lives. Such an interpretation is consistent with Grin (2001, 2003) who found that in German-speaking
Switzerland, English competence is more highly valued whereas in French-speaking Switzerland, German skills are more
highly valued. The shifting value of English depending on the context therefore appears to be related to the number of
speakers and the demand for their language skills in any given region (Arcand & Grin, 2013; Grin, 2016). In other words,
since English, like HE, is a positional good, the benefits it confers on speakers are context-dependent (Grin, 2001;
Marginson, 2006).

Although no research could be found which explores the relationship between earnings and English in Colombia, Herazo
et al’s (2012) analysis of databases and job portals found that between 0.08% and 6.75% of jobs listed English as a
requirement. They conclude that “the mobility of Colombians and their chances of interlingual contact with English
speakers may be too few and far between to provide opportunity and incentive for learning English” (Herazo et al., 2012:
209-210). More recently, a British Council (2015b) survey of 1,000 individuals and 78 employers in the country found that
English skills were needed in the workplace by only 8% of respondents. This suggests that the need for English linguistic
capital may be on the increase in Colombia although these more recent figures are still very low, and only provide
information about opportunities to use English in the formal sector where English seems much more likely to yield benefits
(Bruthiaux, 2002; Ferguson, 2013). This highlights yet another factor which affects the value of an individual’s English
language skills: the type of employment an individual is engaged in (Grin, 2001). As a result, in light of Colombia’s
relatively high unemployment and informal employment rates, together with the fact that proficient English speakers are
far more likely to be from higher socioeconomic strata, we can expect English to provide social mobility opportunities for
only a small number of poor Colombians.

Another way that English can improve an individual’s financial situation is through the international trade of goods and
services, which, by fostering economic growth, may also result in better job opportunities for English speakers. Evidence
for the positive relationship between English language skills and trade can be found in Ku and Zussman’s (2010)
quantitative survey of 100 non-English speaking countries. Using GDP and national scores on the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) over the last 30 years, they found that English improved international trade. Lee’s (2012)
research, which also used TOEFL test scores and GDP to explore the relationship between English and economic growth,
is less conclusive. This study found differential benefits based on geographical region, providing evidence for stronger
growth for Asian and European economies with good English language skills, but not for Latin American and African
economies. This once again underscores the importance of contextual factors such as geography which can limit or
increase an individual’s potential to put their English language abilities to work (Kubota, 2011; Lee, 2012). Finally, Arcand
and Grin’s (2013) study of postcolonial countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, which also used TOEFL scores and
GDP as proxy indicators, found no relationship between English and economic development, and they demonstrate how
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multilingual societies actually have a higher GDP than those which are less linguistically diverse. The authors therefore
caution against introducing linguistic policies which prioritise English since other languages can also be used for trading.
3.4.2 English and international mobility
Another key way in which English is linked to development relates to the role it can play in various forms of either
temporary or permanent migration (Canagarajah, 2017; Erling et al., 2019). Indeed, the fact that over 700,000 Colombian
migrants were living in the US in 2013 - a predominantly English-speaking nation - suggests that English might influence
this process (UNICEF, n.d.). Moreover, the correlation reported by several studies between proficiency in the language of
the receiver country and greater economic opportunities (e.g. Bleakley & Chin, 2004; Chiswick & Miller, 2002; Dustmann
& Fabbri, 2003; Grin, 2016) indicates that this influence is positive. Unsurprisingly, though, evidence also suggests that
migration is less problematic for the well-off and well-educated (Özden, 2005). For those who do not fall into this category,
migrants may suffer the same fate as participants in Warriner’s (2016) qualitative investigation into the language
ideologies in an English language programme for refugees in the US. She highlights how the notion that English as the
language of opportunity is a neoliberal myth given the structural barriers to social mobility for the study’s participants.
The fact that no amount of hard work will change this sad reality exposes the neoliberal fiction that the accumulation of
human capital combined with individual effort will inevitably lead to upward mobility.

It is important to bear in mind, though, that not all migrants are refugees in search of better economic prospects. Indeed, a
significant number of people also migrate for study, and the fact that globally most international student mobility is to
highly-ranked English-medium institutions in the global North suggests that English may also be contributing to such
migration (Altbach et al., 2009; Özden & Kone, 2017). In fact, the predominantly English-speaking US is by far the most
popular destination country for Colombian students (British Council, 2015b), and in 2012 over 50% of Colombian PhD
students in the country planned to stay there after completing their studies (Migration Policy Institute, 2015). Interestingly,
the GoC is also partly responsible for encouraging foreign study opportunities as made clear in a speech by former
Colombian President Santos (2016, para. 41) during his visit to the UK in 2016: “the UK will continue to be a top
destination for Colombian students in pursuit of world‑class postgraduate and technical education, to develop the skills
that the new world economy requires”. To this end, Santos, who himself studied in the UK and speaks fluent English,
agreed to expedite the validation process for HE qualifications in both Colombia and the UK (Santos, 2016). By signing
such an agreement the former president may have hastened the flight of skilled labour from Colombia to English-speaking
countries in the global North (Mackenzie, 2020b). In other words, by promoting foreign study, which in turn leads to an
outward flow of human capital, the GoC and English language skills may be contributing to the brain drain (Mackenzie,
2020b).

In addition to human capital, English is complicit in the unequal transfer of financial capital from Colombia to the global
North in the form of tuition payments, visa fees and living costs (Mackenzie, 2020b). Given that, in 2010, foreign students
represented nearly £23 billion for the UK economy (Phillipson, 2010), it is hardly surprising that student migration has
been actively promoted by BANA governments through organisations such as the British Council (2019), which is
‘influential in attracting international students, international tourists and foreign direct investment’ (p. 17) to the UK. The
role of such inter-state actors in facilitating a South-North flow of human and financial resources shows how the
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proliferation of English in the global South is far from incidental, apolitical and agentless (Pennycook, 2017) and serves to
benefit interests in BANA countries. Moreover, given the financial outlay required to study academic institutions in these
countries, study abroad opportunities are typically limited to a small number of wealthy Colombians, thus perpetuating
national inequality at the international level (Corbett, 2014; Guerrero, 2010).
3.4.3 English and access to knowledge
Thus far I have looked at two key domains where English may foster development at both the individual and national level
- English for financial gain and English for international mobility - and I have also analysed how English is interwoven with
injustices in these domains. A third area where English may be beneficial is by facilitating access to knowledge, and most
research into the role of languages in development falls into this category. More specifically, a body of work has focused
on the use of language in childhood education in LMICs in Asia and Africa where several local languages are spoken
alongside an official, imported language (e.g. Bamgbose, 1999; Bruthiaux, 2002; Chimbutane, 2017; Williams, 2011).
Access to knowledge, the argument goes, can be expanded in multilingual societies if instruction is in a mutually
intelligible language such as English. However, in Colombia, unlike in many developing contexts in Asia and Africa,
English is not required in childhood education to access knowledge since, where necessary, Spanish can perform the
function of a lingua franca (Ministerio de Cultura, 2018).

While it may not be necessary as a medium of instruction, at least not in Colombia, English is instrumental in accessing
knowledge in HE in the country, not only because the vast majority of academic research is published in English (Lillis &
Curry, 2013), but also because English is the language of choice in most academic disciplines (Li, 2012). However, the
hegemonic status of English in HE may be restricting the scope of scientific endeavour in other languages and may be
leading to the adoption of the English language in educational contexts where its relevance has not been established
(Altbach et al., 2009). Thus, while English can clearly benefit societies and individuals as a result of its importance in HE,
it may also, in certain contexts, stifle development.

Outside of HE, the spread of English as a result of neoliberal globalisation provides many opportunities for English
speakers to marshall their linguistic resources to gain access to knowledge. Undoubtedly the most important way of
accessing such knowledge in contemporary society is the internet, and the fact that over 80% of virtual content may be in
English (Steger, 2017) underlines the value of English linguistic capital in this regard. With this in mind, it is unsurprising
that participants in Oliveira’s (2019) study into Brazilians’ English language ideologies emphasised the importance of
English when using technology. Similarly, the British Council’s (2015b) study into English in Colombia reports that 21% of
English learners surveyed were learning the language so that they could access knowledge, including through the
internet. However, for those lacking in the language skills needed to participate in the international knowledge economy,
English can act as a barrier to access, thus exacerbating the “digital divide” (Pattanayak, 2017: 13). This highlights once
again the potential of English to both constrain and thwart capabilities.

The internet, however, is not the only source of knowledge in a globalised world as Erling’s (2017) paper on the
relationship between English and development in rural Bangladesh highlights. This research, which is one of the few
qualitative studies that could be found on the relationship between English, education and development at the community
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and individual level, reports that English skills are considered beneficial for a variety of reasons including for improving
employment prospects both at home and abroad, and, for accessing information (Erling, 2017). Similarly, in the
Colombian context, globalisation has led to a surge in references to English and popular US culture in commercial signs
(Martinez, 2015). Martinez’s (2015) analysis of the prevalence of English in advertising messages in four major Colombian
cities found that references to the US and its primary language, English, accords status to businesses and their products,
even though this English may be misused or misunderstood:

In the particular case of English in commercial signs in Colombia, consumers associated this
language mainly with American cultures, values, goods, and products and tend to think they
are better than the Colombian ones, especially technology, shoes, clothing, beauty products,
medicines, music, and even education (Martinez, 2015: 616).

The fact that Colombian culture is viewed as inferior to US language and culture represents a clear case of cultural and
linguistic imperialism (Phillipson, 1992). On the one hand, at the micro level, individuals may experience enhanced
wellbeing as a result of the consumption of products associated with the hegemonic culture. On the other hand, at the
macro level, the preference for American products when Colombian alternatives are readily available has clear negative
consequences for Colombia’s economy while benefiting BANA countries, in this case the USA.
3.4.4 English and personal growth
A final way in which English may contribute to development is by fostering personal growth. The importance of English in
this domain for the Colombian context has been highlighted by the former Minister of Education, who acknowledged that
learning a second language can “empower citizens” (“Mineducación anuncia”, 2014, para. 2). Similarly, a foundational
document outlining the standard for English language learning in the country, which was developed by the MEN and the
British Council in order to assist the implementation of the GoC’s English language policies, lists “social, cultural and
cognitive development” (MEN, 2006: 8) as potential benefits of learning another language. Despite this, the literature is
largely silent on the relationship between English and these domains of development (Grin, 2016), which is partly owing to
the difficulty of operationalising these concepts; the largely instrumental value of English in most LMICs (Sayer, 2015);
and the challenges of isolating the role of English from other factors which foster social, cultural and cognitive growth
(Acosta et al., 2015). At any rate, research into socio-emotional and cognitive skills, which are developed in the process of
learning an additional language such as English, shows that these skills can boost employability and earnings, and
increase the likelihood of participation in HE (Acosta et al., 2015; Cunningham et al., 2016; Hanushek & Woessmann,
2008). However, these intrinsic benefits can potentially accrue to speakers of any second or additional language, rather
than exclusively to English speakers.

3.5 Conclusions
All in all, two main conclusions emerge from this discussion of English and development. First, the neoliberal view that
English is the gateway to a better life is complicated by the presence of a range of enabling and disabling factors
(Ferguson, 2013). This means that there is no guarantee that English, even when combined with a great deal of hard
work, will expand the horizons of individuals living in the global South and highlights the importance of contextual
considerations. In other words, the language “will open doors for some but not all” (Matear, 2008: 143). However, given
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the right set of circumstances, English has the potential to “open doors” in a variety of domains that would otherwise
remain closed. In either scenario, the BANA countries stand to gain from the proliferation of English in education systems
in the global South. This highlights the “imperialism-empowerment” (Lai, 2019: 12) paradox of English and foregrounds
the need for conceptual tools which can be used to interrogate the relationship between development and the spread of
English in LMICs. In the current study, one of these tools is Phillipson’s (1992) theory of linguistic imperialism, which will
be discussed in the following chapter.

The second conclusion which emerges is that most research in this field has focused on the economic value of English at
the macro level, paying only limited attention to its non-instrumental benefits (Ferguson, 2013). Such research tells us little
about the variety of ways in which English does and does not contribute to development at the individual level, or the
range of contextual factors influencing this relationship (Erling, 2017; Kubota, 2011). This underscores the importance of
situated, qualitative studies such as the current one in this emerging field (Tamim, 2010). In this regard, the CA is a useful
framework since it looks at the real opportunities available to individuals, the impact of language policies on their
well-being, the role of English in capability formation, the enabling and disabling factors involved in this process, and how
individuals use their agency to navigate these disabling factors (Calitz, 2019; Erling, 2017; Tamim, 2010). This leads us to
the following chapter, which provides an overview of the theoretical tools used in this study.
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4 The Capability Approach and Linguistic Imperialism
4.1 Introduction
Drawing on related literature, in the previous chapter I identified key domains where English could play a role in
development in the global South and in Colombia specifically. I also demonstrated how the positive relationship between
English and development is qualified by a range of factors, and how English is tied to global injustices which perpetuate
asymmetrical power relations between the global North and South. This chapter also showed how much of the research
into English and development has focused on the economic contribution that English skills can make at the macro level.
These studies, which are typically large-scale and quantitative, provide limited insights into the multitude of contextual
factors which may shape the relationship between English and development at the micro level. This foregrounds the need
for conceptual tools which a) are sensitive to the ways in which English may be implicated in injustices in developing
contexts, and b) enhance our understanding of how English can promote development at the individual level in a variety of
ways, the role of agency in this process, and the influence of contextual factors. These considerations provide a rationale
for this study’s theoretical framework, which is presented below. The chapter starts by describing the key constructs from
the CA which this study draws on and explains their relevance for the current study. It then discusses the theory of
linguistic imperialism before surveying capability research which has looked at the role of English in development. I draw
on this literature to better conceptualise the relationship between English and development from a capability perspective.

4.2 The Capability Approach
The CA is a normative framework proposed by the economist Amartya Sen as an alternative to previous measurements of
human development (Nussbaum, 2011). Instead of evaluating development “in terms of resources or primary goods”
(Sen, 1992: 81) that people hold as alternative approaches had done, Sen’s framework shifts the space of evaluation from
the means of human well-being to the ends, which are understood to be the freedoms individuals “actually enjoy to
choose the lives that they have reason to value” (Sen, 1992: 81). The evaluative potential of the CA also makes it useful
for analysing policy decisions that can impact the well-being of individuals (Alkire, 2005; Lopez-Fogues & Cin, 2018;
Robeyns, 2017), which, in the case of the current study, is the introduction of mandatory ELE in Colombian HEIs. Further
justifications for my use of specific components of the CA in this study are given in the sections which follow.
4.2.1 Capabilities and functionings
As the title of Sen’s framework implies, capabilities are central to the approach, and this construct, together with the
related notion of functionings, forms a cornerstone of this study’s theoretical framework. Sen (1992: 48) defines
capabilities as opportunities which constitute “a person’s freedom to achieve well-being”. Capabilities are distinguishable
from skills since the former reflect a rational choice. In other words, “capability is freedom and rationality combined”
(Walker, 2006a: 165). In the CA, capabilities are used to evaluate well-being freedom in contrast to functionings, which are
used to evaluate well-being achievement (Robeyns, 2018; Tao, 2010). Functionings, then, represent the achievement or
realisation of individual capabilities, while capabilities represent unrealised or potential achievements (Nussbaum, 2011;
Sen, 2009).

In the current study, the concept of capabilities allows us to evaluate the contribution of English to development in terms of
the diverse range of human freedoms it expands or undermines rather than purely in terms of the financial dividends it can
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bring. In other words, the construct of capabilities supports a multidimensional analysis of the relationship between
English and human development in contrast to much of the literature surveyed in chapter 3 which focuses only on the
economic benefits of learning English (Adamson, 2020a). However, focusing on outcomes (functionings) as well as
opportunities (capabilities) is important since evidence of a capability is often deduced from its corresponding functioning
(Nussbaum, 2011). Nonetheless, looking only at functionings can provide a distorted view of individual well-being and
obscure sources of disadvantage as similar functionings may conceal quite different sets of capabilities (Sen, 1992;
Unterhalter, 2009). To give an example of this relevant to the current study, an English exam taken by a rich and a poor
student at the end of their HE studies reveals that both have achieved the same level of competence in English, which
might suggest an equitable education system. However, looking at capabilities could show that the rich student enjoyed
more opportunities to develop her English skills, such as access to quality education, a supportive family environment,
and money to spend on learning materials, while the poor student managed to achieve the same functioning despite being
denied these opportunities. From a policy perspective, interventions would therefore focus on ensuring both students
enjoy the same opportunities (or capabilities) to develop their competence in English regardless of their achieved
functionings (Robeyns, 2018).
4.2.2 Agency and conversion factors
As Sen’s definition of “capabilities” implies, agency is central to the CA (Sen, 1999), and it forms another core pillar of this
study’s conceptual framework. Within the CA, human agency, defined by Sen (1985: 203) as “what a person is free to do
and achieve in pursuit of whatever goals or values he or she regards as important”, is a critical element of human
well-being (Lozano et al., 2012). What is more, it allows us to view individuals not as “passive recipients of the fruits of
cunning development programmes” (Sen, 1999: 53), but rather as active participants in “their own destiny” (ibid.). Despite
the importance of individual choice in accounting for variations between individuals’ capability sets, as Sen (1999: xi–xii)
explains:

The freedom of agency that we individually have is inescapably qualified and constrained by
the social, political and economic opportunities that are available to us. There is a deep
complementarity between individual agency and social arrangements. It is important to give
simultaneous recognition to the centrality of individual freedom and to the force of social
influences on the extent and reach of individual freedom.

In CA parlance, these social arrangements or influences are referred to as “conversion factors”, which “determine the
degree to which a person can transform a resource into a functioning” (Robeyns, 2017: 45). These factors, which can be
both enabling and constraining, and either static or dynamic, show how the CA accounts for the influence of internal
features and external conditions on individuals’ well-being (Ballet et al., 2011; Calitz, 2019; Wilson-Strydom, 2017).
Moreover, these conversion factors, as with capabilities and functionings, are unique to each individual, which
demonstrates how the CA, in contrast to other approaches to development, is sufficiently sophisticated to explain the
complex and plural nature of human beings (Ballet et al., 2011; Robeyns, 2018). In addition, the concept of conversion
factors highlights that, while agency is central to the CA, the approach developed by Nussbaum and Sen does not neglect
the role of structure in capability formation (Lozano et al., 2012). In light of this, the charge that CA’s excessive concern
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with the individual can lead to an insufficient focus on social context and interpersonal relations seems unjustified (Stewart
& Deneulin, 2002; Stewart, 2005). Indeed, while the CA may be ethically individualist in the sense that “individuals, and
only individuals, are the units of moral concern” (Robeyns, 2005: 107), this does not mean that the CA is methodologically
or ontologically individualist (Lopez-Fogues & Cin, 2018; Robeyns, 2005). In fact, Sen (2002: 81) argues that the CA is
antithetical to the view of individuals as solitary beings removed from their social context:

Individual human beings with their various plural identities, multiple affiliations, and diverse
associations are quintessentially social creatures with different types of societal interactions,
but their thoughts, choices, and actions are critically important parts of the society in which
these individuals live.

Thus, despite its focus on the individual, the CA can be used to explore the relationship between individuals and social
arrangements (e.g. Feldman & Gellert, 2006; Tikly, 2016). One recent capability study which has highlighted the merits of
the CA for exploring this relationship is Calitz’s (2019) qualitative exploration of the lives of vulnerable HE students in
South Africa. Her analysis shows how structural conversion factors can intersect to create multiple barriers to equitable
participation in HE. Calitz’s (2019) study thus provides evidence to support Sen’s (2009: 256) assertion that “there
can...be some ‘coupling’ of disadvantages between different sources of deprivation”. Importantly, though, by
acknowledging the importance of human agency, Calitz’s (2019: 67) research resists taking a “deficit approach” of her
study’s financially insecure individuals, and shows how they can mobilise their agency to negotiate structural constraints.

Following Calitz, incorporating human agency into my theoretical framework challenges a deficit view of economically
vulnerable graduates, which could lead to further marginalisation (Calitz et al., 2016). A focus on agency is also useful for
deepening our understanding of the often complex reasons for individual variations in well-being (Mkwananzi, 2019).
These interpersonal differences in well-being may also be attributed to the interplay of agency with conversion factors,
which highlights the value of including such factors as a conceptual tool in this study’s theoretical framework (Mkwananzi,
2019). In the context of the current study, conversion factors can shed light not only on the injustices that individuals face
as a result of ELE in Colombian HE, but also on some reasons why different individuals may struggle to turn their English
language skills to their advantage. This information can be particularly useful for policymakers and practitioners seeking to
equalise opportunities for individuals to both acquire the English linguistic capability and to use this capability to expand
other valued freedoms (Wilson-Strydom, 2015a). But what if this study reveals that a range of conversion factors shape
the capability deprivation or expansion that participants experience? In this regard, Wollf and de-Shalit’s (2007: 10) notion
of “corrosive disadvantages” is particularly useful. According to these authors, this concept refers to disadvantages, “the
presence of which yields further disadvantages” (2007: 10). A contrasting notion conceptualised by Wolff and de-Shalit
(2007: 133) is that of “fertile functionings”, defined as valued beings and doings “which benefit other functionings”. An
understanding of the corrosive disadvantages in any given situation can direct policymakers to injustices which are
particularly pernicious, and fertile functionings can help them identify ways of addressing these (Nussbaum, 2011; Wolff &
de-Shalit, 2007). By the same token, identifying conversion factors particularly corrosive or fertile conversion factors can
guide policy-formation by indicating which development areas to prioritise.
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4.2.3 Adaptive preferences and aspirations
In addition to conversion factors and agency, individuals’ valued achievements and opportunities may also be shaped by
limitations on their aspirations as a result of persistent disadvantage (Dejaeghere, 2019; Sen, 2013). These limitations,
known as “adaptive preference[s]” (Sen, 2002: 80), arise from adverse conditions which lead individuals to accept their lot
and cease striving for a better life (Crocker, 2009; Nussbaum, 2011; Sen, 2002). Importantly, quality education can enable
learners to reflect on their lack of aspirations, take control of their lives, and adapt their preferences upwards (Dejaeghere,
2019; Walker, 2006a; Watts et al., 2008). Thus, education can foster the capability to aspire (Hart, 2016) and can help
individuals bridge the gap between their current level of well-being and the well-being they hope to achieve (Conradie &
Robeyns, 2013). By contrast, as Walker and Mkwananzi’s (2015a: 44) study into the challenges and aspirations of
marginalised young South Africans highlights, a lack of educational opportunities can thwart aspirations and lead to “‘cruel
optimism’, that is, optimistic aspirations, but with little realistic possibility of attaining them, which is then deeply injurious”.
This does not mean, however, that there is no hope of ever achieving these aspirations since a) the presence or absence
of conversion factors may only be temporary, and b) different individuals may perceive these aspirations constraints
differently and therefore may be able to use their agency to negotiate them (Calitz et al., 2016; Mkwananzi, 2019).

In the current study, a focus on adaptive preferences is important since they may help account for why individuals may fail
to navigate obstacles to the development of the English linguistic capability, or why this capability does not foster
capability expansion. For example, unable to access quality ELE, students may simply adapt to this reality and cease
striving to become proficient in English. In addition, evidence of adaptive preferences would point to capability deprivation,
which, as Calitz (2019: 55) highlights, “can contribute towards an argument for structural transformation”.
4.2.4 Attending to power inequalities
The CA has been criticised on various grounds, and while a longer thesis would address each of these criticisms in more
depth, of most relevance to the current study is the charge that the CA has failed to adequately account for unequal
relations of power which give rise to oppression and domination (e.g. Crocker, 2009; Tikly, 2016; Walker & Unterhalter,
2007). Although I would tend to agree that Nussbaum, and to a lesser extent Sen, have not paid sufficient attention to how
power inequalities at the macro and micro level are shaped by historical, social, political, and economic considerations
(Dejaeghere, 2019; Feldman & Gellert, 2006), the CA does not constitute a theory, but rather a framework for theorising
injustice, and its open endedness allows the researcher to supplement it with other appropriate theories in order to
address this shortcoming (Sen, 1993; Unterhalter, 2003; Walker, 2010). As should be clear by now, the relevant theory in
the current study is Phillipson’s conceptualisation of linguistic imperialism. I draw on this theory to shed light on questions
of power, ideology, and inequalities which are linked to the past and present spread of English in educational systems in
developing contexts (Phillipson, 1992; Tikly, 2016). Given the ways in which English is implicated in social justices in the
global South while benefiting entities in the global North, it would be irresponsible not to include theoretical tools which
allow us to better explore how this language “serves the interests of some much better than others” and “includes some
and excludes others” (Phillipson, 2010: 28). The section below provides an overview of the elements of this theory which
complete this study’s theoretical framework.
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4.3 Linguistic Imperialism
Writing within the field of critical applied linguistics, Phillipson’s original work, Linguistic Imperialism (1992), examined
whether and to what extent foreign aid in the domains of education and English language instruction had contributed to
development in the global South. In this book, Phillipson brings together concepts from the fields of critical theory,
development studies, post-structuralism, and post-colonial theory in order to draw attention to the hidden structural forces
driving the spread of English (Phillipson, 1992, 2010). Phillipson (1992) shows how the expansion of English around the
globe and its status as the global language benefits the “core English-speaking countries” (Phillipson, 1992: 17) where
English is spoken as a first language (i.e. Britain, Canada, the US, Australia, and New Zealand), at the expense of the
“periphery” (ibid.) (i.e. countries where English is used as an international or second language). The author defines
linguistic imperialism as “the dominance of English asserted and maintained by the establishment and continuous
reconstitution of structural (material properties) and cultural (ideological properties) inequalities between English and other
languages” (1992: 42). For Phillipson (1992), linguistic imperialism is a subcategory of cultural imperialism and is bound
up with other mutually supportive forms of imperialism, including, but not limited to, economic, political and military
imperialism. He also posits that linguistic imperialism is a type of linguicism (Phillipson, 2008), a term coined to account
for “discrimination on the basis of language or one’s mother tongue(s)” (Skutnabb‐Kangas, 2015: 1). Linguistic
imperialism, which provides an explanatory framework for linguicism (Phillipson, 2018), is not unique to the current
globalised era; nor is linguicism unique to English. Indeed, for the Roman Empire and the Soviet Union, Latin and
Russian, respectively, also acquired the status of hegemonic languages. Notwithstanding, the most recent manifestation
of linguistic imperialism, which is the focus of the vast majority of Phillipson’s intellectual output, is English.
4.3.1 Reasons behind the spread of English
According to Phillipson (1992), the global expansion of English can be attributed to several factors. One key factor is the
past and present promotion of this language by the UK and US governments, and by organisations wedded to
Anglo-American interests such as the World Bank and the British Council (Phillipson, 1992). By way of an example,
Phillipson quotes the former British Minister of Education in Employment David Blunkett who asserted that, “it makes good
sense to use English fluency as a platform to underpin our economic competitiveness and to promote our culture
overseas” (as cited in Phillipson, 2001: 191). Similarly, Phillipson (2012) reports how the US state department, in
partnership with TESOL International Association launched a large-scale initiative to cash in on the growing popularity of
English. The support for the global proliferation of English by the “core” English-speaking countries should come as no
surprise given that English is the second largest commodity for the UK after North Sea oil, and highlights how the
multi-million dollar English language teaching (ELT) industry, which sustains publishing houses, exam providers, academic
institutions, and industry professionals from HICs, is implicated in the spread of English (Phillipson, 2008, 2010).

Clearly, then, English is deeply connected to the chiefly political and economic objectives of the “core”, which, in our
current era, are aligned with the efforts of neoliberals to harness the forces of globalisation for their own ends (Pennycook,
2007; Phillipson, 2008). States Phillipson: “We can see global English as the capitalist neoimperial language that serves
the interests of the corporate world and the governments that it influences so as to consolidate state and empire
worldwide” (2008: 33). Thus, just as the colonial era has given way to the era of neoliberal empire, so too has linguistic
imperialism given way to linguistic neo-imperialism (Phillipson, 2008; Shahjahan, 2014). With this in mind, and considering
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that linguistic imperialism is not unique to English, the term “English linguistic neo-imperialism” (Lai, 2019: 1) more
accurately delineates this theoretical construct. However, for the sake of convenience, the term “linguistic imperialism” is
used throughout this thesis.
4.3.2 Criticisms
Some have criticised Phillipson’s politicisation of the spread of English, arguing instead that the current global hegemony
of English is the result of fortuitous circumstances (Crystal, 2003; Spolsky, 2004). However, this “laissez faire liberal”
(Pennycook, 2001: 51) view fails to account for the political, cultural, economic and ideological dimensions shaping
language policies thus absolving English of any responsibility for any injustices that it might generate (Pennycook, 2001;
Park, 2011; Tollefson, 2000).

One consequence of a strictly apolitical stance is that it leaves no room for resistance: since the spread of English is a
natural process, it cannot be opposed. This leads us to a second criticism of Phillipson’s theory, namely, that an excessive
focus on the structural forces driving the imposition of English de-emphasises the role of agency in resisting them
(Appleby, 2010; Pennycook, 2017). However, this appears to be a misreading of Phillipson (2018: 1), who has made clear
that, “linguistic imperialism is invariably contested and resisted”. Indeed, Phillipson’s theory highlights not only the role of
external agents such as the UK and US governments, but also the role of individuals whose internalisation of language
ideologies buttresses the imposition of English. Thus, while he writes that “the Americans and British have invested
heavily in promoting their language globally since the mid-1950s” (2010: 19), he also reminds us that “for linguicism to be
in force in any given postcolonial periphery context or in continental Europe presupposes the willing complicity of local
elites and professionals” (2010: 17). The implication, then, is that although certain vested interests endeavour to
propagate the spread of English, critically informed individuals can choose not to be complicit by, for example, co-opting
English for their own ends (Phillipson, 1998). In other words, subaltern populations, rather than merely assimilating the
dominant variant of the global hegemonic language, have the agency to adapt this language to local exigencies
(Kumaravadivelu, 2016).

Another perhaps more valid criticism of Phillipson is the somewhat outdated, reductive, and inaccurate distinction he
makes between the core and the periphery. Instead, as stated in the introduction, I employ Holliday’s (1994: 4) term
“BANA” (Britain, Australasia and North America) to refer to the “core” English-speaking countries (the US, the UK,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand), while the terms “developing countries”, “LMICs” and “global South” are used
interchangeably to refer to “periphery” contexts.

4.4 Theorising English as a Linguistic Capability
Despite the dominance of English in education systems in the current era of neoliberal globalisation, capability theorists
and researchers have paid insufficient attention to the relationship between this language and human development. As a
result, from a capability perspective, English and the role it can play in human flourishing remains undertheorised. Since
this study investigates the ways in which English might lead to capability expansion or reduction, this section engages
with the extant literature in order to better conceptualise the role of English in relation to development within the CA. This
section also highlights how “English” is operationalised in this study.
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4.4.1 The capability approach and English
So what are capability theorists’ views on the contribution of hegemonic languages such as English to human flourishing?
For Nussbaum (2016: 304), the teaching of the dominant world languages is necessary because of the importance of a
global perspective:

Each nation needs to focus on teaching its own history and the struggles of its various groups
—while also preparing students for a larger global culture. Literary education must obviously
perform the same twofold task, focusing on the national and on the learning of national
languages, while not forgetting the world and the major languages of the world.
The implication here is that major languages should not be taught at the expense of national languages, but Nussbaum
clearly acknowledges the importance of non-national languages in education. Elsewhere Nussbaum (2006: 390) suggests
that learning a language is useful in multilingual societies for promoting a “multicultural education” where the language in
question forms part of the cultural heritage of that country. Similarly, Sen (2010), referring to language policy in India, is
supportive of the official status of English in his home country since it helps “economic integration as well as international
relations” (Timestamp: 1:00), which indicates that it may play a role in development in other contexts. Although these
comments might suggest that the value of English for Sen is purely instrumental, he also highlights that language is
central to human existence and our identity, and advocates a pragmatic approach to language policy (Sen, 2010). The
instrumental and intrinsic value of languages is also briefly alluded to by Robeyns (2006), who acknowledges that while
communication with unfamiliar people in their mother tongue fulfils a “non-economic instrumental role” (71), studying a
language can be “intrinsically satisfying” (70).
In contrast to his optimistic view of the role of English in India, in his work with Dreze (2013: 132), Sen takes a more
critical stance:
There are also other important social divisions in India....[F]or instance, there is the division
between those who know English and those who don’t... Indeed, knowing English opens all
sorts of doors in India, even to someone who may not be particularly qualified otherwise.
English is the language of the courts...of higher education, of modern business, of high-level
official documents, and to a large extent still, of the Internet. This division is increasingly
reflected in the schooling system, split as it is between privileged ‘English-medium’ schools
and the rest. It is a major barrier against the integration of all children in a common schooling
system. Here again, one form of inequality stands in the way of tackling another.

Sen, therefore, is clearly cognizant of the fact that English limits opportunities for some and expands opportunities for
others. His use of the phrase “English opens doors”, however, suggests that English can play a positive role in
development, at least in India.

More substantial theoretical contributions which have explored issues related to English and development from a
capability point of view have tended to focus on the role of English as a medium of instruction (EMI) (e.g. Tikly, 2016;
Mohanty, 2008, 2017). Tikly, for example, highlights how a lack of competence in the language of instruction can stifle
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development of Nussbaum’s list of central capabilities (which, incidentally, makes no explicit reference to language). Not
only does this underscore the importance of mother tongue instruction in early years education, but it also shows how
language can be fundamental to an individual’s well-being (Tikly & Barrett, 2011; Tikly, 2016). Tikly (2016: 409) also draws
on postcolonial theory in order to highlight “the continuing hegemony of colonial languages in the context of contemporary
globalisation and the marginalisation and under-development of indigenous languages” as well as the “historically based
inequalities in access to ‘powerful’ global languages between postcolonial elites on the one hand and those who have
historically been denied access to dominant languages on the other”. As for Mohanty, his conceptual work has drawn on
Nussbaum’s and Sen’s ideas to look at the role of English in multilingual education in India. One key contribution he
makes in this regard is to view language, and by extension, English, as “an enabling factor for access to quality education”
(2008: 103), which suggests that its absence can lead to “unfreedom” (118). In other words, just as illiteracy can stifle
freedom so too can a lack of English skills (Mohanty, 2017). Mohanty (2017) also argues that the relationship between
English and development has been exaggerated, and shows how the proliferation of English, which is promoted by
interests in the global North, is implicated in the marginalisation of local languages and the reproduction of inequality. As a
result, he concludes that English in India “empowers some and disempowers many” (Mohanty, 2017: 266).

This theoretical work has been supported by empirical research which draws on the CA to explore the effects of English in
postcolonial contexts (e.g. Adamson, 2020a, 2020b; Erling, 2017; Tamim, 2010, 2013, 2014). Tamim’s (2010, 2013, 2014)
research, for example, investigates language-related inequalities in Pakistan resulting from the poor standard of English
language instruction in state schools. She reports how, due to the high status accorded to English in the country, the
working class pupils in her studies, who graduated from government schools with less “linguistic capital” (Tamim, 2014:
288) than non-poor students in private schools, suffered injustices both in educational settings and in urban Pakistani
society at large. Among other injustices, limited competence in the hegemonic language restricted government-school
students’ access to knowledge and employment opportunities, and constrained their participation in HE, leaving them
more vulnerable to economic exploitation. Tamim’s work thus demonstrates how English can act as a social stratifier,
which is in line with Dreze and Sen’s (2013) earlier observation that English is associated with privilege. By drawing on
Sen’s and Nussbaum’s ideas to investigate linguistic injustices, Tamim demonstrates the potential of the CA for yielding
fresh insights into the impact of English on human wellbeing. However, in common with the current study, she also draws
on additional theories to better account for “issues of power” (2014: 296) which emerged from her analysis.

In addition to research into the impact of English in the global South, a handful of studies have looked at English from a
capability perspective in a high-income country. Crosbie (2013, 2014a, 2014b), whose work draws on classroom-based
research with English language learners in an HE setting in Ireland, explores how English can be used as part of an
intercultural education to promote capability expansion. She reports that her English-medium course for international
students, which aimed to cultivate “a deeper understanding of globalization framed by social justice” (Crosbie, 2013: 185),
fostered 12 capabilities, but only three of these - L2 (second language) learning and communication, affiliation, and
mobility - were directly related to ELE. Notably, English is widely spoken in Ireland, which means that, unlike in Colombia,
participants’ experiences with the language go far beyond the classroom context. Indeed, participants in Crosbie’s
research were already proficient in English as the course was aimed at learners with a CEFR level of B2
(upper-intermediate) to C1 (advanced). With this in mind, it is perhaps unsurprising that Crosbie’s studies make no
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mention of how English might frustrate capability development, or any other ways in which the language is linked to
disadvantage. By contrast, as shown above, capability research in LMICs is less enthusiastic about the contribution that
English makes to human flourishing.

Finally, although not directly dealing with issues related to English and development, several capability scholars working in
South Africa, where English is used extensively, including within HE, touch upon the role of English in this context. For
example, Conradie and Robeyns (2013: 570), who investigated the aspirations of women living in a township in the
English-speaking city of Cape Town, point out that poor English proficiency can represent a “capability obstacle” to
aspirations achievement. Similarly, Calitz et al. (2016: 64) identify one university’s EMI policy as a “structural barrier” to be
navigated since it meant that many students could not be educated in their mother tongue. Although the authors state that
this “complicated access to learning and demanded additional academic resources that were not equally available to all
students” (2016: 64), they do not delve into the wider implications of this linguicist policy (Phillipson, 2008). The
importance of English for access to university in South Africa is also acknowledged by Wilson-Strydom (2015b, 2016) who
developed an empirical list of key capabilities for the equitable progression of students from high school to university. This
list includes the capability of language competence and confidence, which Wilson-Strydom (2016: 152) defines as “being
able to understand, read, write and speak confidently in the language of instruction”. The fact that insufficient “levels of
competence” (Wilson-Strydom, 2015b: 95) in the language of instruction adversely affected university access and
participation for the participants in her study highlights how significant this capability can be. The language capability is
similarly identified by Mkwananzi (2019: 139) as “language skills”, which she shows as important for enabling the
vulnerable young migrants in her study to achieve valued educational aspirations in their host country. As Mkwananzi and
Cin (2020) show, these language skills can include English, which was used as a medium of instruction in a school for
migrant youths because of the lack of resources needed to teach native South African languages. Finally, Calitz (2018:
64) describes how the black undergraduate women in her study were marginalised at university because of their “ethnic”
English accents, which she categorises as a problem with the institutional culture. A more recent paper by Gore and
Walker (2020) substantiates this finding and reports how a black student in HE was deprived of the capability of respect
and recognition owing to his low level of English.

Taken together, at least four observations can be made about the literature reviewed in this section. First, for some
researchers, English can be considered a capability, while for others, poor English language competence can function as
a capability obstacle and therefore a negative conversion factor. A natural corollary to this is that, as Mohanty (2008) has
remarked, strong English language competence can be a positive or enabling conversion factor. At the same time, as it
can form part of a literary education (Nussbaum 2016), English can also be considered a capability input. Thus, just as
education can be understood as a conversion factor, capability input (Conradie & Robeyns, 2013; Walker, 2015), or a
capability “in its own right” (Tikly & Barrett, 2011: 7) so too can English. These contrasting understandings are useful for
operationalising English in the current study as Figure 4.1 illustrates. The distinction between conversion factors related to
HE and those related to society at large is relevant since interventions and strategies can be formulated to address
constraining conversion factors in Colombian HE, but removing barriers to capability expansion in the wider society is not
practicable. Nonetheless, the second set of conversion factors helps us to better make sense of how agentic individuals
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operate within, interact with, and are constrained or enabled by features of their social environment (Wilson-Strydom,
2015b).

Figure 4.1 Operationalising English in the current study
For our purposes, then, as Figure 4.1 shows, English (ELE in HE) is understood as a capability input which can foster the
capability to communicate (i.e. read, write, speak, and listen) in English, contingent upon an array of conversion factors.
These factors may include poor competence in English (a constraining factor) or strong competence in this language (an
enabling factor). The capability to communicate in English developed through ELE in HE can, in turn, open “all sorts of
doors”, resulting in capability expansion, but this also depends on a range of enabling and constraining factors, which
again may include level of competence in English.

A second observation which can be made regarding the literature reviewed above is that, as with education more
generally, in some contexts English can potentially act as a capability multiplier (Wilson-Strydom, 2016) or “fertile
capability” (Nussbaum, 2011: 99) while in other contexts it may have disempowering and harmful effects (Unterhalter,
2003; Walker, 2006a). As the work of Tamim (2014) and Tikly (2016) indicate, critical perspectives can yield greater
insights into these negative effects. For example, viewed through the lens of linguistic imperialism, the use of English in
postcolonial settings such as Pakistan and India, which as we have seen, is separating these societies into
“English-speaking haves” and “non-English-speaking have-nots” (Phillipson, 2001: 189), is simply a continuation of
imperialist educational policies (Phillipson, 1992). Hence, from this more critical viewpoint, English, far from promoting
development, can limit access to domains such as employment and education while disproportionately benefitting
English-proficient ruling classes in these contexts and perpetuating colonial era power asymmetries (Phillipson, 1992;
Pennycook, 2017). This demonstrates the potential of critical lenses to throw additional light on the relationship between
English and human development in the global South and shows cause for the inclusion of Phillipson’s theory as part of
this study’s theoretical framework.

The fact that English can both thwart or expand other capabilities, depending on the context, points to a third observation
we can make regarding English as a valued human freedom: the relational dimension of linguistic capabilities (Smith &
Seward, 2009). This is illustrated by the fact that, as we have seen, English is a positional good, which means that the
value of English skills partly depends on the demand for such skills and the number of speakers in a particular setting
(Arcand & Grin, 2013; Grin, 2001). In other words, a low level of English in a context with few English speakers may
enable the expansion of other valued freedoms, while the same level of English in a context with an abundance of English
speakers may not do so (Sonntag, 2003). As Smith and Seward (2009) note, the relational aspect of some capabilities is
also acknowledged by Nussbaum in her explanation of combined capabilities. According to Nussbaum (2008), combined
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capabilities are a combination of an internal capability, which is the in-built capacity of individuals nurtured by education,
and appropriate conditions to activate them. While Nussbaum (2008: 249) gives the example of “an educated person
capable of free speech and association but is living in a repressive regime that denies those freedoms”, a more relevant
example would be a person who is capable of communicating in English but is living in a society where no other speakers
of this language are present. In such a context, in the absence of enabling factors such as the internet or telephone, this
person will struggle to convert their internal capability into a combined capability (Tikly, 2016). Thus, the capability to
communicate in English, as with language capabilities more generally, is “inter-subjective” (Ballet et al., 2011: 34). As
Smith and Seward (2009: 228) argue, the relational aspect of capabilities is important since “to fully understand a person’s
capabilities, one must understand how their position in the social structure shapes their incentives and opportunities, as
well as how these opportunities and incentives are interpreted”. The relational nature of linguistic capabilities such as
English is also highlighted by the fact that they must be regularly converted into functionings in order to continue to be
available in the future (Adamson, 2020a). In other words, the development of foreign language competence requires a
combination of exposure and practice (Council of Europe, 2001; Lightbown & Spada, 2013). This observation is in line
with Nussbaum (2000) who notes that some capabilities - such as the capability of play - cannot be developed unless they
have been practised. As a result, “promoting functioning rather than simply capability” (Nussbaum 2000: 91) is sometimes
justified.

The final and perhaps most important observation we can make about the capability literature surveyed above is that
linguistic capabilities, as with many other capabilities, are not “positive freedoms instantaneously transferred to
individuals” (Comim, 2012: 28) but rather are nurtured over time and thus vary in degrees of “robustness” (Robeyns,
2017: 97). This understanding of linguistic capabilities as dynamic and evolving (Ballet et al., 2011) rather than static and
fully formed is also in line with the literature on foreign language learning. For example, the official CEFR document, which
provides guidance to education systems across the globe in the development of language teaching materials, testing and
curricula, states that: “the process of language learning is continuous and individual. No two users of a language, whether
native speakers or foreign learners, have exactly the same competences or develop them in the same way” (Council of
Europe, 2001: 17). While it is true that many scholars do refer to the process dimension of some capabilities and
functionings (e.g. Ballet et al., 2011; Nussbaum, 2006; Pettit, 2001; Smith & Seward, 2009; Walker, 2006a), it is also true
that the implications of conceptualising capabilities as in varying stages of development have not been sufficiently
explored in the literature. One notable exception to this is the work of Adamson (2020a; 2020b) who has highlighted how
varying levels of competence in English correspond to varying degrees of participation in EMI classrooms in Tanzania.
This would indicate that, just as a person’s level of education can promote different degrees of human flourishing (Lozano
et al., 2012; Terzi, 2007), so too may a person’s level of English. Since, as we have seen, proficiency in English correlates
positively with financial resources, viewing English as a process capability may also call attention to other injustices. This,
in turn, can inform policy and curricular decisions such as the different amounts of resources that individuals or groups of
individuals may need to attain capability parity. By contrast, viewing linguistic capabilities in binary terms masks the
disadvantage that those with low levels of this capability face and precludes the possibility of exploring potential reasons
why some possess more of this capability than others. Thus, the importance of theorising linguistic capabilities as
person-specific and either partially developed (in the case of beginner or elementary users) or more fully developed (in the
case of advanced or proficient users) (Council of Europe, 2001) should not be disregarded.
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4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter I have outlined this study’s theoretical framework, which comprises core elements of the CA in partnership
with the theory of linguistic imperialism elaborated by Phillipson (1992). As discussed, by conceptualising development as
the expansion of human freedoms, the CA can offer a rich and contextually-sensitive understanding of the manifold ways
in which English can promote development at the micro level, and, as such, is particularly useful for examining the effects
of ELE in Colombian HE. More specifically, I have argued that the construct of conversion factors can help us identify
injustices related to the provision of ELE in Colombian HE as well as reasons for the failure of this study’s participants to
put their English skills to work. Identifying relevant conversion factors - especially those which are particularly corrosive or
fertile - is therefore important as this can inform the development of more socially just linguistic policies. I have also
argued that, by acknowledging the active role that individuals play in their lives, the construct of agency challenges a
deficit approach to research participants and helps account for individual differences in well-being. The notion of adaptive
preferences is also useful in this regard as it can offer insights into why individuals may not use their agency to promote
human flourishing, and can point to instances of capability deprivation. Such deprivation may also stem from the fact that
individuals can claim language capabilities to different degrees, which highlights the value of viewing these linguistic
freedoms as either more or less developed rather than in binary either/or terms. Another argument I have made in this
chapter is that the development of language capabilities requires opportunities for practise and exposure. This aspect,
together with the fact that their value and utility is context-dependent, demonstrates the relational nature of linguistic
capabilities, and underlines the importance of studies such as the current one which explore how they might contribute to
human flourishing in particular settings. Additionally, in this chapter I have also shown how “English” is conceptualised in
this study as Figure 4.1 illustrates. Finally, I have shown how the theory of linguistic imperialism usefully complements the
CA because it keeps us alert to historical, social, political and economic processes which have contributed to the spread
of English in LMICs, and which implicate the hegemonic language in global injustices. Having outlined this study’s
theoretical framework, I now turn to a discussion of the methodology.
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5 Methodology
5.1 Introduction
This thesis aims to answer the following research questions:
●

Which capabilities has ELE in Colombian HE fostered or thwarted in the lives of economically disadvantaged
graduates?

●

Which factors have a bearing on whether ELE in Colombian HE has a positive or negative influence on capability
formation?

I aim to answer these questions by using a qualitative research design. For generating the data, semi-structured
interviews were conducted, which were subsequently analysed using thematic analysis (TA). The study’s main
participants were Colombian HE graduates from lower social strata, but prominent Colombian scholars in the field of ELE
were also interviewed as a means of enhancing the trustworthiness of the data.

In the section that follows, I describe my ontological and epistemological stance, and how this has informed my
methodological decisions. After this I explain the sampling strategy used, why I employed this strategy, and introduce the
study’s participants. I then describe how I conducted the interviews and the reasons for choosing this data generation
method. Potential threats to the validity of using interviews and how these were addressed are also discussed in this
section. Next, I outline the TA procedures I followed, and provide a rationale for choosing this data analysis method. Here
I also consider trustworthiness issues relating to the data analysis process, and what I did to address these. Finally, I
discuss relevant methodological limitations and ethical considerations.

5.2 Ontological and Epistemological Assumptions
While there is some debate regarding whether the researcher’s ontological assumptions should inform her
epistemological assumptions, or vice versa, it is generally agreed that these set of assumptions have a bearing on the
research design and choice of research questions (e.g. Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Grix, 2010; Mack, 2010). As a researcher,
it is therefore important to be upfront about these assumptions (Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006). Broadly speaking, I believe
that good research should not only, where appropriate, challenge injustice, but should also aim to understand the
subjective perspectives of research participants (Kincheloe et al., 2017; Mack, 2010). As such, my research design and
research questions are informed and guided by both the critical and interpretivist paradigms. A central endeavour of the
former is to explore inequality, its root causes, and its effects (Mack, 2010; Rubin, 2003). This critical orientation is
reflected by the inclusion of the theory of linguistic imperialism in my theoretical framework in order to help uncover and
interrogate the ways that English is implicated in social injustices (Phillipson, 1992). As for interpretivism, this paradigm
acknowledges that individuals are embedded in, shape, and are shaped by their social and historical contexts (Miles et
al., 2014; Richardson, 2007). Research in the interpretive tradition seeks to understand a specific setting or set of
circumstances from the perspectives of participants and is accepting of multiple viewpoints and versions of reality (Cohen
et al., 2005; Miles et al., 2014; Willis, 2007). This interpretivist orientation is reflected in my interest in exploring the
nuanced complexities of individuals’ subjective and socially situated encounters with English, and how these affect their
well-being (Grix, 2010; Richardson, 2007).
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The critical and interpretivist paradigms have much in common, and interpretivism “is sometimes viewed as part of, or at
least closely related to, critical theory” (Willis, 2007: 95). Both, for example, acknowledge the importance of contextual
factors and the influence of the researcher in the research process; both aim to make sense of individuals’
socially-situated perceptions of reality; and both view research as value-laden (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Mack, 2010; Willis,
2007). However, whereas critical research aims at empowering participants and bringing about social change,
interpretivism has no such goal and has been criticised for not paying attention to social injustices and the injurious effects
of power (Cohen et al., 2005; Mack, 2010; Willis, 2007). Interpretivism has also attracted criticism for its rejection of an
objectively knowable reality in favor of a socially constructed relativism (Mack, 2010; Thanh & Thanh, 2015). In this
regard, my ontological assumption is closer to the critical paradigm’s acknowledgement of a historically constituted
external reality (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Willis, 2007). In any case, interpretive investigators still strive for objectivity in the
data analysis process (Mack, 2010).

As for a critical orientation, this has attracted criticism for eschewing ideological neutrality, but as all inquiry is informed by
the researcher’s epistemological and ontological assumptions, research is never value-free (Mack, 2010; Willis, 2007).
Another relevant criticism of the critical paradigm is that “by assuming that everyone needs to be emancipated, critical
theorists assume that they have been emancipated and therefore are better equipped to analyze society and transform it
than someone else” (Mack, 2010: 10). I would therefore like to stress that it is not my aim to “emancipate” the research
participants in the current thesis, nor do I consider myself “better equipped” to transform society than anyone else. This
does not, however, rule out the possibility that research such as the current study may do some good, not only by making
me a more critically aware researcher, but also by giving voice to the marginalised (Mertens, 2013).

5.3 Methodology
Both the interpretivist and critical research traditions commonly draw on qualitative methods (Richardson, 2007; Willis,
2007). Whereas quantitative methods tend to capture numerical data, qualitative methods tend to generate non-numerical
data such as text and images (Berg, 2001; Cohen et al., 2005). A qualitative research design was considered more useful
for answering this study’s research questions because it can provide more in-depth insights regarding how individuals
make sense of situations and society (Thanh & Thanh, 2015; Willis, 2007). Such methods are also more appropriate when
we are working with small sample sizes as in the current study (Berg, 2001).

5.4 Sampling Strategy
Qualitative research typically uses non-probability sampling strategies, and a type of non-probability sampling known as
snowball sampling was used to select participants (Cohen et al., 2005; Rudestam & Newton, 2015). As such, personal
contacts who agreed to be part of the study put me in touch with other potential participants, who then recommended
additional suitable candidates (Berg, 2001; Cohen et al., 2005). This type of sample was chosen because of difficulties I
encountered recruiting participants through other means. Although snowball sampling is not representative of the wider
population, which means that the research is not generalisable, the value of qualitative research lies less in its potential to
lead to generalisable conclusions and more in the rich and complex insights it provides into particular contextualised
instances (Cohen et al., 2005; Miles et al., 2014).
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The snowball sampling method provided me with more participants than I needed, so in accordance with my interpretivist
orientation, I tried to select research participants who would provide multiple perspectives on the issue being investigated
(Rudestam & Newton, 2015; Thanh & Thanh, 2015). It was felt that any commonalities that emerged across such a
heterogeneous sample would reveal particularly salient aspects of the phenomenon under investigation (Patton, 2002).
Indeed, as the HE landscape in Colombia is particularly complex, I felt it was important to enlist participants who reflected
this complexity (Cohen et al., 2005). Consequently, as Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show, graduates of different types of HEIs
(both public and private), qualifications, subjects, and regions (both rural and urban) participated in the study. As these
tables also show, some participants had only obtained a technical or technological diploma while others had obtained a
degree, and in three cases an MA. Similarly, while some participants only had one HE qualification, others were either
studying for a second qualification, or had already completed two HE qualifications. The time period to obtain these
qualifications also varies depending on whether students had to interrupt or change their course of study. Obtaining such
a heterogeneous sample would not have been possible without the internet. For this reason, many interviews were
conducted virtually.
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Specifically, participants were chosen who:
●

Had completed an HE qualification in the last five years

●

Lived in strata one to three during their studies

●

Were over 18 at the time of the research

●

Attended English classes during their studies
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One key reason for including only individuals who had graduated from HE within the last five years is that the law to
ensure Colombian degree graduates achieve a level of B1 on the CEFR in a second language was only introduced in
2015 (MEN, 2015), making it less likely that students who graduated before this date would have attended English
classes during their studies. Conversely, stipulating a shorter time period would have resulted in a less heterogeneous
sample and would have made it more difficult to recruit participants. With regards to the strata specification, in Colombia,
communities are demarcated based on the quality of housing in different zones, with utilities and public university fees
cheaper for those from the lower social strata (one to three) than those from the upper strata (four to six) (Jessel, 2017).
Thus, participants from strata one to three were chosen as they are typically from poorer backgrounds. As for the
specification that participants be at least 18 years old, this was included in order to make ethical procedures more
straightforward, although graduates of HE are seldom younger than 18 in Colombia. Finally, as the research is concerned
with English in Colombian HE, participants were sought who had attended English classes during their studies.

As the tables above show, three participants chose to study English as part of their major. Such participants were included
since they have a higher level of English, which, as pointed out in the literature review, may have a bearing on the
opportunities afforded by such English skills, and also made for a more heterogeneous sample.

In qualitative research, sample sizes are typically quite small (Cohen et al., 2005; Rudestam & Newton, 2014). However,
qualitative researchers are reluctant to specify the exact number of participants for various reasons, not least because
qualitative studies generally continue until saturation point is reached, which can differ depending on the purpose of the
study (Kvale, 1994; Rudestam & Newton, 2014). I initially aimed to interview 30 participants since I felt it was better to
have too much information than too little, and because this figure also allowed for participant attrition. In the end, 20 main
participants were interviewed. When I felt that the data had become saturated (i.e. when no fresh insights emerged and
participants’ responses began to share similarities), I stopped enlisting additional participants (Seidman, 2013; Suter,
2012).

In addition to the study’s main participants, key scholars in the field of English in Colombian HE were interviewed. These
interviews were useful for corroborating data obtained from graduates and provided greater insights into institutional,
political and societal factors related to English in Colombia. In total, four university lecturers from different HEIs were
interviewed (see Table 5.4). Convenience sampling, whereby the researcher “chooses the sample from those to whom
she has easy access” (Cohen et al., 2005: 102) was the method used to recruit these scholars, all of whom have
published in the field of English and HE in Colombia. All interviews with experts were conducted online in English.
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Lis

Celia

Vicky

Gerry

Years in HE

25

27

12

27

Highest qualification

MA (TESOL/Linguistics)

PhD (Second Language PhD (Linguistics)

MA (TESOL/Linguistics)

Acquisition & Teaching)
Type of university

Public

Occupation

Associate Professor in Associate Professor of English

Location of HEI

Public

Private

Public

lecturer

/

Associate Professor in

Linguistics & Languages Education

researcher

Linguistics & Languages

Andean region

Caribbean coast

Andean region

Bogotá

Table 5.4 Participant profiles (experts)
All potential participants were given information about the project and what it would involve by email (see Appendix A).
About one quarter of all those contacted did not respond to my initial invitation, but all of those who did agreed to
participate. From the total of 20 HE graduates interviewed, only four were known to me personally; and from the four
experts, one is a colleague while the other three were contacted through a social networking site for Colombian
researchers.

5.5 Data Collection Methods and Rationale
5.5.1 Interviews
Data in the current study were generated by means of interviews. Interview formats generally fall on a continuum between
structured, formal, and quantitative on the one hand, and unstructured, informal, and qualitative on the other (Berg, 2001;
Cohen et al., 2005; Denscombe, 2007). Since they help us make sense of participants’ unique ways of viewing reality, and
“may contribute to the empowerment of the oppressed” (Kvale, 2006: 497), interviews are consistent not only with my
interpretivist but also my critical research orientations (Cohen et al., 2005; Suter, 2012).

For the purposes of the current study, semi-structured interviews were considered most appropriate. Not only does the
semi-structured format allow for a degree of systematicity and control which is absent from the unstructured format, but it
is also more personal and open-ended than a more structured approach would allow for (Denscombe, 2007; Kvale, 2006).
This open-endedness was useful when, during several interviews, I felt it necessary either to change the sequencing
and/or wording of questions in my interview guide so that the conversation flowed more naturally and misunderstandings
were avoided; or to add in probes, checks and prompts so that I could explore a particular issue in greater depth and
clarify previous responses (Berg, 2001; Denscombe, 2007; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Conversely, the degree of systematicity
and control made my task easier when it came to analysing the data as there were greater similarities among responses
than would have been the case following an unstructured format (Cohen et al., 2005).
5.5.2 Interview guide
The domains where English can potentially contribute to development as highlighted in chapter 3 were instructive in the
development of the interview guides. The first set of questions in the guide were factual background questions, which
were useful for establishing rapport and putting the interviewee at ease before more challenging questions were posed
(Cohen et al., 2005; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). The guide also contained several versions of the same question as a way of
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corroborating participants’ prior responses and to account for the potential impact that differently worded questions might
have (Berg, 2001; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). In all cases, I was careful to ensure that the questions were phrased in such a
way as to avoid any potential confusion, wordiness or bias (Cohen et al., 2005). Finally, where possible, questions were
open-ended in order to elicit more detail regarding participants’ life-worlds (Mann, 2011).
As participants could choose the language of the interview, I had to translate the English version of the guide into
Spanish. The Spanish version was validated by an experienced researcher who is fluent in both languages, and the same
researcher also agreed to let me pilot both guides with her. At all three stages - translation, validation and piloting several important changes to the phrasing and language of the questions were made, which enhanced the reliability of the
instrument (Berg, 2001; Silverman, 2006). The interview guide for experts did not need to be translated as all speak fluent
English, but was also piloted with the same researcher who piloted the guide for graduates. Aside from enhancing the
validity of the instrument, piloting was useful for giving me a sense of how long the interviews would take, and what kind of
responses I might expect (Cohen et al., 2005).
5.5.3 Interview procedure
All interviews were conducted between March and October 2020 and lasted between 40 and 90 minutes. Prior to the
interview, participants were invited to ask questions about the research and their involvement through e-mail, which also
helped “build a foundation for the interview relationship” (Seidman, 2013: 50). On the day of the interview proper, and
before I started recording, I reassured informants that their data would be secure and confidential; made sure they had
understood and signed the informed consent form; explained that they could withdraw without giving a reason until two
weeks after the interview; fielded any questions about the research project; briefly discussed my aims and motivations for
the research; and also engaged participants in chit chat (Denscombe, 2007). Following this, I commenced recording using
an encrypted smartphone. Throughout the interview I showed an interest in what participants had to say by echoing their
responses and using non-verbal cues such as nodding and smiling where appropriate (Berg, 2001). After I had stopped
recording, I continued to chat to respondents, which provided an opportunity “to thank them for their participation [and]
answer their questions” (Cohen et al., 2005: 59). Recordings were subsequently transferred from my smartphone,
uploaded to my encrypted laptop, and then deleted from my phone. Following this, I labelled each audio with a reference
code indicating the first initial of each participant’s name and gender, and the format, date, and language of the interview
(e.g. L-F-Online-Eng-March2020) (Denscombe, 2007). As per Lancaster University guidelines, these data, along with the
transcriptions, were then stored in the university’s cloud service.
5.5.4 Validity threats in interviews
The validity of semi-structured interviews can be influenced by factors such as gender, race, religion, sexual orientation,
body language, social standing of the participants, personality, profession, and age (Cohen et al., 2005; Denscombe,
2007; Mann, 2011). Such influence is inevitable given the role of the qualitative researcher as the research instrument,
together with the co-constructed nature of such interviews (Kvale, 2006; Mann, 2011). Nevertheless, I tried to be sensitive
to how these interview effects might bias the data, and, in line with my interpretivist research orientation, I endeavoured to
remain cognizant of how my own assumptions, values, positioning, experiences, and perceptions impacted on the
research (Kvale, 1994; Mackenzie & Knipe, 2006). This reflexivity was particularly important given the power differential
between most participants (young underprivileged individuals from the global South) and myself (a comparatively wealthy
white male from the global North). This power differential can pose a severe threat to the validity of any data produced
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(Kvale, 2006). I took steps to address this issue by building rapport, showing deference to participants, and giving them
more control of the interview process. In terms of giving participants more control over the interview process, I let
participants choose not only the pseudonym that they would like to be known by in the study (Baird, 2009), but also,
where possible, the place, time, and language of the interview. Another threat to the validity of interview data is the
phrasing of questions (Kvale, 1994; Rubin & Rubin, 2012), but the piloting of interview guides in both languages helped to
reduce such bias. Finally, all remote interviews were conducted without cameras, which meant that there was no visual
information to facilitate understanding (Denscombe, 2007). However, not using video was a conscious choice, not only
due to the unreliable internet connection throughout Colombia, but also because I felt that only recording the audio would
be less intrusive.

In addition to the techniques described in this section, I also strove to address validity threats to the data by drawing on
more than one type of informant since checking data across a diverse group of interviewees increases confidence in the
data more than not doing so (Maxwell, 2004; Rudestam & Newton, 2014). Moreover, recruiting informants with multiple
perspectives is consistent with an interpretivist research orientation and was useful for obtaining richer insights into the
phenomenon being investigated (Givon & Court, 2010; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). To this end, I interviewed participants from
a range of HEIs in different geographical locations. This helped reduce “the effect on the study of particular local factors
peculiar to one institution” (Shenton, 2004: 66). In addition, as stated previously, university lecturers working in different
contexts were also interviewed since, as Denscombe (2007: 201) explains, “[t]he ‘key players’ are picked out precisely
because they are specialists, experts, highly experienced – and their testimony carries with it a high degree of credibility”.

5.6 Data Analysis Methods and Rationale
A wide range of qualitative data analysis methods exist, but for the purposes of this study, thematic analysis (TA) was
considered most appropriate. TA has been defined as:

A method for identifying, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data. It minimally
organizes and describes your data set in (rich) detail. However, frequently it goes further than
this, and interprets various aspects of the research topic (Braun & Clarke, 2006: 79).

I felt that TA, which is compatible with both deductive and inductive approaches; may or may not be used to highlight the
frequency of themes within the data set; and can analyse qualitative data exhaustively or selectively to uncover either
explicit or hidden themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006), best suited my purposes for several reasons. To begin with, the
versatility of TA meant that, unlike some other data analysis methods such as content analysis, it is consistent with my
interpretive research orientation (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Schreier, 2013). This was important since I wanted not merely to
describe the data but rather to interpret them (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Cresswell, 2013). This versatility also meant that, in
contrast to a grounded theory approach, which would have required a comprehensive coding of each and every utterance
made by participants, it was perfectly acceptable to code only relevant sections of interview transcripts (Braun & Clarke,
2006; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). This was a key consideration given the amount of data I had to analyse. Indeed, one distinct
advantage of TA is that the reasonably clear-cut and adaptable procedures can yield qualitative data which are just as
trustworthy, vivid, and penetrating as those produced by more sophisticated or time-consuming methods (Attride-Stirling,
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2001; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Nowell et al., 2017). Finally, TA is also compatible with the predominantly data-led approach
that I took in contrast to methods such as template analysis, which would have required the development of a set of codes
prior to analysing the data (Gibbs, 2013).
5.6.1 Procedure
Procedures for TA have a lot in common with other versions of qualitative analysis, but different interpretations of TA also
exist. However, since I neither used a coding frame, nor made extensive use of a field journal (Attride-Stirling, 2001;
Tuckett, 2005), my analytical procedures were closest to those outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006). In keeping with their
version of TA, data analysis progressed as follows:
5.6.1.1 Transcription and checking

The first stage in the data analysis process was transcription since this involves both interpreting and condensing the
original data (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Cohen et al., 2005). Following this, I checked transcripts against the original audios,
and added, where relevant and feasible, any non-linguistic features such as lengthy pausing, sighs, and laughter
(Denscombe, 2007; Seidman, 2013). This was also a good opportunity to make salient notes and observations and
immerse myself in the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Nowell et al, 2017).
5.6.1.2 Initial coding

Fully acquainting myself with the data set enabled me to approach the initial coding with some preliminary impressions
regarding what might be significant or meaningful (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Denscombe, 2007). This initial coding stage
involved systematically assigning categories to participants’ utterances (typically phrases, sentences or paragraphs)
where these were of relevance to the research questions (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Tuckett, 2005). I found preliminary
coding useful for breaking the transcripts down into potentially interesting units of meaning before I started to look for
themes, but it can also help the researcher to take a more reflexive stance regarding the data (Thornberg & Charmaz,
2013). When coding, I followed Braun and Clarke’s (2006) recommendations to retain some of the context around the
code; to code anything that might be relevant; and to code utterances into as many different categories as I felt was
appropriate. This helped ensure that all potentially significant data would still be available for subsequent stages of
analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
5.6.1.3 Searching for themes

Identifying themes enabled me to “unravel the mass of textual data and make sense of others’ sense-making, using more
than intuition” (Attride-Stirling, 2001: 402), which, I feel, is a key strength of TA. Specifically, this step involves,

Sorting the different codes into potential themes, and collating all the relevant coded data
extracts within the identified themes. Essentially, you are starting to analyse your codes and
consider how different codes may combine to form an overarching theme (Braun & Clarke,
2006: 89)

As I was not testing a hypothesis, and I wanted to limit the extent to which my pre-existing assumptions clouded the
coding process, the emergence of themes was more inductive than deductive (Berg, 2001; Nowell et al., 2017). However,
during this stage, I did start thinking about how to link key concepts from the literature review and theoretical framework to
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the data and the research questions, which meant the process was not wholly inductive (Jensen & Laurie, 2017; Suter,
2012). Drawing on the literature at this point helped sensitise me to subtleties in the data and involved shuttling between
the codes, the literature, and the emergent themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Tuckett, 2005).
5.6.1.4 Reviewing themes

Once I had come up with a collection of promising themes, I began distilling these into more distinct themes, organising
them into related clusters, and building “web-like illustrations that summarise the main themes constituting a piece of text”
(Attride-Stirling, 2001: 385). Building such a “thematic network” (Attride-Stirling, 2001: 388) was particularly useful for
engaging with the meaning of participants’ utterances at a more profound level, and uncovering thematic patterns (Nowell
et al., 2017). If there was too much overlap between themes, adjustments were made, new themes were developed, or
these themes were collapsed into one superordinate theme (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Tuckett, 2005). Consistent with my
interpretivist research orientation, themes were not merely descriptive, which meant attention was also paid to the latent
content of the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). After this, I went over the data again to verify the set of themes and ensure all
relevant data had been coded under the corresponding themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This process continued until I was
satisfied that the themes were fairly well defined, reflected the data, and were relevant to the research questions
(Attride-Stirling, 2001; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Nowell et al., 2017).
5.6.1.5 Defining and naming themes

In this stage I thought more carefully about how I would write up the findings, and I wrote brief definitions of the themes I
had identified (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Defining themes was useful for demonstrating how they were located in the data,
but also for exploring how to convey the findings to the reader (Attride-Stirling, 2001).
5.6.1.6 Presenting and displaying the data

As Miles and colleagues (2014) point out, data display is also part of the analysis process since the researcher has to
make decisions about how best to organise and present the data to the reader. This final stage began once I felt that I had
arrived at a well-defined and distinctive set of themes, and I understood how these themes were related to each other, the
theoretical framework, and the research questions (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Qualitative data are most commonly presented
as “extended text” (Miles et al., 2014: 13), and this tradition is continued in the current thesis. However, I also represent
the key research findings in tabular form and using thematic networks, as can be seen in Appendices B and C
respectively. This stage also involved translation of some data extracts from Spanish into English.

In line with qualitative research procedures, these stages were not consecutive but overlapping, cyclical and concurrent
(Miles et al., 2014; Nowell et al., 2017; Tuckett, 2005). To assist with the analytical procedures described here, I used
Atlas.ti, as I explain below.
5.6.2 Atlas.ti
Qualitative analysis is typically much more labour intensive than quantitative analysis, so I decided to use computer
assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) to help analyse the hundreds of pages of interview data that had
been generated (Nowell et al., 2017; Roulston, 2013). CAQDAS software can 1) provide a clear and traceable audit trail of
the data analysis process; 2) efficiently retrieve and store codes and categories; 3) assist in the process of making
connections between codes and themes; 4) make it easier for the researcher to rename, refine, remove, create or
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combine themes; and 5) can easily count frequencies and codes (Denscombe, 2007; Gibbs, 2013; Leech &
Onwuegbuzie, 2007; Mayring, 2000; Rubin & Rubin, 2012; Seidman, 2013). I chose Atlas.ti specifically because a wealth
of training and support is available for users; it is relatively user-friendly; and, as with many CAQDAS programmes, it is
also compatible with TA (Gibbs, 2013).
5.6.3 Validity threats in data analysis
There were several validity threats during the data analysis phase. First, during the transcription process a great deal of
data were lost from the original because it is difficult to accurately render features such as tone of voice, speech tempo,
and silences (Cohen et al., 2005; Denscombe, 2007), and since I chose not to use cameras, visual data were also not
generated. A second threat was the danger of selecting data and developing codes and categories which serve to
corroborate the researcher’s pre-existing assumptions (Jensen & Laurie, 2017; Suter, 2012). These two threats were
addressed by being reflexive about my impact on the data, which is a key means of increasing the credibility of qualitative
research (Mauthner & Doucet, 2003; Rudestam & Newton, 2014), but also by employing the technique of peer debriefing
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). This entailed inviting a fellow researcher to code some samples of raw data to check the
consistency of the categories I developed, after which any discrepancies were discussed (Suter, 2012).

A final threat to the validity of the data analysis concerned the translation of the Spanish interviews into English. To
address this issue, data were translated only after they had been analysed thoroughly (Temple & Young, 2004). This
enabled me to preserve as much of the intended meaning in its original context of use as possible, which is consistent
with my interpretivist orientation. I also enlisted the same Colombian researcher who helped with the translation of the
interview guides and ethics forms to check my translation, and we discussed any divergent interpretations.

5.7 Limitations and Trustworthiness
Given my interpretivist orientation, I recognise that any claims made in this paper are limited, subjective, provisional, and
context-bound (Mauthner & Doucet, 2003; Willis, 2007). However, some qualitative investigators take issue with the
application of positivist standards, which are strongly associated with the quantitative paradigm, to qualitative studies,
arguing that such studies do not aim to generalise, at least not in the same way (Kvale, 1994; Willis, 2007). Instead of
transferring concepts from the quantitative paradigm to qualitative research, Guba (1981) and Lincoln and Guba (1985)
have proposed alternative criteria for judging what they call the “trustworthiness” of qualitative studies. Specifically, these
authors argue that in qualitative research trustworthiness, which is comparable with the positivist notion of validity, can be
evaluated in terms of transferability, dependability, confirmability, and credibility. While some of these criteria are
contested, and are not used consistently (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Suter, 2012), most qualitative researchers would
acknowledge the importance of both credibility and trustworthiness (Shenton, 2004; Suter, 2012). As discussed above, I
have tried to maximise the current study’s trustworthiness by using a variety of research techniques. In addition to these
techniques, I have attempted to furnish the reader with a clear audit trail charting “the path and key decisions taken by the
researcher from conception of the research through to the findings and conclusions derived from the research”
(Denscombe, 2007: 298). By offering the data generation and analysis procedures used by the investigator up to scrutiny,
an audit trail can enhance the confirmability and dependability of qualitative studies (Guba, 1981). A final technique I
employ to enhance trustworthiness is to provide a “thick description” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985: 359) of the phenomenon
under investigation. This can help the reader to judge whether the findings are transferable to other contexts, and to
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evaluate the extent to which they correspond to reality (Guba, 1981; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). At the same time, too much
detail might have violated the principle of non-identifiability, which meant a balance had to be struck between
methodological and ethical considerations (Cohen et al., 2005). These ethical issues are discussed below.

5.8 Ethics
Approval for the research was granted by Lancaster University, and throughout the research project, I adhered to the
ethical principles outlined by BERA (2018). As such, prior to the interviews, voluntary informed consent was obtained
(BERA, 2018). This involved translating the original consent form (see Appendix A) into Spanish to ensure that
participants clearly understood the potential benefits and drawbacks for participants of taking part (Cohen et al., 2005;
Kvale, 2006). In addition, I offered to keep participants’ identities confidential, which meant ensuring that they could not be
identified from the data (Berg, 2001; Cohen et al., 2005). This involved using pseudonyms and omitting other identifying
features (BERA, 2018; Cohen et al., 2005). These steps make it impossible for anyone who does not have access to the
stored, encrypted data to identify the research participants.

A key concern throughout the research project was whether I had done all I could to ensure that participation benefitted
participants and caused them no harm (BERA, 2018; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). One issue in this regard pertained to the
power asymmetries when conducting qualitative interviews, which, besides posing a threat to the trustworthiness of the
data, can also have ethical implications (Kvale, 2006: 482). However, I never got the sense that participants were
uncomfortable either with the power imbalance or with disclosing information about themselves, and several participants
actually thanked me for the opportunity to speak about their experiences.

A final concern relates to the potential misrepresentation of participants and their views (Cohen et al., 2005; Epigeum,
2012). From a critical perspective, it is questionable whether a person of relative privilege like myself should ever speak
for underprivileged groups or individuals (e.g. Spivak, 1988; Temple & Young, 2004), and this is a particularly thorny issue
in studies which involve an interpretation of participants’ beliefs, experiences and attitudes such as the current one.
However, as Alcoff (1991: 29) points out, “[i]t is not always the case that when others unlike me speak for me I have
ended up worse off, or that when we speak for others they end up worse off. Sometimes...we do need a “messenger” to
advocate for our needs”. This “messenger” role was particularly relevant in the current study since in most cases I also
had to translate interview excerpts into the hegemonic language. While this makes the perspectives of participants
accessible to a wider audience, it also invisibilises the original language, thus perpetuating English linguistic hegemony
(Temple & Young, 2004). In order to address this issue, I hope to publish a paper based on the current thesis in Spanish in
collaboration with the Colombian translator, whose help during the research project was invaluable, and to share this
paper with the participants.

5.9 Chapter Summary
The present chapter has shown how this qualitative study is situated within the interpretivist and critical research
traditions. It also outlined the methodological procedures that I followed, introduced the research participants, and
discussed validity threats to the study and how these were addressed. Lastly, this chapter highlighted this study’s
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methodological limitations and discussed relevant ethical considerations and procedures. The following chapter presents
and discusses this study’s findings.
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6 Findings and Discussion
The central aims of this study were to identify which capabilities English language education in Colombian HE has
fostered in the lives of economically disadvantaged graduates as well as the factors which influence to what extent ELE
positively or negatively influences capability development. In terms of research, it addresses the dearth of studies into the
interface between English and development in the region and advances our thinking regarding the ways in which English
in this context can promote or constrain human freedoms and the role of agency and conversion factors in this process. In
terms of policy, given that many governments in the global South in general and LAC in particular have prioritised English
in their education systems in recent years, such research is particularly timely and may help inform decisions about
language planning and educational quality in such contexts. Finally, in terms of theory, employing the theory of linguistic
imperialism allows us to better examine the ways in which the spread of English is implicated in injustices, while the
application of the CA to the issue of English and development yields fresh insights into the nature of linguistic capabilities.
Considering that, up until now, the role of English within the CA has been undertheorised, such research can make a
significant contribution to the capability literature.

As explained in chapter 5, the qualitative interviews were analysed using TA. A total of 38 categories emerged from this
analysis, and these were grouped into five themes (see Appendix B for a comprehensive list of categories and themes).
Three of these themes (see Appendix C) were directly related to the research questions: 1. English and Disadvantage; 2.
Capabilities and English; and 3. Conversion factors. In accordance with Figure 4.1, these conversion factors were divided
into two categories: a) those which shape the development of the English linguistic capability during schooling and HE;
and b) those which shape participants’ opportunities to convert their English skills into valued functionings after
graduation. This distinction is relevant since while policies can be formulated to target barriers to the development of the
English language capability in educational settings, it is much more difficult for policy to remove impediments to the
conversion of English into valued beings and doings in society at large (Lewis, 2017). Nevertheless, the second set of
conversion factors are also relevant since they enhance our understanding of the obstacles that must be navigated by
economically vulnerable Colombian HE graduates if they want to make the most of their English skills (Wilson-Strydom,
2015b). In addition, they cast doubt on the neoliberal perception of English as the language of upward mobility, and
instead suggest that English “will open doors for some but not all” (Matear, 2008: 143). Accordingly, this chapter first
focuses on conversion factors which have influenced participants’ capability to communicate in English and how this
shaped their capabilities during HE. Thereafter, I consider how the English linguistic capability has promoted or thwarted
the development of capabilities in Colombian society after graduation. Following a discussion of these capabilities, I
identify relevant conversion factors which were instrumental in this development. This thesis ends by summarising the
main research findings, rearticulating the research contribution of this study, and highlighting recommendations and
suggestions for further research.

6.1 English and Development in Colombian HE
As mentioned above, this section focuses on participants’ experiences of ELE in higher education in Colombia. It
highlights how many of the economically vulnerable graduates in this study suffered capability deprivation in HE as a
result of their poor English competence. By identifying barriers - conceptualised here as constraining conversion factors
(Calitz, 2019) - which have curtailed the development of participants’ capability to communicate in English, this section
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can inform policy efforts aimed at addressing injustices related to ELE in Colombian HE. Since conversion factors act on
individuals’ freedoms in person-specific ways (Robeyns, 2018) this section focuses on those which emerged as most
relevant for the majority of participants. As we shall see, the intersection of these factors can create multiple barriers to
the development of English language skills, though we will also see how some participants were able to use their agency,
together with educational resilience, to navigate these obstacles (Mkwananzi, 2019; Wilson-Strydom, 2017).

6.1.1 Developing the capability to communicate in English: A case of linguistic injustice
When entering their respective HEIs almost all participants could only draw on the capability to communicate in English to
a very limited extent, in contrast to their wealthier counterparts whose English language capability was typically much
more developed. This linguistic inequality gave rise to several injustices experienced by participants during their HE
studies. This is exemplified in the following extracts from Jeremy and Theo, who both opted to study English as part of
their degrees in languages, and were placed in English classes alongside more proficient students:
The majority of my classmates who spoke English had done courses, had a more advanced
level of English because they had studied in other schools, in private schools...by contrast,
those of us from public schools had not had the possibility to learn certain vocabulary, and it
was very difficult for us to learn and acquire new words, and the structure was also very
complex [Jeremy].

The first two semesters [at university] were really hell because as I told you I didn’t know
anything, so it was like everything was new. I needed to learn from zero, and it was scary at
the beginning because at the university they started speaking English all the time, and at the
beginning I didn’t understand anything, and there were people that had studied at the
Colombo11 or the British Council. They were able to interact with the teacher, but my first
month...I thought I wouldn’t make it [Theo].
These extracts show how linguistic disadvantage - in this case participants’ poor English proficiency - can exacerbate the
disadvantage experienced by students from lower socioeconomic strata when commencing post-compulsory education. In
particular, the incipient nature of Jeremy’s and Theo’s capability to communicate in English made it more difficult for them
to participate in ELE on an equal footing with their wealthier classmates, increased their workload and stress, and
constrained their capability for voice (Walker, 2006a). These extracts also suggest that poor competence in English when
entering HE can have negative consequences in terms of academic achievement. Additional examples of this are offered
below:

Researcher: Did you have to work harder in your English classes at university?
Diana: Well in the first semester I had to work harder [and] I took a course in the Colombo, but
it wasn’t enough to be at the level of the other people in the classroom
Researcher: So were your grades not as good as theirs?
Diana: No, they weren’t very good.

11

A private US-Colombian language school endorsed by the US embassy in Colombia (Centro Colombo Americano, 2020).
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The only [one] surviving the first semester [from those who did not speak any English] was me
and then in the second semester we started a writing class. That was hell. That was even
more difficult than the first semester, but what I tried to do was to be closer to the best ones to
learn from them. [Theo].

I didn’t have the time for it [learning English]. That’s what made it difficult for me. I couldn’t
dedicate myself 100% to English, so I withdrew from my English classes [Samuel].
For these participants English has diminished their substantive freedoms in HE: Diana had lower grades than her
classmates, despite investing financial resources in private English language tuition; Theo experienced high levels of
stress; and Samuel had no time for English, which led him to drop out of the subject. Not only do these findings
substantiate Conradie and Robeyns’s (2013) assertion that a lack of linguistic competence in English can act as a
“capability obstacle”, but they are also in keeping with earlier studies which report that the foreign language requirement in
Colombian HE has led to higher desertion rates and can delay graduation (Isaza-Restrepo et al., 2016; Martínez, 2016).
As such, poor English skills can function as a corrosive conversion factor in Colombian HE.
However, poor English proficiency need not be a corrosive conversion factor if HEIs have structures and arrangements in
place to address this linguistic injustice. One such arrangement would be to provide support mechanisms for fresher
students with limited or no competence in English. That these were not provided suggests that the quality of ELE that
students receive in their respective higher educational settings can also operate as a constraining conversion factor.
Indeed, the majority of participants were unsatisfied with the standard of English language instruction they received during
their HE careers, as suggested by the low levels of English competence most had attained upon graduation. Although all
but one participant who studied at SENA reported the standard of ELE at this organisation as very low, graduates of other
T&T institutes were also less than complementary regarding the quality of their English classes:
Basically, the English instruction we received in high school was the same as we got at [name
of HEI]…I thought they would review the English we had learned in high school, and then
focus more on English related to my core subject – I studied business – but in reality
everything was basic and general [Kylie].
The English instruction [in HE] was like what we studied in high school…I feel that I didn’t learn
anything [Katherine].
Yet, poor quality HE is not restricted to T&T institutes, as the following participants, who both studied in private
universities, explain:
It’s difficult for a teacher when there are 30 students and some understand and others don’t.
So those who understood were held up…everyone studied for the grade, but not because it
was important. We saw it as just another subject, not as something necessary [Ariadne].
In one semester I remember I learned almost nothing because we spent class time watching
movies, so we showed we were not happy with the teaching methods, but they didn’t take the
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necessary steps to ensure that the teacher did something about it, so we always finished
classes early, or sometimes we didn’t go to class and gave no reason for not going [Katrina].
In addition to these experiences, the fact that Ariadne and Katrina did not achieve the B1 exit level in a foreign language
expected of university graduates by the MEN (2015) raises further questions about the quality of ELE in private
universities. These findings are in line with Martínez (2016), who reports that the majority of graduates from a private
Colombian university failed to achieve even an A2 proficiency level in English. At the same time, Yorgelis, the only public
university graduate from a non-language related subject included in this study, also failed to attain the required B1 level,
and, as we have seen, both Theo and Jeremy also experienced difficulties related to educational quality when
commencing their degrees in languages at their respective public universities. This suggests that low quality ELE is an
issue in both university and non-university institutes, be they public or private, and thus corroborates research which has
shown that the mandated exit CEFR level of B1 in a foreign language may be unattainable for many degree students
(Benavides, 2021; Sánchez, 2013).
While the evidence presented above raises concerns about the quality of ELE in Colombian HE in general, the low levels
of the capability to communicate in English that participants could claim when compared with their wealthier peers at the
start of their HE studies can be taken as an indication of inequalities in the provision of English language education prior
to HE. Consider the following extract:
If we compare the public sector with the private, a wealthy individual can enrol her child in a
bilingual school, and from pre-school onwards they receive English instruction, but in a public
institution the educational content is the same every year. For example, I never got beyond the
verbs ‘to be’ and ‘to have’. That was the basis of every year of English I had. In contrast, in the
private bilingual schools where the fees are high, from a very young age they play songs, do
presentations in English. There’s much more teaching, much more material to explore...
[Yorgelis].

As Yorgelis explains, private bilingual schools, which are typically attended by individuals from well-off backgrounds
(British Council, 2015b), are expensive, and were beyond the budget of all but three of this study’s participants. However,
even these three individuals couldn’t afford to attend private institutes for the entirety of their compulsory schooling. In this
regard, the following excerpt from the interview with Luna, who transferred to a public school for economic reasons, is
illuminating as it clearly shows the gap in quality between these two types of institutions:

Researcher: How many hours of English did you have per week?
Luna: Two.
Researcher: And what was the quality of instruction like?
Luna: Awful. Before studying in a public school I had attended a private one. That’s where I
acquired a foundation in English. When I had to switch to a public school for economic
reasons, all the pupils who were in my situation, in other words, all those who had learned
English in the private sector, were the ones who taught the students in the public school
because the teacher didn’t even come to class.
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As this example demonstrates, one reason for the poor quality of ELE in public schools is teacher absenteeism, and this
was corroborated by several other participants. Another reason is the amount of classroom time allocated to English.
According to the MEN (2015) public school pupils should receive three hours a week of English, which is more than Luna
was supposed to receive even if her teachers had been present. This highlights one key aspect of linguistic capabilities:
the importance of practice and exposure (Council of Europe, 2001; Lightbown & Spada, 2013). As with the capability of
play, promoting the functioning of communicating in English is necessary if the capability is to be developed (Nussbaum,
2000). However, in contrast to private schools, which typically allocate much more time to English, and may even deliver
content in this language, in public schools, opportunities for exposure and practice are more limited (Guerrero, 2010).

The poor standard of English instruction in public schools in Colombia has been reported elsewhere (e.g. Cárdenas &
Miranda, 2014; Gonzalez, 2010) and supports findings from other studies which show a negative relationship between
poverty and English proficiency in the country (Pérez-Pulido et al., 2016; Sánchez, 2013) and in the global South more
generally (e.g. Adamson, 2020a; Tamim, 2014). As such, English in Colombia appears to be separating society into
well-off “English-speaking haves” and economically underprivileged “non-English-speaking have-nots” (Phillipson, 2001:
189). Not only does this highlight how the diffusion of English in Colombia is implicated in injustices, but it also
foregrounds the importance of financial circumstances for developing the capability to communicate well in English, as
Mariluz indicates:

Public education is not as good as private education. Perhaps when you pay you have the
right to demand more unlike in the public sector where you have to settle for what’s on offer.

This quote is disconcerting since Mariluz appears to have internalised the logic that an education which is paid for directly
is superior to an education which is funded indirectly through taxes, and shows the extent to which quality education is
seen as a privilege of the wealthy in Colombia. Given that participants’ access to better quality private schools was limited
for economic reasons, it is perhaps not surprising that this can lead individuals to adapt their preferences to unjust
conditions (Sen, 2002) as in the case of Mariluz who has to “settle for what’s on offer”. Thus, by restricting participants’
educational choices to public schools of generally low quality, economic situation intersects with low quality ELE in both
compulsory and higher education to constrain the development of the English language capability. In other words, just as
a combination of factors can enable individuals to navigate capabilities constraints, so too can a combination of factors
converge to frustrate their capabilities (Calitz, 2019; Mkwananzi, 2019).

Added to the negative conversion factors of poor quality ELE, limited proficiency in English, and unfavourable economic
situation is the fact that HE students in Colombia are forced to study English in order to graduate. Indeed, some of the
injustices experienced by some participants as a result of the low levels of the English linguistic capability that they could
claim when taking up their HE studies could have been avoided had they not been obliged to take English classes in their
respective HEIs. Moreover, for participants who had no choice but to attend English language classes - in other words all
those not majoring in languages - mandatory ELE constrained their agency and undermined the capability of autonomy,
which is partly constitutive of the capability for voice (Walker, 2006a). This lack of autonomy can stifle “confident
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participation in learning and in dispositions to learn” (Walker, 2006a: 174), and limits the acquisition of knowledge, as
exemplified in the following extract:

You see it as a subject not as something indispensable for our studies, our future, so you
learn what you have to learn but not for the long term, only for the moment. So this is how
they pressure you, and what you learn is nothing [Ariadne].
Deprived of the capability for voice, and denied the agency to choose whether or not to study English, this quotation
highlights how Ariadne was a reluctant participant in her English class while at university and echoes Calitz’s (2019: 157)
finding that “when pedagogical arrangements were imposed onto students without consultation, the potential benefits and
perceived value of resources were diminished”. Thus, in the same way that English-medium instruction acted as a
structural barrier for black South Africans in Calitz et al’s (2016) study, so too does compulsory English in HE appear to
perform a similar function in Colombia. As explained by Celia, one of the experts who I interviewed, this can mean that
English is simply seen as an obstacle to graduation, lacking in intrinsic value:

When they feel they are forced to do so [learn English] they do it just to fulfill their
requirement and that’s it. So they don’t see the value and the richness of speaking another
language.
Aside from creating an incentive to learn English which would not have otherwise existed (Herazo et al., 2012), the
instrumentalisation of English as a means to the end of graduation can lead to a lack of interest in the subject, and
truancy:

Students don’t see it as important. They don’t go to class. The course starts with 20
people and it ends with five because the students simply don’t go to class [Luna].

This instrumental view of ELE may also be contributing to the commodification of ELT in the country (García & García,
2012; Usma, 2009), not least because, in addition to having to take English, regardless of whether they wanted to or not,
in several cases participants also had to pay an additional fee ranging from between $200 to over $1000 to take these
classes. Paying these large sums of money for obligatory English instruction created another layer of disadvantage,
exacerbating the injustice participants suffered. In addition to these fees, several participants also had to purchase
learning materials such as books:

The price was more or less 60 to 70,00012 [Colombian pesos]. Some students bought one
book per group. Others preferred to buy on their own. Others didn’t have the means, and we
also disagreed with buying a book that we would only use for one semester [Yorgelis].

Yorgelis couldn’t afford the expensive coursebook from a British publishing house, which impacted her capability to
access knowledge as well as her capability to participate on an equal footing with other members of her English classes.

12

Approximately $16-$19 dollars.
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In addition, in order to pass their English classes, several other participants turned to educational institutes with links to
BANA countries such as the Centro Colombo Americano, or purchased - willingly or not - learning materials and language
tests produced in these countries. These examples thus highlight how mandatory English instruction in HE is facilitating
the economic, cultural and linguistic incursion into Colombia of interests located in wealthy Anglophone countries which
shows how such policies are contributing to English linguistic imperialism (Phillipson, 1992).
6.1.2 Overcoming linguistic injustice
The previous section has demonstrated how multiple factors can intersect to constrain participants’ freedoms to develop
competence in English prior to entering HE. However, these barriers are not insurmountable. In fact, despite the injustice
of having to study English alongside wealthier and more proficient students, all participants in this study eventually
managed to pass their English language classes and graduate in their chosen fields. A close analysis of the data revealed
that for some participants this was possible on account of their educational resilience. This capability, which entails being
“able to negotiate risks, to persevere academically, to be responsive to educational opportunities and adaptive constraints.
Having aspirations and hopes for a successful university career” (Wilson-Strydom, 2015b: 118), has been identified as
instrumental in negotiating obstacles to capability expansion (e.g. Mkwananzi, 2019; Wilson-Strydom, 2015b; 2017).
Importantly, for Wilson-Strydom (2017) resilient responses arise from the interplay between agency and the social
environment. This understanding of resilience helps us to move beyond a neoliberal framing of failure as the sole
responsibility of the learner since it also acknowledges the role of contextual factors (Wilson-Strydom, 2017). Evidence for
the socially embedded nature of resilience in the current study includes the experience of Diana, who, as we have seen,
had to “work harder” than her classmates, and even took a course at a private language institute to avoid falling behind.
As such, it was not resilience on its own which enabled Diana to succeed in English, but rather resilience in interaction
with factors such as access to private tuition (which, in turn, is contingent upon financial situation). Additional examples of
educational resilience are offered below:
The little that I know of English is not because of SENA, but because I’ve done several free
online courses [Mariluz].

Theo: I felt really behind them. I really had to work hard to catch up with them
Researcher: But you caught up?
Theo: Yeah. Actually, in my fourth semester I was really doing really well
Researcher: Why do you think they didn’t stay ahead of you?
Theo: Because they were able to talk to the teachers, and I wasn’t. They were understanding
things.

These instances further demonstrate how resilience operates within particular contexts. For Mariluz, resilience and the
internet enabled her to develop the capability to communicate in English rather than resilience alone. Clearly, though,
internet access is contingent upon other contextual factors such as geographical location, and financial situation, which
underscores the importance of locating resilient responses within the broader social environment. Similarly, had Theo’s
peers been as hardworking as he was, resilience on its own may not have enabled him to close the gap between his
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English level and theirs. Further evidence for the lack of effort made by privileged students is provided by Vicky, one of the
experts I interviewed, and Diana:

Researcher: The ones that come from low income backgrounds, do you think their English
level is lower when they begin university?
Vicky: When they begin, yes, because they come from schools that are not bilingual in
general. So they are at a disadvantage. But...they try very hard to improve. And the attitude is
‘we have to fight for this and we have to do it’, and at the end you see the results. So they are
fighters because they don’t have everything, and I think that is the attitude.

At university you can find certain students that are interested in learning English and certain
students that are not interested. And I don’t know why, but the students that are not interested
in learning English are the ones that came from a private school that already learned English
and have no interest in learning in the university [Diana].

Strikingly, far from having an advantage over their less proficient classmates, privileged students’ prior learning
experiences with English may foster disinterest, which, in turn, can impact academic performance. By contrast,
low-income students’ experiences of disadvantage can motivate them to use their agency to succeed in English. This
finding substantiates Wilson-Strydom’s (2017) assertion that adverse circumstances can provide opportunities for
individuals to draw on their capability for resilience.

A final example of educational resilience is provided by Theo, who not only had to catch up with his classmates in order to
avoid dropping out, but also lived further away from university than these students:

The second semester we started a writing class. That was hell. That was even more difficult
than the first semester, but what I tried to do is to be closer to the best ones to learn from them,
but what was difficult…was outside the classroom because the people that were in front of the
class that were better had a different lifestyle. They went to different places. They lived closer
to the university. For example, my neighborhood was far from the university. Some of them
arrived in cars. I was riding my bicycle because the first semesters I used my bicycle to go
from my neighborhood to the university.
This quote shows how Theo had to negotiate barriers both inside and outside the classroom in order to claim the same
amount of the capability to communicate in English as his wealthier peers. However, since Theo’s dream was to become
proficient in English, he was able to use his resilience to associate with the high-performing students, and a bicycle helped
him to navigate the geographical obstacles he faced. Thus, as this example indicates, conversion factors can interact to
shape the English language capability in complex and person-specific ways (Calitz, 2019; Mkwananzi, 2019). For some,
these barriers can stifle the development of the English linguistic capability, but for others, they become an obstacle to
surmount.
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The findings reported in this section show how resilient individuals do not operate in a vacuum, but rather in social
contexts where a range of enabling and constraining conversion factors are at play. An understanding of these conversion
factors, which, as we have seen, include financial situation, access to private English tuition, geographical location,
internet access, learning context, and level of English, can be useful for shaping institutional responses to the injustices
participants faced as a result of their poor English skills (Wilson-Strydom, 2017). The above findings are also in line with
Calitz (2019) who has demonstrated how marginalised undergraduates in South Africa were able to use their agency to
navigate barriers to equitable participation in HE. This interpretation of vulnerable young people as resilient and agentic
challenges a deficit view of disadvantage. Nevertheless, success stories in overcoming injustices should not imply that
nothing should be done about them. Indeed, as Radinger et al. (2018: 64) show, in Colombia “only 11.4% of
disadvantaged students were considered ‘resilient’ in 2015, that is they scored among the top quarter of students in all
participating countries”. This is in contrast to the OECD average of 29.1% of disadvantaged students who “beat the odds
against them” (Radinger et al., 2018: 65). Thus, while resilient Colombians of low socio-economic status can transform
their circumstances, the chances of doing so are slim compared to other OECD countries.
6.1.3 Conclusion
Summing up, this section has highlighted the value of viewing English as a dynamic process capability, or a “becoming”
(Comim, 2003: 1) which is unique to each individual since the low levels of the English linguistic capability that participants
could exercise when entering HE points to the injustice of substandard ELE in public schools. The failure of HEIs to
address this linguistic inequality, together with the low levels of English that most participants reported upon graduation,
illustrates how the quality of ELE in HE was also below par. Additionally, a lack of proficiency in English undermined
participants’ capabilities in HE in various ways by adversely influencing their academic performance and participation, and
increasing their workload and stress. This finding is similar to those of Tamim (2014), who has reported on the struggles
faced by working class students in Pakistani HE as a result of their limited English language capital, and shows how
linguistic disadvantage can result in other forms of disadvantage. Clearly, had ELE been optional, some of these injustices
could have been avoided, which highlights how making English a graduation requirement operates as a negative
conversion factor or a capability obstacle (Conradie & Robeyns, 2013). Not only did compulsory English instruction
deprive participants of the capability for voice and autonomy, limit their access to knowledge, and negatively affect their
economic circumstances and academic participation, but it may also be contributing to the instrumentalisation and
commodification of English language learning in the country. On this evidence, there are grounds to reconsider the policy
of mandatory foreign language instruction across all HEIs in Colombia, and economically disadvantaged HE students may
benefit the most from the removal of this structural conversion factor. At the same time, the capability to communicate well
in English appears to be linked to socioeconomic status, so the elimination of this barrier would not address the linguistic
divide in the country, which can be partly attributed to the low quality of ELE in compulsory public schooling. Yet in spite of
the range of obstacles that poor Colombians face to attaining competence in English, some participants were able to use
their agency and resilience to beat the odds, catch up with their wealthier, more proficient classmates, and pass their
English classes. Importantly, though, since resilience interacts with contextual factors, it is more accurate to say that,
given certain enabling conditions, resilient individuals may choose to use their agency to overcome the linguistic inequality
they face (Wilson-Strydom, 2017).
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6.2 English and Development in Colombian Society
Having looked at some of the ways in which ELE impacted participants’ well-being freedoms during their HE studies and
the conversion factors which were influential in this process, I now turn to the relationship between English and human
development in Colombian society at large. In other words, whereas the focus in the previous section was on English and
capability formation prior to graduation, in this section the focus shifts to English and capability formation after graduation.
Accordingly, this section discusses capabilities which English can be instrumental in promoting or diminishing for this
study’s participants in their wider social contexts. These have been broadly categorised as follows: 1) economic
capabilities; 2) sociocultural capabilities; and 3) the epistemic access capability. These groupings provide a useful
organising structure, but the capabilities identified here should not be taken as a definitive list of valued freedoms that
English can advance or thwart in the lives of Colombian HE graduates from low-income backgrounds since they were not
arrived at through a process of public deliberation (Sen, 2009). Nevertheless, they could inform the drawing up of such a
list by future researchers (Tao, 2010). It is also relevant to mention that, in view of the centrality of human diversity to the
CA (Robeyns, 2018), some of these capabilities matter more to some participants than others. However, the capabilities
which are identified below were of value for most participants, at least to some degree. In addition to identifying the most
salient human freedoms that English enabled participants to claim, this section draws on Phillipson’s theory of linguistic
imperialism in order to foreground the ways in which participants’ use of English, while advancing their well-being, also
reaps dividends for interests in BANA countries.
6.2.1 Economic capabilities
For participants aiming to turn their English skills to their advantage two economic capabilities emerged from the data
analysis as significant. According to Cin (2017: 44), economic capabilities refer to those which enable individuals to
“generate an income, own property, inherit property and to control their own earnings”. As shown in chapter 3, the
economic dividends for English speakers have been well documented and point to two overlapping capabilities identified
in the current study: the capability of improving one’s job prospects; and the capability to buy, sell and exchange goods.
While both these economic capabilities can generate an income, they are distinct since one can be unemployed and still
buy, sell and exchange goods, and purchasing goods also refers to shopping, which is typically understood as a valued
pastime rather than a means of making a living.
6.2.1.1 Improving one’s job prospects

The employment capability has been variously identified in the literature as having a good job (Walker & Mkwananzi,
2015b); being able to choose desired jobs (Flores-Crespo, 2007); and paid work (Walker, 2006a), and across the
interviews there was widespread acknowledgement of the instrumental role that English can play in fostering this
capability. The following extracts are representative of this view:

Here there are lots of call centres that are working remotely at the moment, but you can seek
out one of these positions and still continue your studies, and when you graduate you can get
work in your area. But if you don’t speak English, you’re losing a great opportunity [Luna].

You know that English is fundamental nowadays, and for professionals in different jobs a
second language, which is English, is a requirement [Mariluz].
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In fact, many participants cited the importance of English in the world of work as a key reason why English should
continue to be an obligatory subject in Colombian HE. Yet despite this optimistic view of the value of English for
employment, as Table 6.1 illustrates, English helped only five of this study’s 20 participants improve their job
opportunities.
Participant

Jobs

Diana

Internship in advertising & marketing; marketing analyst

Alpha

Teaching assistant in a private English-medium school

Luna

University lecturer & coordinator for English in a public university

Rebecca

Teacher in a private, English-medium school (Science, Religion and Social Studies); English teacher
in a public school

Theo

Internship in the US (low-skilled, low-paid jobs e.g. cleaning, and fast-food restaurant cashier);
Internship in Brazil (Spanish and English teacher); English teacher in rural public schools in
Colombia

Table 6.1 Jobs obtained as a result of English skills
As this table shows, Diana was the only participant whose English skills proved beneficial for finding work in a
non-education related field within Colombia. Specifically, English helped her find employment as an intern with an
international organisation in the final year of her degree in International Business. When her internship ended, she was
offered a position as a marketing analyst with the same company. This job required her to use English on a daily basis:

I was working there doing marketing analysis, so I had to talk in English. I had to write in
English for some suppliers, and it was very easy because I had previous knowledge because of
the courses that I took at university.

Notably, though, while this position was helpful for gaining experience in a foreign company where she could practise her
English, Diana left this job to return to the city where she had studied in order to start her own business. One factor in
giving up a well-paid job that her degree had specifically prepared her for was the working conditions:

Diana: I was working like eight hours, but in reality sometimes I started at 8am, and I finished
at 10pm or 11pm, so it was a lot of hours in the day.
Researcher: Did you get paid extra for those hours?
Diana: No, I didn’t. Companies don’t do that.

In addition to working long hours without additional remuneration, Diana’s salary was equivalent to just over $400 a
month, which is less than double the minimum wage (and, incidentally, far less than she paid for her English language
education at university). Thus, while English skills may be useful for getting a job, if the working conditions are
exploitative, this may not necessarily lead to capability expansion, and may not compensate for all the hard work and
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financial resources needed to develop the capability to speak English. Indeed, for Diana, the injustice of not being fairly
remunerated is compounded by the fact that she was only able to study her degree because of a student loan which left
her with tens of thousands of dollars in debt. However, Diana was able to mobilise her agency to change her less than
favourable employment circumstances. In her new position as the manager of a pharmacy, Diana has few opportunities to
use her English, but has more time to do her “own things”.

Like Diana, Alpha also studied a non-language related subject at university although she was unable to find work within
her field, and after her contract as a research assistant at the private university where she had studied ended, she was
unemployed for more than a year. For Alpha, a Psychology graduate, her part-time position teaching assistant position in
an English-medium school therefore positively contributed to her well-being:

Currently I’m working in a context where I have to use English, and the work I have now is
better than what I could have hoped for as a graduate in Psychology from a low social
stratum...and the type of contract I have allows me to do other work. It has improved my
lifestyle.

As with Diana, English has improved Alpha’s employment situation, which, in turn, has expanded other substantive
freedoms.

In common with Diana and Alpha, Luna’s HE qualifications are in non-language related subjects. However, Luna, like
Alpha, failed to find employment directly related to her studies. After over a year without work, she eventually found a job
as an English lecturer and coordinator in a public university, which drastically changed her life circumstances:

In all the time that I...couldn’t find work, and then after that to end up in the university... it was a
very profound change, and if I hadn’t spoken English, I wouldn’t have the job I have now.

In contrast to Luna, Alpha and Diana, who majored in other subjects, Rebecca and Theo majored in languages with a
strong focus on English. Since the natural career choice for such graduates is language teaching, it is not surprising that
English helped them find work in this field. In fact, all of Rebecca’s opportunities, both prior to and subsequent to
graduation, were in the education sector. Similarly, the only work Theo had found in Colombia immediately after returning
from working in Brazil as an English and Spanish teacher was as an English public school teacher in rural communities.
6.2.1.2 Buying, selling, and exchanging goods

Aside from improving employment opportunities, English was useful for cultivating another economic capability: buying,
selling and exchanging goods. Although I could find no evidence of this trading capability in the literature, for more than
half of this study’s participants, English was instrumental in fostering this human freedom. The following excerpts provide
examples of this:
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English has really helped me buy things online for those pages which are in English...there is a
page from the US called Walmart..., and there I once bought a television and my sister-in-law
brought it from Miami and obviously the whole page was in English [Mariluz].

I’ve bought products in English, and in the past Amazon wasn’t translated into
Spanish...nowadays you get the dollar rate [Samuel].

As the extracts show, these transactions were only possible because of US-based virtual platforms (Amazon was the
platform most commonly used), which in all cases enabled participants to purchase consumer goods from the US. This
illustrates the value of online portals for activating the trading capability on the one hand, and Colombians’ preference for
products from this country on the other. According to Martinez (2015: 616) this preference can be explained by the fact
that US goods are considered “better than the Colombian ones, especially technology, shoes, clothing, beauty products,
medicines, music, and even education”, but it also reflects the economic dominance of the US, which is Colombia’s
biggest trading partner (export.gov, 2013). This dominance is buttressed by English which, in addition to virtual platforms,
enabled the purchase of these US products. This provides an example of how global English “serves the interests of the
corporate world and the governments that it influences so as to consolidate state and empire worldwide” (Phillipson, 2008:
33). This does not mean, though, that the effects of English in Colombia are entirely negative since participants clearly
valued and derived pleasure from being able to buy these consumer goods.

Notably, the only instances when English was not used for shopping was in face-to-face encounters in Colombia:

I remember I was at home alone and somebody arrived and asked for popsicles in English. I
told him to wait a minute because I was going to get them. He waited, gave me the money, and
I said ‘you’re welcome’ [Katherine].

Researcher: English has ever helped you to do business?
David: Once.
Researcher: Can you tell me more?
David: It was for a fishing reel.
Researcher: Where?
David: At the beach. With an American. I changed the reel for a rod. I was 19, nearly 20.

These extracts are noteworthy as they provide evidence of opportunities for Colombians to convert their English skills into
valued functionings in their local contexts. These findings therefore challenge Herazo and colleagues’ (2012: 209-210)
conclusion that “the mobility of Colombians and their chances of interlingual contact with English speakers may be too few
and far between to provide opportunity and incentive for learning English”.
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6.2.3 Sociocultural capabilities
This set of capabilities were labelled as sociocultural since they comprise both cultural and social freedoms. In terms of
cultural capabilities, Sen (2004: 56) argues that these “are among the major components of substantial freedoms” and can
therefore play a pivotal role in human development. The linkage between cultural capabilities and English is alluded to in
Crosbie’s (2013, 2014a, 2014b) work, and particularly in her conceptualisation of the capability of cosmopolitan
citizenship, which she defines as “the cooperation and co-mingling of cultural others” (Crosbie, 2014b: 102). However,
whereas Crosbie focuses on how English can be used to foster this capability in a language classroom, in the current
study, cultural capabilities emerged as valued freedoms that English can promote in Colombian society at large. As for
social capabilities, according to Cin (2017: 41), these include “engaging in different social activities and (mixed gender)
interactions, networking with other people, freedom of communication and associations”. Keeping these ideas in mind, I
broadly summarise the sociocultural capabilities which I focus on below as those which foster social participation and
engagement with different cultures on the basis of mutual respect and understanding.
6.2.3.1 Appreciating artistic and cultural expression

The first sociocultural freedom that will be discussed here is the capability to appreciate artistic and cultural expression,
which Mendoza and Flores-Crespo (2012) identified as a valued freedom for Mexican high school students. The
importance of this capability is alluded to by Sen (2004: 39), who asserts that, “the furtherance of well-being and freedoms
that we seek in development cannot but include the enrichment of human lives through literature, music, fine arts, and
other forms of cultural expression and practice, which we have reason to value”. In the current study, the following
extracts provide examples of this capability:

I watch films in English. At the moment I’m watching a North American series called American
Horror Story, and all that English culture, all that North American culture seems so exciting, so
innovative, so first-world, which I’ve never experienced [Jeremy].

I like to watch series on Netflix with subtitles because I learn the meaning and pronunciation,
and I know that’s what they’re saying [Jose].

As a matter of fact, almost all participants mentioned that English had increased their appreciation of English-medium
cultural products such as movies, documentaries, TV series, music, video games and literature, and most mentioned
video streaming services such as Amazon Prime, YouTube and Netflix as useful in this regard. This not only illustrates the
importance of the internet for fostering this capability, but also underscores the dominance of US-based companies in
promoting the consumption of these cultural products. Given the global power of the American mass culture industry, it is
hardly surprising that the lion’s share of the content that participants consumed came from the US. However, this
consumption facilitates the asymmetrical movement of capital to the global North while also eroding cultural practices and
traditions in the global South (Banya, 2010; Marginson, 2006; Phillipson, 1992; Sen, 2004). As such, far from being
“natural, neutral and beneficial” (Pennycook, 2017: 6), English appears to be complicit in this injustice, which reinforces
unequal South-North power relations, and shows how different forms of imperialism - in this case, cultural and linguistic are interconnected (Phillipson, 1992). However, as the quotation from Jose suggests, appreciating English-medium art
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and culture also played an instrumental role in helping participants to improve their English. Thus, even though
participants’ conversion of their English skills into the capability to appreciate cultural and artistic commodities benefits
interests in BANA countries, it does not follow that only these interests benefit.
6.2.3.2 Communicating with people from different cultures

A second sociocultural capability which English can be used to promote is communication with people from different
cultures. Evidence for this capability, which is similar to the functionings communicating with others (Pettit, 2001) and
being able to communicate (Wolff & de-Shalit, 2007), is offered in the following extracts:

The last time I used English was yesterday because I’m trying to learn a little Korean, but it’s
really complicated, so the classes are in Korean with an English translation [Katrina].

I have the chance to get in touch with people from different countries on Facebook. I’m part of
a group of people from different places, from the UK, from the US, Canada, Australia, Europe,
Africa, so I have made good friends there [Rebecca].

These excerpts show how the capability to communicate with people from different cultures can expand other valued
opportunities such as access to knowledge, in the case of Katrina, and sociality and participation (Terzi, 2007), in the case
of Rebecca. The following quotations provide additional examples of this capability:

I was approached by someone from the US, and I talked a lot with him, but not about business
or academia [Yorgelis].

The university had Erasmus so there were many people from Germany and France...there
were people from everywhere, so they knew neither Portuguese nor Spanish, but they knew
English. So that was the way we communicated, and at the beginning when I arrived at the
university my classmates talked to me in English [Theo].

We’re giving Korean classes here in the university. The vast majority of them...don’t speak
Spanish, so we have to use English because we also don’t know Korean [Luna].

These excerpts are interesting as they provide further evidence to challenge Herazo et al’s (2012) assertion that
opportunities to speak English in Colombia are “few and far between”. Notably, though, all of these encounters took place
within the same context: the university. Bearing in mind that four out of the five jobs that enabled participants to use their
English skills were also in the field of education, it seems that there may be more opportunities for individuals to convert
English into valued beings and doings in this sector.
6.2.3.3 Sociality and participation

As Rebecca’s experiences show, communicating with people from different cultures can foster sociality and participation
(Terzi, 2007). This capability, which has also been identified in the literature as social relations and social networks
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(Walker, 2006b; Wilson-Strydom, 2016), and the capability for friendship (Walker, 2006a), is described by Terzi (2007: 37)
as “being able to establish positive relationships with others and to participate in social activities without shame”. Evidence
of this capability is presented below:

I’ve got friends, but we don’t speak English frequently. More than anything we chat online, or
when there are people interested in learning Spanish we do like a language exchange
[Katrina].

I have two Jamaican friends that I met at the school where I work. They work there too, so they
became my friends. From the US I have some friends that I made through Facebook. I have
like five friends, like good friends. I speak with them regularly. I’m part of some group chats
where we can speak, and we talk, but occasionally, like, not all the time, and I’m in a group
where I interact with people from different countries in English [Rebecca]

Interestingly, converting English into its corresponding functioning was a central motivating factor for Katrina and Rebecca
to socialise in English. This highlights how the capability to communicate in English is “inter-subjective” (Ballet et al., 2011:
34) and cannot be developed unless it has been practised (Nussbaum, 2000). Not only does this underscore the relational
dimension of language capabilities (Smith & Seward, 2009), but it also shows how some functionings, rather than being
ends in themselves, are instrumental to the achievement of other ends (Robeyns, 2018). Moreover, the fact that English
enabled participants to form bonds with people from different cultural backgrounds highlights how this language has
become the de facto lingua franca in many situations. Interestingly, some of these friendships were struck with other
individuals in the global South such as Jamaicans, in the case of Rebecca, and an Indian, in the case of Samuel. Thus,
while the hegemony of English benefits vested interests in BANA countries, its appropriation as a link language can also
benefit individuals and groups in LMICs (Phillipson, 1998).
6.2.3.4 Respect, dignity, and recognition

Also related to the capability for sociality and participation is the capability for respect, dignity and recognition.
Wilson-Strydom (2016: 151) describes this capability as:

Being able to have respect for oneself and for and from others, being treated with dignity, not
being diminished or devalued because of one’s gender, social class, religion or race. Valuing
other languages, other religions and spiritual practices and human diversity. Being able to
show empathy, compassion, fairness and generosity, listening to and considering other
person’s [sic] points of view in dialogue and debate. Having a voice to participate effectively in
learning.

This capability is also related to the capability to live together with people from different cultures and countries (Mendoza
& Flores-Crespo, 2012) and overlaps with sociality and participation since, according to Walker (2006a: 170), “respect for
self, for others, for other cultures, being treated with dignity” constitutes a “form of social relations”. Below are two
examples of how English has helped foster this capability:
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Even though I love this language that is not mine, I love it and I love the cultures that speak it. I
have to recognise that what is mine is what identifies me and makes me who I am, and I can
use this language as a tool to help others to see where I come from, who I am, what is my
history, what is my heritage, which sometimes is not very well known because there are many
people who have prejudices about Latinos or Colombians, and so that has helped to love who I
am, to show people who we truly are, and embrace what I am as a person, as a Colombian, as
a Latina [Rebecca].

The person we had here in the university from the States was originally from India. So
something we had in common was that he spoke to us in English, and he taught us certain
expressions from the US, but through this interaction...we could learn about the culture not
only of the States but also of India. So it’s not only that the person speaks English but rather
what’s behind this person. It’s a person who has a different personality, a different culture, and
some are colder and others more open [Yorgelis].

These quotations illustrate how English can act as a capability multiplier, and how different capabilities are interrelated
(Ballet et al., 2011). In the first extract Rebecca explains how English has changed her understanding of herself; has
boosted her self-esteem, and is helping her to communicate this to others; while in the second extract, Yorgelis elaborates
on her previously mentioned interaction with someone from another culture at the university where she works as an
administrative assistant. This experience appears to have taught her that a person is more than the language they speak
or the country they come from. In this regard, the experiences of Theo, the only participant in the study who had visited an
Anglophone country, are instructive:

When I went to the US I saw how people thought about Colombia….my experience at the
beginning was people asking me if we live in trees, if there was electricity here... there were
people asking me...that, so when I saw their point I understood what they think of
Colombia...maybe they think there is a jungle here and there is nothing to do… so I didn’t get
offended, but I got like thoughtful about it and swapped places with them.

The opportunity to work in the US, which was afforded due to an internship organised by his university, enabled Theo to
convert his English skills into the capability to improve life opportunities through mobility, which, in turn, fostered the
capability of respect, dignity and recognition. This finding is in accordance with previous studies (e.g. Adamson, 2020a;
Erling, 2017; Tamim, 2014) which report that English is associated with greater respect and enhanced social standing.
However, this quote also reveals how Theo was “othered” during his time in the US by societal prejudices towards
Colombians, thus denying him parity of social status (Dejaeghere, 2019: 8). Disturbingly, despite not having travelled
abroad, other participants were also aware of negative views of “people like them” as the excerpt above from Rebecca
demonstrates. Not only do prejudicial attitudes towards Colombians reflect asymmetrical North-South power relations
which can be located in historically, politically, ideologically and economically constituted processes of domination and
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subordination (Banya, 2010; Phillipson, 1992); they also corroborate Dejaeghere’s (2019: 8) conceptualisation of
recognition as a relational capability which is “constituted by and enacted through social relations”. In other words,
whether people can draw on the capability of respect, dignity and recognition is partly contingent upon how others view
them. Thus, if an individual cannot enjoy respect “for and from others” (Wilson-Strydom, 2016: 151) because of perceived
prejudices, then they cannot fully claim this capability. Viewed as a relational capability, then, it is unclear to what extent
individuals can use their agency to access this opportunity freedom or how such status injuries can be interrupted
(Dejaeghere, 2019). At the same time, the awareness of unfavourable perceptions of Colombians was not wholly negative
as it appears to have empowered Rebecca by giving her pride in her identity. Indeed, Rebecca’s use of English as a “tool”
to inform and dispel negative attitudes towards Latinos shows how “speakers of languages that are subject to linguistic
imperialism are not helpless victims” (Phillipson, 2010: 78). Similarly, Theo’s experiences of prejudices in the US, while no
doubt hurtful, also led him to “swap places” with those holding prejudicial views of Colombians. These examples therefore
show how marginalisation can bring about positive transformation in the victims of such injustices, and how English can
be instrumental in this process.
6.2.3.5 Having international mobility aspirations

While Theo was the only participant to travel to an English-speaking country, most participants aspired to do so. This
section therefore looks at the final sociocultural capability in this study: having international mobility aspirations. Evidence
for this valued freedom, which is constitutive of the capability to be mobile (Robeyns, 2003; Sen, 1993) and the capability
to aspire (Hart, 2016), is provided in the following excerpts:

The British Council and ICETEX...are offering a job as a Spanish assistant in a school in
England, so one of the requirements is one year of experience as a teacher in a public school
teaching English, so I want to apply. So they open the application process in November, but I
have to save money to buy the tickets, clothes, if I get the chance to work there...but hopefully
I will be there because that’s what I want to do to work abroad as a Spanish teacher or
assistant at a university or a school to have that experience of immersion in the language
[Rebecca].

The fact or desire to travel to London is what has motivated me a little more to study [English]
because I feel that I want to get to know this culture, to know what it’s like to be and live there,
which would be a quite a significant change for me. That’s why I’m trying to study using my
own means [Alirio].

As Hart (2016: 327) explains “where an individual is able to identify one or more aspirations that they hold, revealed or
concealed, this offers evidence of the capability to aspire”. These instances thus offer evidence of the capability to aspire,
but a closer look reveals that what matters for these participants is not the capability to aspire per se, but rather the
aspiration for international mobility. Specifically, Rebecca aspires to work in England so that she can practise her English
while Alirio aspires to travel to and study in London, which will obviously require English.
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The finding that English is important for the fulfillment of several participants’ aspirations to improve their life opportunities
through mobility corroborates research by the British Council (2015b), which found that foreign travel is a key reason for
Colombians to learn English, but also work by Adamson (2020a) which links English to mobility aspirations. Importantly,
though, most participants’ mobility aspirations involved visiting, studying and/or working in BANA countries, where visas
are required by Colombians and the costs of migration and living are higher, as opposed to geographically closer
English-speaking countries such as Jamaica and Belize where immigration laws are less stringent and the costs of
migration and living are lower. One explanation for this is the quality of life and education in BANA countries (Altbach et
al., 2009; OECD, n.d.), and in this regard the fact that almost all participants regularly consume English-medium art and
culture may play a role. Put differently, as individuals’ aspirations are “likely to be influenced by what they see and what
they hear in their daily lives” (Mkwananzi, 2019: 81), appreciation of artistic and cultural products produced in the
wealthiest Anglophone countries may have shaped participants’ mobility aspirations. This is reflected in Jeremy’s
aforementioned comment that “all that English culture, all that North American culture seems so exciting, so innovative, so
first-world”. Yet it is also important to bear in mind that the strong association between English and the most developed
English-speaking countries is actively encouraged by interests in these countries for their own material and political ends
(de Haas & Rodríguez, 2010; Phillipson, 1992). One such end is to generate profits for the lucrative multimillion-dollar
market for international students in these countries (Phillipson, 2010; Shin, 2016). Another is to attract young skilled
migrants, whose labour can contribute to the growth of BANA economies, while discouraging older unskilled migrants,
who are seen as less productive and more of a burden (Canagarajah, 2017; de Haas, 2014). English, by fulfilling a
gatekeeping function for entry into BANA countries, is implicated in this predominantly unidirectional flow of talent and
finances, which further consolidates the ownership of economic and knowledge resources in the developed world (Altbach
et al., 2009; Banya, 2010). To make matters worse, this structural injustice serves to reinforce English linguistic
imperialism by strengthening the perception of English as the language of opportunity (Mohanty, 2017; Phillipson, 1992).
The widely held view among participants that English can “open doors” is a reflection of this. This optimistic view, which is
also reported in other postcolonial contexts (e.g. Erling et al., 2014; Vavrus, 2002), highlights how English is often seen as
a way out of poverty. Indeed, in a country where opportunities are shaped by social connections and economic status, the
belief that English promotes social mobility may be particularly appealing to financially vulnerable graduates. Thus, in the
same way that education can enhance an individual’s understanding of the freedoms available to them and increase their
self-confidence in attaining such opportunities, so too can English expand people’s horizons (de Haas, 2014; Mkwananzi,
2019).
6.2.4 The epistemic access capability
A final capability which was commonly referred to in the interviews is the capability to access knowledge. Unlike the
epistemic capability more generally, which involves both giving and receiving knowledge contributions (Walker, 2019), I
would argue that accessing knowledge, regardless of what one does with that knowledge, is also a valued capability in its
own right. The importance of this capability is highlighted by Walker (2015: 291), who argues that HE should develop
“‘critical capacities’” such as “access to and acquisition of higher knowledge”, and also by Walker and Mkwananzi (2015b:
17), who identify the functioning of accessing knowledge as “crucial for young people to be able to realise their
aspirations”. This knowledge takes diverse forms as exemplified by the following extracts:
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Interviewer: Has English improved your access to knowledge?
Rebecca: Yes, I had more access to information. I read books about theology, and there are
better and more books about theology in English. There’s more material, so that’s really a huge
help, and my favourite preachers are people who speak only in English, so I’ve learned a lot,
and it’s been a blessing for my church as well because the books my friend sent me are for my
church, so I use those materials they gave me, and I translated for the church, and we work
there together, so really helpful.

I’m principally interested in what’s happening at the global level...so there’s a webpage called
“Bloomberg” and this page isn’t translated into Spanish, well when I find an article that
interests me using the little English that I have, I translate the whole thing into Spanish [Alirio].

I’ve had to read and get hold of books for my studies that I can’t get here in Spanish. Actually,
my bachelor’s thesis is about an American and all the documents and books are in English.
There’s not a single book in Spanish. So I’ve had to buy these books on the internet [Jose].

For Rebecca, a committed Christian, English enables access to theological texts, which, in turn, foster her spiritual growth
and also benefit her church; for Alirio, who trades on the stock market as a hobby, English makes it easier for him to
pursue this pastime, which, in turn, can also generate an income and help him to realise his aspiration of studying trading
in London; and for Jose, a Philosophy undergraduate who attended English classes during his first course of study in HE,
English was vital for his bachelor’s thesis, which, in turn, enabled him to get the most out of his academic studies, and
thus is helping him to fulfil his aspiration of becoming a researcher. Not only do these examples concur with earlier studies
which report that English fosters epistemological access (Erling, 2017; Tamim, 2014), but they also illustrate how “different
capabilities are interconnected” (Ballet et al., 2011: 36).
6.2.5 Conclusion
This section has identified capabilities which low-income Colombian HE graduates have used their English skills to
promote in their broader social environment. While not all graduates were able to exercise these capabilities due to the
presence of constraining factors, an analysis of the interview data suggests that most of the capabilities documented here
were valued to a greater or lesser degree. As we have seen, these opportunity freedoms are interlinked, and the absence
or presence of one capability can impact on the availability of others. This substantiates Mkwananzi’s (2019: 233)
assertion that “a particular capability may infringe on many other capabilities and opportunities”. Drawing on Phillipson’s
theory of linguistic imperialism, we have also seen how English in Colombia is implicated in injustices which reproduce
unequal North-South power relations and serve interests in BANA countries. However, as shown above, the spread of
English in the country also promotes human flourishing by advancing a range of valued human freedoms. In other words,
while the penetration of English into educational systems in LMICs is bound up with social injustices, it can also contribute
to the human well-being of individuals in these societies, which shows how the role of English in developing contexts
embodies a paradox or contradiction (Lysandrou & Lysandrou, 2003; Phillipson, 2001). Having examined the most
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relevant capabilities which English can either support or undermine in the lives of the low-income Colombian HE
graduates in this study, I now turn to a discussion of related conversion factors.

6.3 Factors Shaping the Conversion of English into Valued Beings and Doings in Colombian Society
As shown in chapter 3, a range of contextual factors can shape participants’ opportunities to convert their English skills
into valued functionings. Similarly, an analysis of the interview data in this study revealed the presence of a variety of
factors which can either support or stifle the potential of English to improve the lives of low-income Colombian HE
graduates. By showing how agentic individuals operate within particular social environments, these factors challenge the
reductive neoliberal perception of English as the language of opportunity and help us to better understand the obstacles
facing economically vulnerable Colombian HE graduates when seeking to turn their English language abilities to their
advantage (Warriner, 2016, Wilson-Strydom, 2015b). As “each individual has a unique profile of conversion factors”
(Robeyns, 2018, para. 27), not all the factors pertaining to each respective participant can be reported here
(Wilson-Strydom, 2017). Accordingly, this section focuses on those factors which emerged as particularly salient for
participants seeking to use their English skills to better their lives. While conversion factors have been grouped in the
literature in a variety of ways (see, for example, Ballet et al., 2011; Robeyns, 2005; Sen, 1997), the factors presented
below have not been artificially separated into discrete categories since I felt that this would fail to capture the often
complex ways in which they intersect and overlap (Mkwananzi, 2019; Terzi, 2010). This is perhaps stated most succinctly
by Terzi (2010: 150) who writes that “the nature of capability limitation is neither individually nor socially determined, but it
is seen as a result of such interrelation of factors”. For example, presenting competence in English as a personal
conversion factor would neglect the role of social, environmental and institutional factors in shaping English linguistic skills
and might suggest that responsibility for achieving the corresponding functioning lies with the individual, which, as the
findings presented above demonstrate, would be misleading. Similarly, in some cases the same factor can be either
constraining or enabling, depending on its presence or absence. As such, the conversion factors discussed below are
organised according to those most relevant to the corresponding sets of capabilities identified in the previous section.
Where appropriate, these are identified as constraining or enabling.
6.3.1 Factors shaping the conversion of English into economic capabilities
6.3.1.1 English level

We saw in chapter 3 how level of proficiency can shape the employment opportunities available to English speakers, and
earlier in this chapter we saw how poor command of English can stifle the capabilities of economically disadvantaged
Colombians during their HE studies. It should therefore come as no surprise that limited competence in English also
restricted participants’ opportunity freedoms after graduation. Although low levels of English had a constraining effect on
many of the capabilities identified in this chapter, its influence on the employment capability was most evident. Indeed, all
the participants who were able to benefit from their English skills in the world of work needed to have at least an
upper-intermediate (B2) level of English, and across the interviews this level was cited as the minimum requirement for
job opportunities requiring English in Colombia. Alirio’s experience offers an example of this:

While I was working as an analyst, I applied for a junior accounting position...and I was
successful up until the English component. They were looking for someone with my profile,
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someone who knows about various sectors of the economy, who is a licensed professional,
recently graduated and so on. I fit the profile, but when I got to the English part, which was the
last part, that’s when the whole process broke down…they were looking for someone with a B2
level.

The importance of a certain level of English for improving labour opportunities in Colombia is further illustrated by the fact
that a quarter of the study’s participants reported missing out on such opportunities because of their poor English
competence. For example, Ariadne, who had worked in several accounting jobs after graduating with a degree in Public
Accounting, explained that a higher level of English would have helped her chances of promotion and would have yielded
other benefits. However, since her self-reported level of English was A1 - beginner level - this opportunity was denied to
her. Her poor foreign language skills also excluded her from participation in workplace conversations and meetings:

There are people who can speak English, but they don’t speak English in the office, only with
the client. For example, my manager holds meetings with a partner in English, but if you don’t
speak English, why would they invite you? You won’t understand.

Thus, if the English linguistic capability is insufficiently developed, it can constrain Colombian graduates’ work-related
freedoms, which underlines how linguistic disadvantage can lead to other forms of disadvantage. However, not all
participants felt that their lack of English skills had constrained their job prospects. In fact, several participants felt that
English was not needed in the Colombian workplace as the following examples show:

When I look back it [the English I learned] wasn’t necessary. In fact, when you start working for
a public body, they don’t require you to be bilingual because it’s not necessary, at least not in
my case [Jose].

In my first job [after graduating from HE] it [English] wasn’t necessary and in the second job it
would have been ideal, but it was not something essential. Actually, it wasn’t an impediment to
entering the university as an administrative assistant of a department of languages [Yorgelis].

These quotes reflect the lack of consensus across the interviews regarding the usefulness of English in Colombian
working life, and level of competence in this language might account for this ambiguity. Stated differently, if Yorgelis’s and
Jose’s capability to communicate in English were more developed, it may have been more useful to them in the world of
work.

The importance of a threshold level of English for workplace opportunities echoes research by Euromonitor (2010) which
found that 31 out of 42 companies in their survey required employees to have at least an intermediate (B1) level of
competence in this language. At the same time, the finding that opportunities to use the English linguistic capability would
be available to participants, but only if this capability is sufficiently developed, challenges research which claims that few
positions in Colombia require English-proficient employees (British Council, 2015b; Herazo et al., 2012). Since these
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studies were conducted several years ago, one explanation for this discrepancy could be that English is becoming
progressively more valuable in the Colombian labour market as the effects of globalisation in the country intensify
(Martinez, 2015).
6.3.1.2 Geographical location

In chapter 3 geographical location was identified as a factor which can diminish or increase people’s potential to turn their
English language abilities to their economic advantage because opportunities to use English and the benefits of doing so
are country- and region-dependent (e.g. Euromonitor, 2010; Lee, 2012). The importance of this conversion factor has also
been noted in the context of South African students’ transition to university by Wilson-Strydom (2015b) who reports that a
learner’s proximity to her high school or university campus can either constrain or expand valued educational
opportunities. Similarly, in the current study we have seen how Theo’s distance from campus could have compounded the
disadvantages he experienced as an undergraduate had he not had a bicycle. But geographical location also had a
bearing on the employment opportunities that English could help this study’s participants take advantage of after
graduation. For example, moving to another region of Colombia enabled Diana to do an internship where she could use
her English skills, and this led to her subsequent employment as a marketing analyst with the same company, while
geography was one of several factors which converged to shape Theo’s opportunity to work as an English teacher in rural
public schools:

I was lucky because I arrived to [name of town] and the person who was doing the job had just
quit because it was in rural areas. So you need a motorcycle or a jeep... to move, and the guy
says it’s too hard for him to get another car because he had an automobile...So they needed a
person with a good level of English...and I sent my CV, and two hours later they called me
[and] they did an interview...and the guy liked my English. He asked me about methodologies
and things like that. He liked it, and he said, ‘man if you want to work with us you are
welcome’.
Geographical location could have been a serious obstacle, as it was for his predecessor, but Theo was able to navigate
this constraining factor because he had a motorbike. However, as this extract shows, for Theo geography was not the only
factor, but rather geography in combination with other enabling factors including his level of competence in English, his
performance at the interview, and his CV. This highlights how different conversion factors can intersect to create
conditions conducive to human flourishing (Mkwananzi, 2019).

Further evidence of the importance of geography for converting English into better job opportunities is provided by
Yorgelis and Luna, who, coincidentally, reside in the same city:

Here the issue of unemployment is something very complex, especially in [name of city]
because it’s a city that lacks inclusive economic entities and businesses that require qualified
staff such as graduate professionals [Yorgelis].
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[Name of city] has the second highest unemployment rate in Colombia. Currently with the
pandemic, it may have the highest because, in contrast to many companies, the local
businesses here have had to close. So the majority of people who really want to get ahead
have to go to [name of a larger city]...for example, I tell my students about an article I read
which said that this city is not attractive for call centre companies because the population
doesn’t speak English. [Luna].

In this small provincial city high unemployment means that few opportunities are available to English speakers, which
leads to internal migration in search of better job prospects. Not only does this finding chime with those reported by
Euromonitor (2010), which found that opportunities to use English in the workplace were more readily available in urban
areas, but it also helps account for a lack of commitment to learn English in this city as Luna, an English lecturer and
co-ordinator in the city’s public university, explains:

We are faced with students who have no interest whatsoever in English. I give class to first
semester students and it’s really difficult to foster any commitment to learning English. [Name
of city] is a very provincial, rural city with lots of farms and lots of things where people maybe
don’t believe that they will one day leave and need English.

Thus, while English may be relevant for many Colombians in different geographical regions, given Colombia’s
geographical diversity and the disparities between rural and urban areas, it does not follow that all Colombians will find
English beneficial. Indeed, as Luna’s comment makes clear, in regions where there are few opportunities to use English,
motivation to learn the language may be lower. This underscores how geographical location can constrain the
development of the English linguistic capability and once again raises questions regarding the policy of ELE for all HE
graduates.

In terms of the conversion of English into the capability to buy, sell, and exchange goods, geographical location also
emerged as a key enabling factor since David and Katherine - the only two participants who were able to use their English
to trade goods in non-virtual settings - both live in cities which are popular foreign tourist destinations. By contrast,
participants living in areas where foreign tourists are uncommon had fewer opportunities to activate the trading capability
using their English. At the same time, most participants who used English to buy, sell and exchange goods did so using
the internet, so for those with access to the World Wide Web, geographical location need not constrain the conversion of
English skills into the trading capability. At any rate, these face-to-face encounters with English-speaking foreigners are
interesting as they provide further evidence of opportunities for Colombians to convert their English skills into valued
functionings in their local contexts.
6.3.1.3 Amiguismo

A final factor which emerged from the data as significant for shaping participants’ opportunities to convert English into
economic functionings is amiguismo or social connections. The following extracts shed light on the meaning of this
conversion factor and its value in the Colombian context:
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You get work faster if you have friends and acquaintances in the company where you’re
applying...lots of companies don’t look at applicants’ capacities but rather whether this person
is a friend of such and such a person [Mariluz].

Researcher: If you don’t have connections, can English still open doors?
Jeremy: [That’s] what they call palancazo13 in Colombia. The thing is that we are in a society
which has a lot of cronyism. So the person who is a friend of the mayor has a job, and the
person who isn’t friends with the mayor doesn’t: he/she is screwed. So if you’re really good at
what you do, and you don’t have a contact, a patron, unfortunately it’s possible that you won’t
get a good job.

You remind me of a doctoral student from Canada…and for this study that she was conducting,
she interviewed the new director of...the language center. And she was really shocked to see
that he didn’t speak English, that he was the director, and it was because he had good friends
among the administrative staff of the university, and I told her it’s very normal that we see in
Colombia lots of I’m sorry to say incompetent people in positions of power because they know
they don’t need to be competent. They just need to be friends with someone [Celia].

As the extracts above make clear, social connections, or amiguismo14 is specific to the Colombian context, although Sayer
(2012: 29) has also reported on how palanca, which he defines as “good social connections”, shaped the academic and
professional opportunities of three novice Mexican teachers of English in his ethnographic study.

The importance of amiguismo is not surprising given that corruption is systemic in Colombia (OHCHR, 2018), but
interestingly, this factor benefited some participants and disadvantaged others. For example, Luna’s aspiration of working
as a university lecturer was initially curtailed by this conversion factor:

I think the reason I wasn’t initially selected to work in the university [where I currently work] is
because the first time it was an open call for applications and I was the only applicant. But
even so my CV was suitable for teaching International Politics, and I couldn’t understand their
reasons for rejecting me, but later on they made another call for applications in the selection
process, and this was more transparent, and I got in.

The fact that Luna “got in” at the second attempt shows that this factor, while initially thwarting her opportunity to improve
her employment circumstances, can be negotiated, but this requires perseverance or “resilience” (Wilson-Strydom, 2017:
386). For those with friends in the right places, however, social connections can be an enabling factor:

The first job I got my friend recommended me, and that helped... I had the abilities, but that
was a factor that influenced, and the second job it was totally the social contact. A friend
13
14

Leveraging/using influence (Real Academia Española, n.d.)
No exact translation of amiguismo exists, but synonyms would include cronyism, “leverage” [Celia] or “pulling strings” [Lis].
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helped me to get a job because in Colombia sadly things are like that...here social contacts are
very very very important, especially political [Rebecca].

For Rebecca, then, social contacts were instrumental in obtaining both of her jobs since graduation. Similarly, Alpha’s job
as a teaching assistant in an English-medium school was only possible because of a connection:

Researcher: Did you apply for the job or did you know someone?
Alpha: An acquaintance referred me, but I did the work.
Researcher: Is that how the labour market works in Colombia - you need to know the right
people?
Alpha: Yes, inevitably...but at a certain moment we met during our studies - he studied
Psychology - and I talked about myself, and he mentioned the position and intervened on my
behalf.

Interestingly, Alpha made this contact during her university studies, which again highlights how different conversion factors
converge to shape individuals’ opportunities (Mkwananzi, 2019). Without university, Alpha would not have made the
contact, and without the contact, her English skills would not have helped her get the job. Even though Alpha also had the
English level required for the position, as she explained, for those with the right contacts, even this obstacle can be
overcome:
I’ve seen people who’ve been contracted for positions where the level of English should be
specific, let’s say B2 or C1, and these people don’t have the level, but they know someone
who can help them enter the company, and they do it.

Taken together, these examples show how even those from modest backgrounds can use their agency to navigate this
structural constraint (Calitz, 2019). Thus, on the one hand, for those with friends in the right places, amiguismo can be an
enabling factor, and can even help those with poor proficiency in English improve their job opportunities. But on the other
hand, for those without the right contacts, amiguismo can be a constraining factor. However, enabling factors such as
resilience can help navigate this structural barrier, as the case of Luna illustrates.
6.3.2 Factors shaping the conversion of English into sociocultural capabilities
6.3.2.1 English level

As with economic capabilities, level of linguistic competence emerged as a factor shaping the conversion of English into
valued sociocultural capabilities. Specifically, this conversion factor impinged upon the capability of having international
mobility aspirations, as the following quotations show:

Researcher: You told me you would like to travel abroad: where would you like to go?
Kylie: Well, at the moment my options are limited to Argentina because of the language and
my economic situation. In order to do a specialisation there, it would be very cheap. So I would
be able to fund my studies myself, and study in either a private or public university there.
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Researcher: But English won’t help you in Argentina?
Kylie: No. That would be my option because of the language, but if I manage to get another
language, I can expand [my choices] to other countries.

Ariadne: I want to travel. Actually, I couldn’t travel because of my English level because I was
going to go as an au-pair, but in the agency where I registered they didn’t approve me because
of my age, and I couldn’t apply to the States, but rather to Europe.
Researcher: Okay, so they didn’t accept you for the States because of your English level?
Ariadne: In the agency no. They wanted someone more fluent. But you go with the basics,
and then you improve your skills while you’re there, no? But I went to two different agencies,
and I have to keep studying until I have a good level.

For Kylie, a lack of English has led her to adapt her aspirations downwards (Hart, 2016; Walker & Mkwananzi, 2015a). In
other words, since the amount of the English linguistic capability she can draw on is low, her aspiration is to study in a
Spanish-speaking country instead of an English-speaking one. Similarly, English level thwarted Ariadne’s aspiration to
work in the US. However, these examples also show how English level intersects with other conversion factors such as
financial situation (which shaped Kylie’s aspiration to study in Argentina) and age (which limited Ariadne’s international
mobility aspirations to Europe). Thus, while English may foster the capability to aspire, this is also contingent upon a
range of person-specific conversion factors.
6.3.2.2 Visa requirements

As the quote above suggests, age and English level inhibited the realisation of Ariadne’s international mobility aspirations,
but this was because they made her ineligible for the U.S. visa. Hence, the personal conversion factors of age and
English level only frustrated Ariadne’s aspirations as they made it impossible for her to meet the US entry requirements.
This structural barrier may therefore operate as a corrosive conversion factor, and one which no amount of resilience or
agency can enable participants to navigate since, while an individual can improve their fluency in English, they cannot
change their date of birth. Another example of how the visa requirement can be an insurmountable obstacle is offered
below:

My aspiration was to go in the holidays, and, in fact, it was a present from my parents, the trip,
with everything they had saved. But I had just finished my contract, so I think they [US
immigration] thought that I would stay in the US because I had stopped working, I’m not
married, and I speak English. But what I had wanted was to practise my English in the
American context [Luna].

This quote highlights how lack of employment and marital status constrained the realisation of Luna’s mobility aspirations,
but only because these denied her the visitor visa. As Luna went on to explain, there were considerable financial
consequences to being refused the US visa since the non-refundable application fee was equivalent to a little less than
the Colombian monthly minimum salary, not including the cost of the trip to Bogotá for the interview:
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It’s a lot of money, so the fact that they denied me the visa left an economic gap that I hadn’t
expected. So the simple fact of trying to get the travel visa, well, you need to have status. You
need to have a social standing to have the money that they ask for at the embassy because
they also ask how much money you have while you’re there.

The relationship between visa restrictions and socioeconomic status illustrated in this example is in line with research into
migration which shows how such restrictions make migration less likely for the poor (Bonfati, 2014; Preibisch et al., 2014).
However, despite resisting a deficit approach to this study’s participants (Calitz, 2019; Calitz et al., 2016), as Luna’s
experience shows, it may not be possible to navigate such restrictions. Hence, as with the participants in Walker and
Mkwananzi’s (2015a: 44) research, participants in the current study may be investing “emotional energy...in ideal dreams
and ambitions that might not be viable under their present conditions”, which, in turn, may be profoundly damaging.
6.3.2.3 Internet access

A final factor which emerged as significant in the conversion of English into sociocultural capabilities was internet access.
In particular, the internet was instrumental in enabling the capabilities of respect, dignity and recognition, which was
fostered in Jeremy’s case by reading the news online in English, and appreciating artistic and cultural expression, which
was facilitated in most cases by video streaming services such as Netflix and YouTube. Additionally, by enabling
participants to enjoy English-medium artistic and cultural products, the internet also shaped perceptions of life in
English-speaking countries, which, in turn, may have influenced participants’ aspirations to travel to such countries for
work or study. This interpretation is supported by Mkwananzi (2019: 52), who reminds us that, “movies, dramas and
commercial advertisements may have an unintended consequence of fuelling perceptions that one place may be better
than another”. While access to the World Wide Web may therefore constitute a particularly fertile factor for converting
English into valued sociocultural freedoms, as shown in the previous section, some participants also had opportunities to
claim sociocultural capabilities in their respective workplaces. Indeed, in the absence of internet access, an individual’s
working environment may also provide opportunities for participants to practise their English and exercise genuine
sociocultural opportunities. As we have seen, such opportunities may be more likely to present themselves in the fields of
education, business and tourism.
6.3.3 Factors shaping the conversion of English into the epistemic access capability
As shown earlier, English was valuable for promoting epistemic access, and this, in turn, enlarged other freedoms such as
growing spiritually, pursuing valued pastimes, graduating from HE, and fulfilling aspirations. In view of the fact that,
according to one estimate, 80% of virtual content is in English (Steger, 2017), it is unsurprising that the internet emerged
from the data as instrumental in promoting this access. This finding resonates with other studies (e.g. Oliveira, 2019;
Erling, 2017) which show a relationship between the internet, technology and English. Unsurprisingly, the capability to
access knowledge using English was also partly contingent upon English level, which is perhaps best exemplified by
Alirio, whose English skills enabled him to locate information in English, but not to meaningfully engage with it. As he
explained, “when I find an article that interests me using the little English that I have, I translate the whole thing into
Spanish”. This example substantiates Tamim’s (2014) findings which report how a limited command of English can restrict
epistemological access, but also shows how the internet can be instrumental in enabling agentic individuals to overcome
this linguistic barrier. Importantly, though, the fact that an unfavourable economic situation correlates negatively with
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proficiency in English (thus limiting access to knowledge) supports Walker’s (2020: 275) claim that “material conditions”
can aggravate epistemic injustices.
6.3.4 Conclusion
In sum, this section has identified conversion factors which may be particularly salient for Colombian graduates from
low-income backgrounds who are seeking to make the most of their English language skills. We have seen how these
factors intersect to constrain or foster the potential of English to improve participants’ lives subsequent to graduation. This
highlights how responsibility for using English to get ahead does not rest solely with the individual, which problematises
the neoliberal framing of English as the language of opportunity. On the contrary, this section has shown how some
conversion factors, namely visa requirements, cannot be navigated by agentic individuals, at least not legally. However, in
line with Calitz’s (2018: 59) rejection of a deficit narrative, section 6.1 showed that individuals, given the right enabling
conditions, can use their agency to ensure that constraining factors do not lead to “accumulative disadvantage”. In this
regard, for some participants more than others the capability for educational resilience (Wilson-Strydom, 2017) emerged
as a key conversion factor.

Given the range of conversion factors identified above, which are of particular relevance for policymakers and
practitioners seeking to ensure that ELE in Colombian HE does not lead to capability inequality? In other words, which of
these factors can be considered especially corrosive or fertile for poor Colombian youth (Wolff & de-Shalit, 2007)?
Evidence from the interviews suggests that the most important factors for enabling this study’s economically vulnerable
participants to put their English skills to work are level of English and internet access. However, as we saw in section 6.1,
participants’ English level was partly contingent upon the quality of ELE available to participants, which was, in turn, to a
significant degree shaped by participants’ financial situation. Similarly, internet connectivity can be constrained by a lack
of financial resources with one recent study reporting that 25% of the poorest Colombians have very limited access to the
World Wide Web (IDB, 2020). This suggests that for this study’s participants, as with the disadvantaged migrant youth in
Mkwananzi’s (2019: 174) study, “the underlying influence is often financial availability”. Thus, on the one hand, a good
English level, high quality ELE, reliable internet access, and a strong financial situation are particularly fertile conversion
factors, while on the other, poor English language skills, low quality ELE, limited or no access to the internet, and
economic insecurity can be particularly corrosive for Colombian graduates from low-income backgrounds seeking to
convert their English skills into valued functionings.
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7 Conclusion
7.1 Summary of Main Research Findings
Returning once more to our research questions, this paper has identified capabilities which ELE in Colombian HE has
promoted or constrained in the lives of low-income HE graduates, and it has also identified factors which are influential in
this process. In terms of the former research question, ELE in Colombian HE can promote or undermine a range of
opportunity freedoms, and these are interrelated, which means that the absence or presence of one capability can impact
on the availability of others (Mkwananzi, 2019). In terms of the latter, contextually relevant conversion factors overlap and
intersect to shape socioeconomically deprived Colombian graduates’ capabilities sets in complex, person-specific ways.
What this means in broad terms is that English can play a role in human development in Colombia, but seen through the
lens of linguistic imperialism, this role is not always positive and, by helping to advance the economic, political, and
cultural agendas of interests in BANA countries, English is also implicated in the reproduction of asymmetrical
North-South power relations.

7.2 Contribution to Knowledge
This thesis makes a substantial empirical contribution to knowledge since it may well be the first in the region to use the
CA to investigate the relationship between English and development and furthers our understanding of this relationship in
several ways. First, by conceptualising development as the expansion of human freedoms - or capabilities - the CA has
allowed us to consider the value of English in terms of the diversity of ways in which it contributes to well-being at the
micro level rather than purely in terms of the economic benefits it brings at the macro level. This information can indicate
to policymakers and practitioners domains where English skills are more or less useful, which, as I highlight below, can
help in the development of contextually appropriate language policies and English language curricula. Second, the
construct of conversion factors has deepened our understanding of the barriers - structural and otherwise - that financially
insecure Colombian graduates can face when developing competence in English and when using this language to expand
their freedoms. This construct therefore helps us to better account for the often complex reasons for individual variations
in the conversion of English skills into valued opportunities (Mkwananzi, 2019). The most salient capabilities and
conversion factors identified in the present study are broadly summarised in Figure 7.1 below, which, by nature, is
somewhat reductive. As these capabilities and conversion factors emerged empirically from a particular research setting,
this study makes no claims about their relevance elsewhere. Notwithstanding, subject to public debate by the relevant
parties and additional validation (Robeyns, 2005), Figure 7.1 could be used to guide the development of a more
comprehensive list of capabilities which can be thwarted or promoted by English (Tao, 2010). In addition, the conversion
factors listed in Figure 7.1 can better direct policymakers’ and educators’ efforts to ensure that English promotes equitable
development (Wilson-Strydom, 2015a). However, given the array of interlocking conversion factors at play in any given
context, I have argued that the concepts of corrosive and fertile conversion factors are useful as these can help identify
which development areas or interventions should be prioritised (Wilson-Strydom & Okkolin, 2016). Thus Figure 7.1
includes only those conversion factors which emerged as particularly fertile or corrosive in the context of the present
study.
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Figure 7.1 Summary of key research findings
A third way in which employing the CA in the present study advances our understanding of the relationship between
English and development is by acknowledging the critical importance of human agency. In doing so the CA helps us to
view this study’s participants not in deficit terms (Calitz, 2019), but rather as active agents in “their own destiny” (Sen,
1999: 53). Thus, as we have seen, individuals can, given the right enabling conditions, mobilise their agency to navigate
barriers to the development of the English language capability as well as barriers to the expansion of other freedoms, if
not now, then perhaps at some future point. However, this should not be taken to mean that the marginalised can
negotiate all barriers to human flourishing since some barriers - such as visa requirements - are impossible to navigate
using legal methods. Rather, it means that, in the words of Sen (1999: xi–xii), “the freedom of agency that we individually
have is inescapably qualified and constrained by the social, political and economic opportunities that are available to us”.
In certain instances, these constraining factors can lead individuals to adapt their preferences to their current
circumstances, which highlights a final way in which the CA contributes to our thinking regarding the interconnections
between English and development. Specifically, the concept of adaptive preferences allows us to better account for
instances when individuals may fail to navigate constraining factors and can also help identify instances of capability
deprivation which, in turn, can galvanise the efforts of policymakers and English language practitioners (Gore & Walker,
2020).
In sum, using the CA has allowed us to gain in-depth, nuanced and person-centered insights into the role of English in
development. These insights build on a handful of studies which have shown how English can either promote or constrain
human flourishing in a variety of ways, but that this can depend upon a range of factors (e.g. Erling, 2017; Ferguson,
2013; Mohanty, 2017). Collectively this emerging body of work supports claims that the contribution of English to human
flourishing may have been overstated in some policy circles (e.g. Ferguson, 2013; Phillipson, 2010; Williams, 2011) and
challenges the neoliberal narrative that English in itself unproblematically “opens doors” for any individual willing to make
the effort (e.g. Kubota, 2011; Warriner, 2016). In this regard, employing the lens of linguistic imperialism has proven
valuable since it better illuminates the ways in which English, while promoting the valued freedoms of economically
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vulnerable Colombian HE graduates in certain instances, also benefits interests in the global North. This critical
perspective is necessary given the ways in which the global diffusion of English is implicated in historic, social, economic
and cultural injustices. While an equitable approach to English and development would seek to ensure that such injustices
are not perpetuated, given the role of external and internal influences on individual agency and well-being, it is inevitable
that in some contexts English, like education, will have disempowering and harmful effects for some and empowering and
beneficial effects for others (Mohanty, 2017; Unterhalter, 2003). Nevertheless, a better understanding of the negative
effects of English in developing countries, which often benefit BANA countries, is critical to ensure subsequent language
policies in Colombia do not entrench existing injustices.

Besides building on and extending the literature in the nascent field of English and development, the current study also
makes some theoretical contributions to existing knowledge. In particular, conceptualising linguistic capabilities as
capabilities-in-development rather than as “freedoms instantaneously transferred to individuals” (Comim, 2012: 28) is
useful for flagging injustices that have led individuals to claim different levels of the English language capability. This
conceptualisation of linguistic capabilities as dynamic rather than static is applicable to other contexts where language
plays a role - positive or otherwise - in development and can inform the design of interventions to address this injustice in
a range of settings. A second related contribution to theory is that the amount of linguistic capabilities which individuals
can claim is partly contingent upon the opportunities that they have to convert them into functionings. In other words, a
lack of exposure and practice can lead to a deterioration of foreign language capabilities. An understanding of this
dimension of linguistic capabilities can be particularly useful for ensuring that language policies are socially just. For
example, while public school students in Colombia only have three hours of ELE, private school students have
considerably more opportunities to use their foreign language skills, which, as we have seen, can result in unjust
educational outcomes. The fact that language capabilities are not typically practised in isolation points to a third
implication for theory: the relational component of such capabilities (Smith & Seward, 2009). Aside from foregrounding the
significance of exposure and practice in order to develop the capability to communicate in English, this relational aspect
highlights how the value and utility of linguistic freedoms varies across contexts. As such, while in some societies, a B1
level of English may meaningfully foster human flourishing (Euromonitor, 2010), in Colombia it seems more likely that a
B2 level of English is needed in some domains. This information can be valuable for policymakers and practitioners when
drawing up language learning objectives, and also helps us to understand why English may not promote development in
some settings. The final theoretical contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the value of complementing the CA with
Phillipson’s theory of linguistic imperialism when exploring issues related to English and development. This has been
useful for addressing concerns that the CA pays insufficient attention to the ways in which unequal relations of power can
give rise to oppression and domination (e.g. Crocker, 2009; Tikly, 2016).

7.3 Recommendations
Based on this study’s findings, several policy recommendations can be proposed. Importantly, though, since many
participants’ freedoms have been expanded by English in manifold ways, removing English from educational curricula in
Colombia is not one of them. Instead, the issue is rather to help ensure that English in Colombian HE neither gives rise to
injustices nor perpetuates existing injustices. As such, the first recommendation would be to make ELE in Colombian HE
optional. As English classes are not always free, and may require an additional financial outlay, this would reduce the cost
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of graduation for some students. Further, this policy would shift student perceptions of the subject as of value purely for
instrumental reasons and foster greater personal autonomy, a valued educational capability (Walker 2006a). Finally,
offering English as an elective would reduce the number of dropouts and improve academic performance.

Second, the policy of mandatory ELE in HE would have had fewer negative consequences had participants’ level of
English not been so low when entering HE. One policy recommendation for HEIs in this regard would be to offer more
support to students with poor English proficiency by providing them with additional resources such as extra tuition and
teaching materials. Since few participants achieved the mandated B1 exit level of competence in English upon graduation,
another option would be to stipulate that all HE students improve their English level by at least one band on the CEFR.
This would mean that students who enter HE with a B1 level would have to achieve a B2 level while those who enter with
an A1 level would aim to achieve an A2 level of competence. This policy would be much fairer than mandating that all HE
students attain a B1 level English irrespective of their economic status, English level, or schooling background.

Third, this study has shown how participants’ poor English skills compared to their wealthier counterparts can be partly
attributed to the gap in quality between foreign language education in the public and private sectors, which foregrounds
the critical importance of financial situation for developing the English linguistic capability in Colombia. Given that the
development of linguistic capabilities requires practise and exposure, increasing the number of hours of English
instruction in public schools would go some way to addressing this divide, but only if this were accompanied by an
improvement in teacher capacity. This could be done by offering substantial financial incentives for public sector English
teachers who improve their English level and/or participate in professional development programmes. Another way to
improve teacher capacity would be to attract more qualified English teachers to the public sector with higher salaries and
better resources. Short of increasing teacher capacity, and in view of the value of the internet for providing opportunities to
practise and be exposed to English, another option would be to provide low-income ELE students with a reliable internet
connection, which might go some way to ensuring that English fosters rather than constrains their wellbeing, and would
also promote development in a variety of non-linguistic ways.

Finally, it also emerged from the findings that participants appear much more likely to convert their English skills into
valued functionings if they have at least a B2 level of competence. A potential policy recommendation in this regard would
be to focus on improving the quality of ELE so that more Colombian graduates can attain the threshold level of English
competence required by employers. This recommendation, however, comes with a caveat, since “as more speakers
acquire a workable command of the language, reduced scarcity may drive down the current premium afforded by
possession of that skill” (Bruthiaux, 2002: 291). In other words, because English is a positional good (Grin, 2001), the
benefits which accrue to competent speakers of this language may decrease as the number of speakers increases. One
implication of this is that individuals will have to keep upgrading their English skills to remain employable in what may be
an unending process of self-improvement (Park, 2011). Given the financial costs involved in accessing quality ELE in
Colombia (Correa & González, 2016; Sánchez, 2013), this would leave financially insecure Colombians at a disadvantage
compared to their more well-off counterparts. With this in mind, a more sensible policy recommendation would be to
develop ELE curricula which reflect the uses that English can be put to in Colombian society. Since more opportunities to
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communicate in English appear to present themselves in the fields of education, tourism, and business, instructional
content could equip HE graduates with the relevant English language skills required by these fields.

7.4 Limitations and Directions for Future Research
As this study is small-scale and qualitative, it makes no generalisation claims, and further research would be needed to
firm up the conclusions presented here (Suter, 2012; Willis, 2007). Indeed, the sample size is not representative and
includes a greater number of participants from the coastal area of Colombia where I live and work. At the same time, the
sample is very heterogeneous and contains participants from different HEIs, programmes, geographical regions, and
social strata in order to obtain richer insights into the phenomenon under investigation. Another limitation is the means I
used to determine the economic status of the study’s participants. Specifically, identifying low-income graduates on the
basis of their social strata led to the inclusion of several graduates who had attended private schools for part of their
compulsory education. However, even these participants suffered disadvantages due to their limited economic means,
and their experiences of both private and public sector schooling yielded valuable insights into the quality of ELE in each
sector. A third limitation relates my status as a white, blue-eyed researcher and an English “native-speaker”, which may
have influenced participants’ responses, although giving participants the freedom to choose the language of the interview
may have helped to address this limitation. This brings us to the final limitation: language. This has had an effect on the
presentation of this study’s data since, in most cases, extracts from the interviews had to be translated into English for the
benefit of non-Spanish-speaking readers. However, until writing PhD theses in more than one language becomes
acceptable practice, such translation is unavoidable.

The current study has demonstrated the potential of drawing on elements of the CA to examine the relationship between
English in development, and more research using the CA to explore this relationship in a variety of development contexts
is called for. Such research would help build a more comprehensive picture of the contribution that English can make to
development in different settings at the micro level, and would complement research which has investigated the interface
between English and development in LMICs at the macro level. In view of the recent policy initiatives promoting English in
education systems in the region, more studies from Latin America would be particularly welcome. This study has also
illustrated the value of conceptualising linguistic capabilities as evolving rather than static. As such, further capability
studies could explore this dimension of language capabilities and its social justice implications for migration, employment,
education, and a range of other domains.

7.5 Final Reflections
I started out with a highly critical view of the role that English can play in development, in large part due to the negative
effects of the spread of English in the developing contexts where I have worked, and most recently in Colombia. However,
judging by the experiences of this study’s participants, banishing English from Colombian HE would deny low-income
graduates valued opportunities to improve their well-being and transform their circumstances. This had made me
guardedly optimistic about the potential of English in Colombia. At the same time, I have become keenly aware of the
ways in which English can perpetuate disadvantage or reproduce inequality, and in the future I hope to draw attention to
this issue to temper the fervour of many in the ELT profession regarding the advantages English can confer on individuals
in the global South.
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9. Appendices
APPENDIX A: Participant information sheet and consent form
Project Title: How English in Colombian higher education institutions impacts the lives of graduates from low- and middle-income
backgrounds
I am a PhD student at Lancaster University, and I would like to invite you to take part in a research study about the effects of English
as a foreign language on the well-being of low-income higher education graduates in Colombia.
Please take time to read the following information carefully before you decide whether or not you wish to take part.
What is the study about?
This study aims to find out in what ways learning English in higher education has improved or negatively impacted the lives of
graduates from poorer backgrounds.
Why have I been invited?
I am interested in understanding whether learning English has been beneficial or detrimental to you, and in what ways.
I would be very grateful if you would agree to take part in this study.
What will I be asked to do if I take part?
If you decide to take part, this will involve attending a one-hour interview at a time and place of your choosing. The interview can be
conducted either in Spanish or English: it is up to you.
What are the possible benefits from taking part?
Taking part in this study will allow you to share your experiences of being a low-income learner of English in a Colombian higher
education setting, and how this has affected your life. You may also, if you wish, take this opportunity to practise your English. Your
insights will contribute to our understanding of the relevance of English education at higher education level in Colombia for graduates
from low-income backgrounds. All travel expenses will be reimbursed. In addition, if the interview takes place in a restaurant/cafe, up
to 15,000 Colombian pesos towards the cost of food and drinks consumed will be covered.
Do I have to take part?
No. It’s completely up to you to decide whether or not you take part. Your participation is voluntary.
What if I change my mind?
If you change your mind, you are free to withdraw from the study at any time before or during the interview and up to two weeks
following your interview. After this point, the information from the interview will already have been processed, so extracting and
deleting it will be too time-consuming.
What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part?
You will have to sacrifice up to an hour of your free time (not including travel time). You will be asked personal questions about your
life situation such as your current salary or your experiences during your studies. However, your identity and other personal
information that could identify you will be kept confidential.
Will my data be identifiable?
After the interview, only I, the researcher conducting this study, and my supervisor, will have access to the ideas you share with me.
The only other person who will have access to what you contributed is a transcriber who will listen to the recordings and produce a
written record of what you have said. The transcriber will sign a confidentiality agreement.
I will keep all personal information about you (e.g. your name and other information about you that can identify you) confidential. That
is, I will not share it with others. I will remove any personal information from the written record of your contribution.
How will we use the information you have shared with us and what will happen to the results of the research study?
I will use the information you have shared with me for research purposes only. This will include for my PhD thesis, and for academic
publications and presentations.
When writing up the findings from this study, I would like to reproduce some of the views and ideas you shared with me. I will only
use anonymised quotes (i.e. from my interview with you) so that although I will use your exact words, you cannot be identified from
the data.
How my data will be stored
Your data will be stored in encrypted files (no-one other than me, the researcher will be able to access them) and on
password-protected computers. I will store hard copies of any data securely in locked cabinets in my office. I will keep data that can
identify you separately from non-personal information (e.g. your views on a specific topic). In accordance with university guidelines, I
will keep the data securely for a minimum of ten years. I will exclude all personal data from archiving. I intend to archive/share the
data via Lancaster University’s cloud.
What if I have a question or concern?
If you have any queries or if you are unhappy with anything that happens concerning your participation in the study, please contact
myself, Lee, or my PhD supervisor, Dr. Melis Cin.
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Lee Mackenzie

Dr Melis Cin

Department of Educational Research

Department of Educational Research

Tel: +57 310 463 4051

Tel: +44 (0)1524 592884

l.mackenzie@lancaster.ac.uk

m.cin@lancaster.ac.uk

If you have any concerns or complaints that you wish to discuss with a person who is not directly involved in the research, you can
also contact:
Professor Paul Ashwin
Head of Department,
Department of Educational Research,
County South,
Lancaster University,
Lancaster, LA1 4YD, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1524 594443
Email: p.ashwin@lancaster.ac.uk
This study has been reviewed and approved by the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences and Lancaster Management School’s
Research Ethics Committee.

Thank you for considering your participation in this project.

CONSENT FORM
Project Title: The impact of English in Colombian higher education institutes on low-income students’ capabilities
Name of Researcher: Lee Mackenzie
Please tick each box

1. I confirm that I have read and understand the information sheet for the above study. I have had the opportunity to consider
the information, ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily

◻

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time during my participation in this
study and within two weeks after I took part in the study, without giving any reason. If I withdraw within two weeks of taking
part in the study my data will be removed.

◻

3. I understand that any information given by me may be used in future academic articles, publications or presentations by the
researcher/s, but my personal information will not be included and all reasonable steps will be taken to protect the
anonymity of the participants involved in this project.

◻

4. I understand that my name/my organisation’s name will not appear in any reports, articles or presentation without my
consent.

◻

5. I understand that any interviews will be audio-recorded and transcribed and that data will be protected on encrypted
devices and kept secure.

◻

6. I understand that data will be kept according to university guidelines for a minimum of 10 years after the end of the study.

◻

7. I agree to take part in the above study.

◻

________________________
Name of Participant

_______________
Date

________________
Signature

I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, and all the questions asked by the participant
have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and
the consent has been given freely and voluntarily.
________________________
Name of Researcher

_______________
Date

________________
Signature
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APPENDIX B: Themes and subthemes
THEME

SUB-THEMES

Capabilities and English

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Appreciating artistic and cultural expression
Access to knowledge
Buying and selling goods
Improving life opportunities through mobility
Successful completion of academic studies
Respect, dignity and recognition
Sociality and participation
Having aspirations
Communicating with people from different cultures
Improving job opportunities

Conversion factors

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Educational resilience
Amiguismo
Level of English
Academic credentials
Internet access
Geography
Visa requirements
Age
Learning context
Financial situation
Family
Opportunities to use English
Obligatory ELE
Quality of ELE

English and disadvantage

●
●
●
●
●

Linguistic imperialism
Exams
Social stratification
Struggling, failing, and dropping out
Missed opportunities due to lack of English

Attitudes and beliefs

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Different varieties of English
HE in Colombia
“English opens doors”
“English is a must”
Other languages
English compared to other languages
Attitudes to private and public education

Miscellaneous

● How ELE in HE works
● How HE in Colombia works
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APPENDIX C: Most relevant themes and subthemes

